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Sweep away red tape- 

@ Give your customers better service 

on home loans—leave out red tape, 

delays and disappointment—have 

money released to you sooner! 

Finance home loans at home through 

a local institution that fosters savings 

and lending to encourage home 

building! 

Your /ocal Savings or Building and 

Loan Association is that source. We 

use a “‘thrift for building” plan that 

lends three million dollars a day on 

American homes—that finances nearly 

half of America’s small home loans for 

construction and remodeling! 

Nearly 110 years ago the first amor- 

tized home loan plan was introduced 

in America by our type of institution. 

And home owners who have built new 

homes, bought existing ones, refinanced 

property and modernized have en- 

joyed the benefits of this home financ- 

ing service all these years. 

Check these home financing advan- 

tages offered by your /ocal Savings or 

g 7 
CONTRACTORS! Whether it’s for 

buying, building, modernizing or 

refinancing, this local home 

financing service will give you 

definite proof that— 

WHEN YOU SUPPORT YOUR 

LOCAL SAVINGS AND HOME 

FINANCING INSTITUTION 

—YOU HELP LOCAL 

BUSINESS 

FINANCE HOME LOANS AT HOME 

Building and Loan Association. ‘| hen 

you'll be glad to recommend us— 

where home dollars are invested at 

home to help local business and make 

local jobs! 

1. Fast service—no red tape 

2. Convenient service—easy to under- 

stand 

3. Friendly service—deal with neigh- 

bors 

4. Long term loans—repaid like rent 

For a sound, efficient, friendly source 

of home financing, we offer our services 

for your consideration. Recommend 

us, We are waiting to help you! 

This is one of a series of advertise- 

ments sponsored by members of the 

United States Building and Loan 

League, 333 North Michigan Ave., 

Chicago. 
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Home Building Forges Ahead 
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HE gathering momentum of house con- 

Building improvements, including home 
building, are an evidence of returning 

business prosperity and growing confi- 

dence in the future. These investments 

in homes and in other needed buildings 

also contribute directly to business pros- 

perity and general confidence. So the 

present upturn in construction is both a 

sure sign of, and a powerful contribution 

to, an era of improving business. 

EPTEMBER residential contracts for 

the 37 eastern states as reported by 

F. W. Dodge set another good record of 

over ninety-nine and a half million dol- 

lars, practically repeating the high figure 

of the preceding month. October also is 

evidently going strong, the first fifteen 

days adding a total of $50,634,000, which 

is 42 per cent more than in the first half 

of September, and indicates the cumula- 

tive nature of the present push for new 

homes. 

The total of home building contracts 
for 1938 up to Oct. 15 comes within 4 per 

cent of last year’s performance up to that 

date. At the present rate of construction, 

approximately 300,000 new homes valued 

at $1,260,000,000 will be built this year. 

All available indicators of building activ- 

Then struction is one of the most significant ity—building permit records, building and 

us— and encouraging aspects of the present loan association volume, mortgages passed 

-d at business situation. for FHA appraisal, volume of insured 

sasiiee This home building is privately pro- mortgages, contract awards and records 

moted and financed. It is a natural re- of intention to build—show that total 

sult of the normal exercise of business residential construction for 1938 will ex- 

enterprise to meet a genuine need. It is ceed 1937. Current developments confirm 

alain typical of America’s “small business.” It predictions made by American Builder 

is so wide-spread that every state and earlier in the year. The home building } 
every community is feeling its energizing tide is rising, and at the present rate of 

eigh- effects. It is furnishing employment in gain at least 360,000 new dwelling units 

rent 

yurce 

vices 

nend 

“tise- 

~ the 

,oan 

\ve., 

steadily increasing volume to local build- 
ing labor as well as to the factory, mill 

and mine labor which serves the building 

industry. 
And the final product of this home 

building movement is sound, productive, 

taxable and usable wealth. It is very 

much in the public interest—contributing 

directly to health, happiness, stability and 

self-reliance. 

valued at $1,512,000,000 will be built 

during 1939. 

The contribution to the nation’s eco- 

nomic life of such a quantity of widely 

distributed sales and employment will be 
substantial. 
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CLEMENT, VICE-PRESIDENTS; ROY V. WRIGHT, SECRETARY; E. T. HOWSON, ASSISTANT SECRETARY; 
JOHN T. DE MOTT, TREASURER. EXECUTIVE AND EDITORIAL OFFICES: 105 WEST ADAMS STREET, 

CHICAGO; 30 CHURCH STREET, NEW YORK CITY 
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““INCOR’S A SURE CURE FOR SLEEPLESS NIGHTS 

WORRYING OVER FROST-DAMAGED CONCRETE” 

O SAVE money and take the worry out of cold- 

weather concreting, eleven years’ experience says: 

“Use “Incor’ 24-Hour Cement.” 

Through basic processing improvements, ‘Incor’ 

cures or hardens in one-fifth the usual time. Result: 

1. Heat-protection costs 60 to 70 per cent lower; 

2. Cold-wave hazard reduced to hours, instead 

of days; less worry in cold-weather work; 

does the work of several; 

Take advantage of ‘Incor’* 

Madison Avenue, New York. 

American Builder, November 1939. 

‘SLEEPING POWDER 

3. Form re-use is speeded up—one form-set 

4. Summer schedules maintained, even in dead 

of Winter—labor lay-offs minimized. 

Figure these economies on work now in progress. 

savings on cold-weather 

work. Write for copy of “Cold-Weather Concreting.” 

Lone Star Cement Corporation, Room 2227, 342 

*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

Concreted in the snow, 
air temperature 25°, 

dividing wall in 
Ardsley, N. Y., reser- 

voir of New Rochelle 

Water Co. was com- 

pleted in 22 days. 

Cuzzi Bros., Mt. 

Vernon, N. Y., con- 

tractors, obtained 

strong, dense, water- 

tight concrete and se- 

cured frost-damage 
protection at reduced 

expense. 

LONE STAR CEMENT CORPORATION 

MAKERS OF LONE STAR CEMENT : - **INCOR’ 24-HOUR CEMENT 
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Sensationalism 

Does Not Encourage Home Building 

ing and home ownership is extremely desirable. 

When properly and constructively done such promo- 

tional work builds business for dealers, contractors and 

all the ramifications of the building industry, and also 

leads the consuming public into sound investments and 

better homes. 

Unfortunately, however, it sometimes works out that 

what was intended to be helpful to the cause of home 

building actually served more to confuse and dismay 

rather than to encourage the typical mid-income family 

which had been hoping presently to buy or to build. The 

suggestions offered and the home designs recommended 

have in some instances been so bizarre and impractical as 

to leave the average man, and his wife, pretty well 

flabbergasted. 

So, while the building industry unquestionably wel- 

comes all sincere efforts to interest the general public in 

the new style homes, building men and their associates 

feel that some recent publicity stunts and projects have 

been ill-advised. These include demonstration homes, 

home design competitions and popular magazine architec- 

tural features. Some of these have gone modern in such 

a sudden and wild way that the public has been unsold 

on the old but not sold to the new. 

Tin PROMOTE the public’s interest in home build- 

Demonstration Homes 

The building of so-called model or demonstration 

homes is widespread, the customary motive being to inter- 

est the public and to make it more ready to buy or to 

build new homes. Often these exhibit houses are erected 

by an operative or merchant builder to attract prospects 

to his subdivision. Often they are sponsored by some 

building material or home equipment manufacturer as a 

promotional device for his particular material or equip- 

ment. Sometimes an association of such manufacturers 

jointly sponsors such demonstration homes. Sometimes 

newspapers or other publications promote such programs 

with the purpose of interesting advertisers. 

In all these types of exhibit home building it would 

seem to be good business sense to present to public view a 

home of such design and cost as to interest and encourage 

home seekers of the price and taste class it is hoped to 

teach. If a market survey shows a need for low and 

medium cost homes, there seems little point in featuring 

a sample home which in size and equipment is two or 

three times as expensive as the home seekers in that 

market can afford. Also if the established style trend of 

a region is for the Colonial, as in the Northeast, or for 

the Spanish, as in the Southwest, it would seem ill 

advised to go counter to such established home design 

preference by evolving for the exhibit house something 

of a radically different appearance. 

Freak Houses Hurt 

In the opinion of this publication some of the so-called 

model homes exhibited these past few years have been 

freaks. Their sponsors were evidently overinfluenced by 

motives of showmanship; with the result that instead of 

encouraging home buying and home building the public 

has been bewildered. Sensational novelties in design, con- 

struction and equipment have perhaps won for the 

sponsor plenty of “publicity” and have thronged the 

exhibit with long processions of the curious minded ; but 

sales and building contracts have not followed. 

Looking back now on more than ten years of demon- 

stration home experience in all parts of the United States, 

and reviewing the successes as well as the failures, it is 

the conclusion of this publication that sensationalism in 

these homes offered as “models” does not encourage home 

building but rather confuses the home seeking public and 

causes it to delay and postpone the decision to buy or 

build. 

Weird Competition Designs 

and ''30-Minute Expert" Magazine Features 

And this home building sensationalism is not confined 

to demonstration homes. It is cropping out continually in 

widely publicized architectural competitions and in popu- 

lar magazine articles and design features intended for 

general consumption and offered as “the latest” in home 

building advice. 

The business men of the building industry of course 

welcome and appreciate every effort from whatever 

source, sincerely made in the interest of home ownership 

and a sound program of home building; but they would 

like to see better judgment displayed in the handling of 
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these popular forays into the field of home building pro- 

motion. They would like to see the public encouraged and 

reassured in its natural home building desires, not con- 

fused and misled by showings of radical and revolutionary 

designs and ideas, offered with seeming authority and 

branding the average family’s ideal of a home as hope- 

lessly out of date. 

Several recent nationally advertised architectural com- 

petitions for home designs have been so programmed as 

to bring out almost exclusively exhibits of the moderne, 

international or shoebox style of house. Younger 

architects and the unemployed draftsmen who have been 

most free to submit designs in these recent competitions 

seem to go for these radical schemes ; and the competition 

sponsors have let them have their way and have widely 

publicized their ideas, in spite of the much demonstrated 

fact that the American public does not like and will not 

have these cubist houses that look so unhomelike. 

Wanted: Promotion of Sound Ideas 

in Line with Public's Home Taste 

The business men of the building industry, who are 

carrying the responsibility in their local communities for 

promotion, planning and erecting the homes needed there, 

are saying that they would rather have no promotion at 

all to the general public rather than the ballyhooing of 

such radical and impractical home building designs and 

ideas. . 

This publication hopes that future competitions for 

home designs, especially those for small homes, will be 

more prudently programmed to include more of “what 

the people want,” that popular magazine editors will 

check up with experienced home building men before 

recommending astounding and impractical home designs 

to their readers, and that the demonstration homes still 

to be built will be more winsome and persuasive to the 

millions of average prospects—all of this we hope for, 

even if it is not so spectacular. 

Sensationalism may build magazine circulation; but it 

doesn’t build homes. The revolutionary, radical or bizarre 

only results in confusing the home builder’s mind and 

causing him to postpone his long cherished building or 

buying project. 

Disaster Insurance 

T SOMETIMES takes a major disaster to bring 

I home to people some simple fact of basic importance 

in their lives. It took a major disaster such as the 

flood, fire, hurricane and tidal wave that swept New 

England to bring home the importance of good construc- 

t‘on—not just good construction, but the best building 

that modern science can produce. 

Most homes and business structures are built during 

a time of peace and tranquility when nothing could seem 

more remote than a hurricane or a tidal wave, a flood or 

American Builder, November 19398. 

some other disaster. The prospective owner is some- 

times hard to convince that the extra cost of an extra- 

substantial house is worthwhile. But when the unex. 

pected happens—as it did in New England—and a trop. 

ical hurricane whips through the countryside, a tidal 

wave sweeps in from the ocean, and quiet rivers go on 

a wild rampage, then is the time the ordinarily hidden 

values of good construction play their part. 

No one will claim that all the millions of dollars of 

damage done to homes, barns and other structures de- 

scribed in the article on the opposite page, could have 

been entirely prevented by sound construction. But there 

is ample proof gathered by American Builder representa- 

tives who visited these areas that the damage would have 

been less and many lives saved if construction had been 

better. Or putting it another way, it can be said that 

flimsily built, poorly bolted and braced structures suf- 

fered the worst. 

One graphic example may illustrate. Two houses 

stood side by side near the Buzzards Bay end of the 

Cape Cod Canal. The oldest inhabitant could not re- 

member water rising anywhere near this section. Yet 

when the tidal wave hit with startling swiftness, both 

houses were inundated up to the second floor windows. 

For a time both stood firm. Then without warning, one 

of the houses floated from its foundation, swept into the 

rushing stream and collapsed, carrying five persons to 

their death. The other house stood firm, and the occu- 

pants have some conscientious New England _ builder 

to thank for being alive today. 

Small Extra Cost 

Would Have Assured Safety 

This story was repeated many times over. One of 

the most common omissions apparent both in all-year- 

round structures and summer cottages was the failure 

to properly anchor the structures to foundations. It may 

be said that the cost of a few anchor bolts made the 

difference between life and death. 

Good construction is, of course, more than a matter of 

a few anchor bolts. The lesson the building industry 

should learn from this disaster is that almost any com- 

munity may sometime be hit by a tornado, hurricane, 

flood or other disaster. The wise builder and the wise 

owner will do everything possible to build a rugged, sub- 

stantial structure, firmly anchored, firmly braced, that 

will truly prove a man’s refuge in a storm. A construc- 

tive move would be for the various associations of build- 

ing material manufacturers to review their building 

recommendations in the light of the manner in which 

buildings withstood the New England disaster. Perhaps 

an impartial and thoroughgoing report by some govern- 

mental agency would be desirable. 

Whatever such action may be taken, the final effective- 

ness will depend on what builders and contractors decide. 

The events in New England should help them convince 

their customers that the best and cheapest form of dis- 

aster insurance they can obtain is better construction. 

shi 
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VIEW OF MAIN STREET along 

the ocean front at Narragansett, 

R.|. The pile of wreckage in the 

foreground was once a row of 

popular beach stores and pavil- 

ions. Most buildings on the street 

were ruined by the tidal wave 

and have been condemned. En- 

tire street to be relocated further 

inland behind a new sea wall. 

~ atl, 

TWO TYPICAL VIEWS below 
show waterfront destruction. The 

cottage at left was washed from 

its foundation and partially de- 

stroyed. The house at right float- 

ed a few feet from its foundations 

and settled in this position. Else- 

where, whole communities of sum- 

mer homes were completely de- 

molished or washed away. 
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Flood, Fire, Hurricane ...... 

the United States, accompanied by torrential rains 

and a tidal wave, left a havoc and destruction worse 
than any inhabitant can recall. The disaster wrecked 

thousands of homes and cottages, blew down hundreds of 

barns and rural structures, demolished many stores and 

business structures. In the wooded areas of Maine, Ver- 

mont and Massachusetts it laid low millions of board feet 

of timber, which constitutes a serious potential fire 

hazard. It was one of the most far-reaching disasters 

that has hit the United States. This is the picture your 

American Builder correspondent saw on a tour of the 

stricken areas. But it’s an ill wind that blows no good, 
and fortunately for the building industry the good in 

this case means a vast volume of construction and sale 

of building materials. 
Every dealer interviewed in the stricken area was 

Te hurricane that ripped up the Eastern coast of doing a rushing business. Roofing was the first big item 

in demand, and practically all dealers sold out their com- 

plete stocks in a few days. Manufacturers in the sur- 

rounding areas rushed replacements in by truckloads as 

soon as the roads were open, and plants worked 24 

hours a day to meet the demand. 
Every available workman was at work—many for the 

first time in years—in reconstruction activity. Inland in 

the states of Connecticut, Massachusetts and New Hamp- 

shire the violent hurricane blew off roofs and church 

steeples, destroyed barns and any structures not strongly 

built, and blew down a large portion of the trees in the 

area. Many of the trees in falling damaged homes. 

The Connecticut and other major rivers flooded by the 

prolonged rains rose almost to the flood stages of 1936, 
inundating many cities. Lumber yards along the rivers 

(Continued to page 82) 
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Store Reconstruction and Building of 

New Commercial Structures Made Easy 

With Attractive, Colorful Materials 

new store is erected for each 16 new homes, 

either in the immediate residential neighborhood 

or nearest shopping center. New store building has an 

immediate effect on commercial modernization, because 

older buildings must be improved so that they can com- 

pete with the newer, brighter, more colorful store fronts 

and interiors. Attractive new materials for commercial 

buildings, such as structural glass blocks, colored struc- 

tural glass, enameled steel, porcelain tile, stainless steel, 

resin-bonded plywood, plastics, synthetic stone, and com- 

binations of these materials, put new life and color 

into drab facades, and draw business to new or restyled 

store and entertainment buildings. 
Store layout, lighting and design of display windows, 

color, and display signs, all play a part in providing 

opportunities for sparkling originality in commercial 

structures. Manufacturers of practically all equipment 

used in store building or modernization now maintain 

service departments that provide design suggestions and 

detailed information on installation of their materials. 

They also issue attractive literature for building 

men who are concerned with commercial installations. 

All store building and restyling 

involves consideration of facade, 

windows, entrances, and signs 

Stores that sell goods require large, 
well-lighted display windows, while 

stores that sell services (restaurants, 
barber shops, laundries, etc.) require 

a facade that shows the character 

and quality of the establishment. 

Windows of the latter merely reveal 

what is going on inside. Large 

stores with an extended street front- 

age, require a type of facade treat- 

ment that need not be described here. 

Small stores require more ingenuity 

Reeve of building activity indicate that one 

American Builder, November 1938. 

Some Suggestions for Styling Shops and 

in planning than large ones, because they 
must make up in attention value what they 

lack in size. When a store occupies a two- 

story building, or a single-story structure 

with a false front, an impressive, colorful 

facade can be used as part of the store front, 
or as a striking background for an impress- 

sive sign that can be seen from a long distance. 

Accompanying diagrams show various ways of ar- 

ranging small store entrances in buildings with both 

deep and shallow windows, with and without stairways 

leading to upper floors. All of these entrance layout 

suggestions have provéd unusually successful in actual 

practice. Additional diagrams illustrate basic principles 

of display window design and illumination—a subject 
on which volumes have been written. One diagram 

shows plans and dimensions of first-floor windows, built 

with concealed lighting. The other shows an arrange- 

ment of first floor and basement display windows that 
can be used to increase the amount of effective display 

space in practically any store. 

Lighting of store fronts and interiors plays an in- 

creasingly important part in modern commercial struc- 

tures. One reason for rapid increase in the use of 

structural glass blocks in store construction, is their 

ability to transmit light and thereby provide better 

interior illumination. They also can be used to produce 

striking luminous effects in store fronts through the 
store’s uSual interior lighting, or with colored lights set 

behind glass block panels in facade or walls. 

THE INTERIOR of this Long Beach, California beauty 

shop gets plenty of well-diffused daylight through the 

front wall of Insulux glass blocks. Views of outsiders are 

obscured, because the blocks are translucent but are not 

transparent. 

THIS STRIKING beauty shop exterior demonstrates prop- 

er use of small windows in a store that sells services; also, 

how a facade can be used to show character and quality 

of an establishment. The glass block front is an “eye 

puller,” especially at night when it is illuminated. 
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Commercial Buildings 

Colored structural glass, both opaque and translucent, is 

widely used in store fronts. A striking effect is obtained by 

using colored glass that appears to be opaque in daylight, 

but gives off a well-diffused glow when illuminated inside 
the building at night. 

Concrete masonry units are regularly used for both load- 

bearing and non-load-bearing walls, for partitions, as back- 
ing for all types of facing materials, for fireproofing, as 

floor fillers, and for almost every building construction use 

where masonry can be used to advantage. But the uses of 

concrete masonry are not entirely structural. Concrete 

masonry units are a flexible design medium, because the 

material lends itself readily to any style of architecture. It 

is adaptable to a wide variety of surface finishes and tex- 

tures for both interior and exterior walls. Certain types 
of concrete masonry units made from light-weight aggre- 

gates also have excellent sound absorption qualities, mak- 

ing them adaptable for use in the walls of auditoriums, 

theaters, churches, schools, or wherever good acoustical 

properties are important. 

Porcelain enameled steel finds many uses in commercial 

buildings, particularly where colorful, durable, exteriors 

and interiors are required. Enameled facings are available 

in sheets that can be applied over old wall surfaces and also 

are made with a backing of light-weight concrete of prac- 

tically any desired thickness. These combined materials 

can be built up like any masonry material in partitions or 

load-bearing walls. Enameled steel sheets can be made up 

in any desired color, shape, or size, with stenciled designs, 

trade marks, or signs fused into the surface. 
5 ps 

TOP, RIGHT: Entrance to Orlando, 
Florida, farm implement sales room. 

All ornamental effects were pro- 

duced with concrete masonry units. 

CENTER: Diagrams | to 4 show ar- 

rangements of small store frontage 

having two entrances. Reproduced 

from booklet, "How to Plan and 

Construct Modern Storefronts,” by 

Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. 

LEFT: Restyled store front in Car- 

bondale, Pennsylvania, showing com- 

bination of black and white Carrara 

structural glass with Pittco alum- 

inated metal trim, sash, and hooded 

awning bars. 



Stainless steel sheets, rolled and drawn, or cast 
shapes, are used for decorative effects in combination 

with colorful materials. 

The plywood industry has developed light-weight, 

weather-resistant, resin-bonded boards that can be ob- 

tained in practically any desired size or thickness, for 
use in store facades, cutout signs, and similar outdoor 
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SIGHT LINES = Ground & Basement Windows 

THE diagram above shows how some basement and first-floor displays 

can be combined. The method can be used in either large or small 

stores where maximum display space is desired. FFirst-floor and 

mezzanine display windows can be combined in similar fashion, pro- 

vided a good view of the window can be obtained from a distance 

of 25 feet back from the face of the building. 

BLACK, ivory, and 
green Vitrolite 
have been com. 
bined effectively in 
the front of this 
neighborhood 
theatre in Minne- 
apolis, Minnesota. 

uses. Other plywood sheets with surface veneers of 

cabinet woods are extensively used for store interiors, 

because of their light weight and flexibility. Plywood 
sheets can be used over curved surfaces of counters, 

display cases, and walls, and to produce other popular 
streamlined interior effects. 

Plastics are available in a wide range of solid colors, 

attractive designs, marblized effects, and wood grains. 
These light-weight, durable, materials are mounted on 

asbestos sheets for exterior use in store facades or bulk- 

heads, and are combined with structural insulation 

board, or plywood, for interior use. Thin sheets can 
be applied directly over finished interior walls, if de- 

sired. Panel construction is used over rough, or irreg- 

ular wall surfaces. 

BELOW: General principles of display window design and illumination 

are covered in this diagram. Stores that sell inexpensive products 

usually require large windows for mass displays. High grade shops 

that show only a few articles at a time may use small openings with 

the floor of the window (bulkhead height) raised from 18 to 42 

inches above the sidewalk level. 

Fixtures with louvered reflectors may projec into viewing angle 
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Extruded aluminum and bronze store fronts, and 

various types of metal moulding strips are extensively 

used in modern store front construction. Metal forms 

are available for practically any desired design effect. 
Stock forms can be used to take care of practically any 

structural situation that may be encountered in building 

new commercial buildings or restyling old ones. 
Development of modern metal alloys and finishes for 

aluminum, bronze, and stainless steel has increased the 

use of metal for store-front work. Rustless metal mem- 
bers can be used for facing an entire store front, or in 

combination with other materials. Improved metal sash 

for display windows are equipped with resiliant spring 
grips that take up irregularities in the glass, variations in 

pressure, and shocks. Ingenious metal awning bars har- 

monize with the rest of the store front, and are used to 

shelter the awning roll, or conceal it entirely. Transom 

bars over windows also are faced with metal, and addi- 
tional mouldings can be added to widen them if desired. 

American Builder will gladly co-operate with 

readers requesting additional information on the 

subjects discussed in this article. THIS small bakery makes up in attention-value what it lacks in size. 

Decorative bands are ivory and white Carrara in black background. 

RIGHT: Laundry and cleaners’ building erected at 
Orlando, Florida, by Kiehl & Stevens, contractors, 

entirely with concrete masonry units. 

BELOW: Detail showing how ornamental pre-cast 

coping is set over dowels in parapet. This detail also 
illustrates roof construction and proper installation 

of flashings. 

CONTINUOUS SLOT PRECAST COPING 

— DRIP 
DOWEL SET SA 

IN CONCRETE —**? 
CORES OF 

FILLED WITH 
METAL LATH BELOW: Stainless steel has been combined with black and white Vitrolite in this Sioux 

Comte PaluT City, lowa, filling station. Letters on the front wall are painted, galvanized iron. 

PORTLAND 
CEMENT Pal F 

METAL COUNTER 
FLASHING 

ROOF FLASHING 

BUILT UP ROOF 

A 
0 em 

RLINE IF 
CEILING IS PLASTERED 

PARAPET AND FLAT ROOF DETAILS 
8&"CONCRETE MASONRY WALL-P.C.PAINT 
PRECAST COPING - SOLID REINFORCED 
CONCRETE ROOF SLAB 
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GLENAYRE HOMES— 

My Answer to a Challenge 

Chicago operative builder becomes home manufacturer. 

Offers single package units in completely controlled 

area-development to meet demand of informed buyers. 

By George F. Nixon, 

Former President Chicago Real Estate Board 

BOUT two years ago, while attending a conven- 

tion of the National Association of Real Estate 

Boards, I was impressed with the unfortunate 

lack of co-operation among operative realtor-builders, 

material interests and FHA officials, notwithstanding 

our complete agreement that “home manufacturers” 

presently had the greatest opportunity on earth. 

It was immediately apparent that the operative 

builder had not adjusted his operation to the require- 

ments of the FHA. As a result his loans did not qualify 

for maximum FHA service. 

Realizing that FHA standards and requirements were 

both reasonable and in complete accord with the ele- 

ments of value, which practically every successful op- 

erative builder had agreed to in theory, I insisted we 

should put them in practice. This challenge was quick- 

ly issued: “If the opportunities are so great and the 

FHA requirements can be practicably met, why don’t 

you do it?” 
A “guinea pig” demonstration of the application of 

FHA requirements was set down on paper. 

The first element of value to be agreed upon was 

proper location. After this, land utilization. Eleven 

layouts were drawn of such a proposed development. 

The one finally agreed upon was entitled to maximum 

FHA rating. Because the plots were not all of the 

GEORGE F. Nixon, 

prominent developer 

and builder, who de- 

scribes in this ar 

ticle his Glenayre 

homes project; a 

partial view of this 

property is seen 

above looking from 

the road through 

the entrance way 

under construction. 

same size and dimension, homes were designed for the 

initial ten plots which were used as a catapult for our 

Glenayre Development. (See second page following 

for this plot plan.) After the architects had designed 

and located these first ten houses (which adjoined one 

another without intervening vacant plots) landscape 

architects were employed to study the location relation- 

ship of one house to its neighbor on either side with 

the particular aim of having every window in each 

house overlook a garden. 

We started a year ago. Today, eleven homes selling 

for $18,000 to $20,000 are completed, sold and occupied ;: 

four of these are illustrated with floor plans on pages. 

36 to 39. Six additional homes are under construc- 

tion. We have no salesman on the tract. The up-to- 

the-minute buyer today is buying homes. He is not 

being sold. 



American Builder, November 1938. 

When the public stopped buying homes, at the start 

of the depression, it challenged the building industry 
and demanded that we vrovide a better and less costly 

financing tool than the old first and second mortgage. 
It challenged land utilization and the crowding that re- 

sulted from building homes on 18, 30 and 50 foot lots. 
We must readjust our programs to meet the new de- 

mands made by a well informed public. 
The depression created a “security hysteria.” In the 

old days no one paid off a mortgage. People could make 
more by using that money in the stock market. The de- 

pression brought the realization that their only real 

security lay in a well built home, economically financed. 
We no longer have to sell the idea of security in home 

ownership. 

What a pleasant transformation from the conversa- 

tions of young couples of the whoopee parties of yester- 

day to the wholesome, enthusiastic ideals and conversa- 
tions of these same couples today. With home reading 

matter spread before them, they now intelligently and 

joyfully discuss floor plans, costs, financing, air condi- 

tioning and all available information about sound home 
ownership. They have caught up with the romance, 

promised happiness and security it assures. Today we 

have to deal with an educated home buying public. So 
there is a difference between the mere building of 

houses as in the past and being a home manufacturer 

33 

for the present market. We must pick the building 

products that deliver service and assemble them into a 

completed house that the prospective home owner can 
appreciate. That’s all he’s interested in—the com- 

pleted house. Just as the automobile buyer is concerned 

only with the finished product, we’re responsible for 
buying the parts and assembling them into a home that 

meets his standards of performance. The owner de- 

pends on us, the builders, for this service. 

The challenge for a better financing plan has been 
met. We have in FHA the finest financing tool on this 

planet. During the past eight years, new and improved 

products offered by the building industry have made 

possible more progress in home construction than was 
made in the previous fifty years. These products offer 

greater comfort, stability, longer life and more archi- 

tectural beauty than ever before. It remains for the 
home manufacturer to combine these services and mate- 

rials in a complete package unit that meets the demands 
of an educated buying public that is eager to own homes. 

The manufacturer of homes can develop a new index 

of business volume. The old index of steel production 
or automobile production can create only a fraction of 

financial prosperity in this nation that can be created 
by home building. Home building is the nation’s big- 

gest distributor of employment and purchases. We 
(Continued to page 86) 

BELOW: A clean excavating job is the beginning of a Nixon house. Workmen are shown preparing a cinder fill for porch slab; J & L 

steel beams and poured concrete first floor are a feature of these houses. Insulite Bildrite sheathing is applied to a circular stair tower. 

C. W. Lampe, architect, and Al Nixon, superintendent, are seen studying plans on a Cape Cod house nearing completion. 
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views and plans of four of thé 

Individual lots are abot 
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original ten houses in the devel 

another. 

Glenayre project covering t# 
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Fine Details 

in the House 

and Livable 

Features for 

the Garden 

IN the design of George F. Nixon's 

Glenayre homes, details such as the 

Colonial entrance to the right and the 

outdoor barbecue located in a corner 

of a paved courtyard, as shown be- 

low, add to the appeal and salability. 

Plans and exterior views of four 

typical Nixon houses appear on the 

next four pages. 

In Selling the Home Buyer in 

Today's Market, Builders Find 

That the Single-Unit, Com- 

plete-Package Sale Is More 

Easily Made When Special 

Features Adding to the Charm 

and Livability Are Part of Plus 

Value Design. Examples of 

Such Features Will Be Found 

in this Design Section 



TWO NIXON HOMES—MODIFIED 4-LEVEL COLONIAL AND Bou 

Built by George F. Nixon at Glenayre, near 

Chicago. C.W. Lampe and Associates, Architects 

THE two Colonial houses shown on these pages give some 

idea of the style range used in designing Nixon's Glenayre 

homes. Other houses in the development are of Cape Cod, 

Early American, Georgian, English and French styling modi- 

fied to the needs of today's functional plan. All of them 

having been prepared by the firm's staff architects, C. W. 
Lampe and Associates, this wide range is not disturbing 

when the development is seen as a unit, but rather adds to 

the pleasing effect by avoiding the monotony of repetition. 

The Colonial house shown above, with plans below, fol- 

lows the popular four-level layout which Architect Lampe 

is credited with having originated some years ago. The 

lower level contains a well lighted recreation room to the 

front and a laundry and heater room to the rear. A half- 

flight of stairs above this level, the large living room, dining 

room and kitchen are placed. Two bedrooms with a bath 

between are directly over the recreation room level, and 

the master bedroom and bath are above the living portion 

of the house. A two-car garage extends to one side, and 

a glazed porch off the dining room is placed on the other 
side. The entrance and first floor exterior beneath the 

overhang are faced with Briar Hill stone which harmonizes 

very nicely with the blinds painted a terra-cotta shade. 

Red cedar siding and shingles cover the balance of the 
exterior. The exterior attractiveness of this house and its 

workable plan are typical of Nixon's homes. 

54-0" 

KITCHEN 
zorxit-e A DINING Room 

is 

Living Room 
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HEATER 
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SOUTHERN COLONIAL 

SEE PAGES 32, 33, 34, 35, 

38 AND 39 FOR OTHER 

DETAILS ON NIXON 

HOMES 

THE FRONT entrance and rounded 

bay details of this Southern Colonial 

home built by George F. Nixon are 

reproduced on the cover of this issue 

of AMERICAN BUILDER. In plan 
the seven rooms are very efficient! 

arranged around the center hall 

which leads directly back to a maid's 

room or den. The first floor bath is 

placed between this room and the 

kitchen, the latter being very com- 

pact and providing space for a 
breakfast corner. The well propor- 

tioned living room on the opposite 

side of the house opens onto a flag- 
stone terrace at the rear. On the 

second floor there are three bed- 

rooms with two baths, one of these 

being the master bath reached 

through the dressing room. Closet 

space is generous. A large sun deck 
over the two-car garage gives ad- 

ditional room for outdoor living. 
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SEE PAGES 32 TO 37 

FOR OTHER DETAILS 

ON NIXON’ HOMES 

Located at Glenayre 

CENTER HALL COLONIAL, 2-CARGARAGE wear chicace am | ¢ 

THE Colonial house with 

overhanging second floor at 
the left, like most houses with 

a simple rectangular plan, 

contains seven large rooms 

within what appears to bea 

moderate sized house on the > 
exterior. Besides the living §— 

room, dining room and kitch- 

en on the first floor, there | 
are a good sized breakfast — 

room, lavatory, generous 

B epeoom®! stair hall and storage space. 
ssiaeiead The four bedrooms on the 

second floor are all very 
well supplied with closet 

space. The two baths con- 

SECOND FLOOR PLAN veniently serve the bed- 

rooms. 

me seipianiiaaitit 
14 x 11-9" 

BATH 
O-as 

ON THE opposite page the 

largest of the Nixon houses, 
a 7-room English design, is 

shown. An unusual feature 
of this house is the foyer and 

circular stair. A maid's room ¢ 
with full bath is located on 
the first floor. Living room 

and dining room are sepa- 

rated by an arched opening 

flanked with bookshelves on 
the sides. Three large bed- 

rooms, ample closet space, 

a master dressing room an 

: re pee two baths, one oval-shaped 

First Floor PLAN. off the master bedroom, o¢- 
cupy the second floor. 

GARAGE at tl Dining -Room 
aay 1 \e'-4°" 19-0" ; 14-9" 12-0" 

‘ eve 
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George F. Nixon, Builder, Chicago 

C. W. Lampe and Assoc., Designers 
7-ROOM ENGLISH WITH 3 BATHS 

44.8" 
ng 
| { } i 

= 

GARAGE 
18-6"X19°2" 

Maios Room 
10£6"X 41010" 

DinING Room 
13-.6"X 15% 40" 

TERRACE 

Beo Room *2 
14-7" 16-4" Clos, § Clos. 
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4-7"°X 16-0" 
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BATH 

MasTeR 
Bed Room 
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THE recent completion of this unusual home in Burlingame 

Hills near San Francisco provides an interesting case study 

of wood utilization for all structural and finish purposes in 

contemporary styling. The project is described by Nelson 

E. Jones of the Jones Hardwood Co., as offering ''a new 

note in beauty . . . a new achievement in comfort and 

convenience . . . a new record in practical, economical 

home building . . .'" Mr. Jones, who built, sponsored and 

owns it, further adds, ‘This handsome, attractively de- 
signed structure stands as a challenge and an invitation to 

home builders of today, awakening them to new possibil- 

ities in planning and designing homes of greater charm, 

comfort and decorative qualities than have heretofore 

seemed possible in WOOD." 
Floor plans on the opposite page indicate the clever 

arrangement of rooms as designed by Architect Donnell 

E. Jaekle of San Francisco. The view of the living room 

shows the way in which the all-wood interiors were handled. 

The following construction outline gives the essential 

details of wood use in the balance of the house as well as 

lists other materials and equipment items: 
FOUNDATION: Concrete with steel reinforcing bars. 

FRAME CONSTRUCTION: Douglas fir (Oregon pine) 

with redwood sills. 

ROOF: Tar and gravel. 
DOORS AND WINDOW FRAMES: All doors flush hard- 

wood doors with California pine cores and face veneers 

to match finish of various rooms. Garage doors redwood. 

California pine sash. Casement windows throughout. 

EXTERIOR SURFACES: Five-ply waterproof fir plywood; 

redwood rustic, Monterey dikes. 

EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR FINISHES: National Lead 

Co. lacquers, enamels for interior; oils, leads for exterior. 

A MODERN ALL-WOOD HOUSE IN CALIFORNIA 

THE strikingly mod- 
ern house at the left 

features all wood 

construction. It was 

erected as a prac- 

tical demonstration 

of wood utilization 

throughout. Jones 

Hardwood Co., San 

’ Francisco, sponsors; 

Donnell E. Jaekle, 

architect; Martin 

Peterson, builder. 

INTERIOR WALLS: Hardwoods throughout. Birch trim 

in kitchen and service portions of house. Enameled. Nat- 
ural birch doors. 

LIVING AND DINING ROOM: Walnut plywood and 

walnut mouldings. Teak plank floors. Nu-Wood ceilings. 

KITCHEN: Kitchen cabinets and kitchen detail by Peer- 

less Built-in Fixture Co. Birch trim and natural finish birch 

doors and work tops. Ceiling Douglas fir plywood. 
BREAKFAST ROOM: Pearlwood paneling, Philippine 
mahogany mouldings, Teakwood floors and Nu-Wood ceil- 

ings. 
UPPER HALL LANDING: Walnut trim and walls, oak 

block floors, Nu-Wood ceiling. Tongue and groove wal- 

nut on curved wall. Hardwood floors throughout. 
UPPER REAR HALL: Philippine mahogany paneling and 

trim, Nu-Wood ceilings and oak floors. 
MASTER BEDROOM: Birch plank walls. 1x8” T and G 

"V."" Birch trim. Silver tone finish. Herringbone oak 

floors. Nu-Wood ceilings. 
GUEST BEDROOM: Philippine mahogany plank walls, 

Ixl2” T and G. Philippine mahogany trim with magnolia 

band to meet head casing. Block pattern oak floors. 

Nu-Wood ceilings. 
SON'S BEDROOM: Art-Ply ceilings and walls. Philippine 

mahogany mouldings and doors. 
STAIRS: Teak treads. Curly birch risers. Walnut hand 
rail and birch balusters. Finished to harmonize with halls. 

CLOSETS, DRESSING ROOMS AND WARDROBES: 

Birch trim and walls with Tennessee cedar lining in clothes 

sections. 
— FIXTURES: Standard Sanitary Manufactur- 

ing Co. 

LIGHTING FIXTURES: Boyd Lighting Fixture Co. 
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THE LIVING ROOM walls of this California all-wood home are constructed of walnut plywood with walnut trim; floors are teak plank 

and ceiling is Nu-Wood. In the above view the circular staircase and entrance hall can be seen; the stairs have teak treads, curly 
birch risers and walnut handrail. The plan below was designed for a maximum of convenience with a practical arrangement of rooms. 
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CASE STUDY IN GOOD DESIGN 

GOOD design is a difficult value to judge, yet it is one, of 

the principal factors in contributing intrinsic worth to a 
home. The above house, built by Whitson Improvement 

Corporation in its Monfort Hills community at Port Wash- 

ington, N. Y., is a case study of merit. Designed by Archi- 

tects Kimball & Husted, it is located on the top of a hill 
with a commanding view, and was planned to fit that site 

and meet the particular needs of the owners. Its main 

charm is its simplicity, which is reflected both in the un- 
ostentatious exterior lines and the fine but restrained in- 

terior details. Exterior is of cement-asbestos shingles. Roof 

is of slate. It is insulated and air conditioned. The enor- 

mous living room has a fine bay window. Guest closet 

and lavatory are off the main hall. A well planned dinette 

with extensive windows replaces the conventional dining 

room as is being done more frequently today. 
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AS AN experienced builder, John A. Baldwin of Teaneck, N. J., is 

in a position to make home ownership simple and easy. Most of the 

criticism that home buying is "'difficult'’ is proved untrue when the 

facts are known. This attractive house designed by J. Norman 

Hunter is complete, comfortable, easy to buy and easy to own. 

Floors throughout are of quartered oak, hardware of solid brass. 

Floors are of firesafe slabs, roof of slate. It is completely insulated, 
weatherstripped and equipped with year-round air conditioning. 

The spacious rooms, two-car garage, three baths and maid quarters 

make it an all-around satisfactory house. The cost to the owner of 

such a home in the Baldwin development is about $85 per month. 
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EASY TO BUY 

EASY TO OWN 

John A. Baldwin, Builder 
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TRIM COLONIAL WITH EXCELLENT 6-ROOM PLAN 

Built in Evanston, IIl., L. Morgan Yost, Architect, Wilmette, III. 

AS AN EXAMPLE of proper space utilization for modern 

livability, the Colonial house above is outstanding. The 

plan contains many unusual features, all compactly ar- 

ranged within a relatively small floor area. Some of these 

features are the narrow card table closet located off the 

front hall, a firewood bin opening both to the basement 

stairs and to the living room, and a telephone passage 

between the service hall and kitchen plan desk. This 

service hall provides good access to the garage, lavatory, 

guest closet, located as it is between the kitchen and front 

entrance. The well proportioned dining room and the 

end of living room with porch overlook the rear. On the 

second floor there are three good sized bedrooms with 

ample closet space. The placement of the two baths 

allows economy of installation. A sun deck over the porch 

is reached through one of the bedrooms. 
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ALL ELEVATIONS of this trim Colonial house have been 

designed in pleasing proportions by Architect Yost. The 

arage with connecting passageway gives the view from 

the front additional width, as seen in the elevation below. 

This portion of the house was planned for future enlarge- 

. ment at the owner's request; a maid's room or first floor 
i guest room can later be built between the garage and the 

house, the present first floor lavatory becoming part of 
; a bathroom. The exterior treatment consists ot white 

F pine beveled siding with |x8 flush boards below on front. 
The lattice design is repeated as a grille over the lavatory 

window and diamond shaped panes in the front door. 

Other design, construction and equipment features are 

as follows: Compact gas equipped kitchen with Crane 

sink set between adjoining counter tops, built-in cabinets, 

Magic Chef range, Electrolux refrigerator, Ilgette ven- 

tilating fan and Armstrong linoleum on the floor. The 

iy Bryant winter air conditioning system and water heater 

are also gas-fired. The basement recreation room has 

a fireplace. Exterior sheathing is Insulite Bildrite board, 

and interior walls are finished with three-coat plaster on 

Rocklath. J-M rock wool was used over second floor 

ceilings. Roof is Flintkote asphalt shingles. Baths have 

Kohler fixtures and walls finished in Veos tile; a dressing 

alcove adjoins the master bath. The garage is equipped 

with an Overhead door. 
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Perry, Architect, 
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Lee Perry, Architect Who Turned Builder, Tells = 

How He Makes Good Design, Quality Materials io. 

% Sell Homes in the Low-Priced Field mins 
LEE PERRY, president, all a 

County Housing Corp. 
ofa 
Perr 

L: PERRY is an architect who turned builder to terior walls consisting of half-inch insulating board in ei 

prove that quality design and quality construction large sheets as the base for wallpaper. Exteriors are of br 

could be brought successfully into the low-cost field. largely of weather resisting cement-asbestos shingles. budg 
In his Westminster Ridge development near White Plains, Mr. Perry is an architect with more than 15 years “J 

N.Y., he is building charming homes in a well-planned experience in which he has designed and built many large mad 

community, ranging from $5,800 to $8,500. These homes and expensive homes. At Westminster Ridge he is dem- cons: 

are as well designed, laid out and built as any $40,000 onstrating that the same quality of planning, workman- he d 
home, including such quality features as Bryant gas- ship and construction can be brought to the low-cost field. “T 

fired winter air conditioning, Johns-Manville Rockwool On September 1 when an American Builder editor cons 

bat insulation, Curtis Silentite windows with Mitertite visited the development, 41 houses had been built or a8 it 
trim, Lightolier fixtures and brass pipe. were under construction, with sales running well ahead plan 

The houses are also of dry wall construction, the in- of completed houses. Work on the first houses started 

FLOOR PLANS of "The Lee" provide fine exposure, ample rooms, a downstairs lavatory, ample closets. FLOC 
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"THE GREEN- 
FIELD", 5-room 

house at West- 
minster Ridge, 

with appealing 
architectural 

style. Exterior is 
of asbestos- 

cement shingles. 

last February, so that, considering the “recession,” the 

record is good. 
Perry believes that as an architect he is in a strategic 

position to serve his customers well. He can sketch a 
plan while talking, and can talk with a sound and authori- 

tative knowledge to prospective buyers. He is able to 

study each lot separately and design the house to fit it 

most economically and attractively. The results at West- 

minster Ridge show this. The houses are attractive from 
all angles—an especially important item in a hillside 

development such as this where frequently the downsite 

of a house is unsightly and mars the entire development. 

Perry is a man of ideas and is critical both of architects 

who fail to acquire a practical knowledge of building and 
of builders who fail to make adequate allowance in their 

budget for good architectural advice. 

“I became convinced that low-cost housing could be 

made profitable only when it had received the study and 
consideration given to the most expensive type of home,” 
he declared. 

“T can see no reason why the prospective home owner 
considering a house worth only $6,000 is not entitled to 
as much architectural consideration as though he were 
planning a house costing $40,000. 

Photos JOHN GI 

“Coupled with the fact that these basic thoughts are 

fundamental, it is equally true that most builders are not 

aware of them. I found the only way I could achieve 

the results that I desired was to become both architect 

and builder in one, the results of which would be amaz- 
ingly different from any of those achieved by others. 

“That I have been justified in my conclusions is evi- 

denced by the remarkable success we are enjoying at 

Westminster Ridge, White Plains. 

“Our aims are simple. Of forty houses erected in six 

months, each one is different and yet each one can boast 

of the finest materials nationally advertised, welded to- 

gether into a plan that has been given considerable 

thought as to design, orientation, equipment and con- 

struction. Most of our sales have been for houses to 

order and yet each prospect virtually becomes an archi- 

tectural client, and all of his whims are catered to, how- 

ever small the house may be. 

“Not that I feel that architecture is the all-important 

phase of development work. My training as an architect 

forces me to insist upon the full coordination and or- 

ganization of all the parts that go to make up the whole. 

Just as the proper cement mixture must be stated in a 

specification, so the correct form letter must be mailed 

FLOOR PLAN of "The Greenfield" includes an I1' 6" x 20° 6" living room also dining alcove, attached garage, well equipped kitchen. 
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to the prospect. Neglecting the necessary sales promo- 
tional work in a development is comparable to the omis- 

sion of the footings in a building. There can be no com- 

promise in these matters: each has its own importance 

and must be included in its proper sequence. It is our 

plan to develop such an organization so that it can func- 

tion successfully in a sphere that will not be restricted: 

to one location. 

“Our program for this year calling for the completion 

of seventy-five homes in Westminster Ridge, White 

Plains, and nine in Pleasantville, has thus far been strictly 

adhered to. I can see no reason why an organization 

such as ours cannot expand during the coming years to 
include several developments progressing simultaneously 

in different communities.” 

In many ways, the Westminster Ridge houses illustrate 

the trend towards better-built homes at lower cost that 

American Builder has been publicizing in recent issues. 

While the price range would not be classed “low-cost” 

in some parts of the country, in expensive Westchester 

“THE WESTMIN 
STER" is specially 

designed to fit 

into the wooded 

hillside. House 

has automatic 
gas heat. 

County it definitely is. Perry’s advertising features the 
fact that these houses can be purchased for as little as 

$598 cash and $48 per month. 
Perry is doing everything possible to make home own- 

ership easy and attractive. The houses are complete in 

every detail and ready to move into. A small lake and 

playground are included in the tract, and streets are laid 

out in sweeping curves adapted to the rolling countryside. 

Perry states that he selected automatic gas heat because 

he felt it would be a valuable sales help inasmuch as most 

people associate this type of “luxury heating” with more 

expensive homes. Cost of operation has been carefully 

worked out and, due to the sound construction and 

thorough insulation, will be low. An interesting item in 

connection with the use of the gas heat was the economy 

made possible in chimney construction. Where there is 
no fireplace, chimneys consist of a six-inch circular terra 

cotta flue surrounded by standard 8 by 8 by 16-inch con- 

crete blocks. Only four blocks are required for a 

course. Space between the blocks and the flue is filled 
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"THE WILLIAMS- 

BURG" is of sim- 
ple design, with 

an attractive en- 
trance featuring 

built-in seats. 
There is a porch 
at rear. 

with cement mortar. The result is a substantial and sat- 

isfactory chimney that is economical to build. 
An aggressive advertising and promotion campaign 

is being carried on. In this respect Perry has secured 

the cooperation of the American Gas Association’s Home 

Appliance Planning Bureau. Two demonstration houses 

were formally opened to the public September 15, and 

this was made the occasion for extensive newspaper ad- 

vertising and promotional literature, financed coopera- 

tively by manufacturers of equipment and materials. 

Construction and specification details receive unusual 

attention for houses in this price class. The following 

items indicate the extent to which the builder has gone 

to insure a quality house in the low-price field: 

FOUNDATIONS—I12-in. concrete blocks, 

proofed. 

LUMBER—Well-seasoned, No. 1 quality grade and 

trademarked. 

HEATING—Bryant gas-fired forced air unit, 85,000 
B.T.U. input per hr. Minneapolis-Honeywell controls. 

HOT WATER—Lovekin and AGP “Dictator” gas- 

fired hot water heaters. 

water- 

ELECTRIC DEVICES—Fuse box and electric de- 

vices by Metropolitan Devices Corp., Brooklyn. 

INSULATION—J-M semi-thick Rockwool bats. 

WINDOWS—Curtis Silentite prefit, weatherstripped. 

TRIM—Curtis narrow Colonial style Mitertite win- 

dow and door trim. 
ROOF SHINGLES—Johns- Manville asphalt shingles. 

COPPER AND BRASS—Revere Brass pipe ; copper 

flashing, eaves and downspouts. 
PLUMBING—Standard Sanitary plumbing fixtures, 

laundry-type kitchen sink, Mueller seat. 

LIGHTING FIXTURES—Colonial style lighting 

fixtures by Lightolier Co. 
LINOLEUM—Congoleum linoleum, kitchen and bath- 

room floors and walls of bathroom. 
EXTERIOR WALLS—Johns-Manville Cedargrain 

cement-asbestos shingles. 

BATHROOM MEDICINE CABINET—Columbia 

Metal Box Co. 
WINDOW GLASS—American Window Glass Co. 

“Lustraglass.”’ 
RANGE—“Magic Chef” Gas Range. 

SIX ROOMS, 
bath, lavatory 

and attached 

garage are in- 

cluded in this 

plus value plan 
for "The Wil- 

liamsburg" house 
illustrated above, 
designed and 

built by Lee Per- 
ry at Westmin- 

ster Ridge, N. Y. 
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S COTTAGE now nearing completion by Adams-Faber Company, New Jersey home builders. Legend on drawings 
reads, "Franklin D. Roosevelt, Architect; Henry J. Toombs, Associate." 

| Building a House for F. D. R. 

Adams and Faber, New Jersey Residential Builders, Find the Presi- 

dent Keenly Interested in Home Building and Construction Details 

By JOSEPH B. MASON 

15 years and have had some very interesting customers. But on July 2 

this year they acquired a new customer who outranked all others in 

interest—the President of the United States, Franklin D. Roosevelt. 

The Adams-Faber Company put a construction crew at work on the Presi- 

dent’s home early in July and were expected to finish it by November 1. 

They were low bidders out of a total of six contractors who were invited 

to submit bids on the detailed plans drawn by Henry J. Toombs, architect 

of the Warm Springs Foundation at Warm Springs, Ga. 

Final negotiations were made directly with the President and were con- 

ducted in the little Ford car he uses to drive around his Hyde Park, N. Y., 

PAUL D. ADAMS JOHN H. FABER ~— estate. They found him a practical, well informed customer who checked 

Builders of President Roosevelt's Cottage — cletails and costs carefully and who displayed a considerable knowledge of 
building methods. According to 

Adams and Faber, the job has 

gone smoothly, the checks have 

come in regularly on time and 

the job has been one of the most 

interesting they have ever un- 

dertaken. The President took a 

great deal of interest and per- 

Pi: D. ADAMS and John H. Faber have been building houses for 

— lerract 

Lr J sonally supervised the work. 

The house is a five-room, 
Coviny Doom solid stone, one-story Dutch 

ORIGINAL SKETCH of - ~ davis cottage located on a wooded 

"Architect" Roosevelt's knoll above the Hudson River 

on a tract of land recently pur- 
chased by the President, adjoin- 

plans, bearing the Presi- 

dent's initials. How the = oar oS | 

final plans by Henry J. 7 ing the family home at Hyde 

Toombs differ is shown Posh pa wy Park. 
on opposite page. -— — oe The President himself drew 

painstaking sketches of the plan 

which were then reviewed and 
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aan 

Complete 

Details of 

President 

Roosevelt's 

= Roof Pitch 15 to12 
“Hideaway” 

Cottage 

DETAILED PLANS of 

President Roosevelt's 

cottage by Henry J. 

Toombs, Warm 

Springs, Ga., archi- 

tect. The walls are 

of 18-inch solid stone. 

Basement steps are 

built into huge chim- 

ney behind fireplace. 

The design is tradi- 
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modified somewhat, and put in the completely detailed 

form shown on the accompanying pages by Architect 

Henry J. Toombs. On the perspective drawings is let- 

tered the legend, “Franklin D. Roosevelt, Architect; 

Henry J. Toombs, Associate.” 

Comparison of the President’s initialed sketch with 
the final drawings published herewith, show only slight 

changes. Architect Toombs corrected the placing of the 

bedroom windows to provide better space for beds, im- 

proved the shape of the bedrooms, took the icebox out 

of a remote corner of the kitchen, reduced the size of 

the servant’s bathroom to make space for a closet, and 

made the living room three feet longer. 

The house was planned as a hideaway or retreat for 

the President and will not have a telephone. It is not 

expected that it will be used much in winter, although it 

is equipped with a Holland Warm-Air furnace with an 

oil burner. 
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Stone Fireplace, Sliding 

Doors, Permanent Con- 

struction Featured in 

These Authentic Details of 

President Roosevelt's New 

Hyde Park House 
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PRESIDENTIAL DETAILS— interesting construction details of the President's house are given above, including the massive stone fireplace, 

sliding living room doors and a typical wall section. House is being built by Adams-Faber Company, builders of Montclair, N. J., and 
White Plains, N.Y., and residential specialists with a good number of both large and small homes to their credit. 

Construction is of a very substantial nature, including 
two-foot concrete basement walls and 18-inch solid stone 

exterior walls, with a three-inch air space, furred out with 

2 by 4’s upon which Rocklath and plaster are placed. 

The stone used is native stone gathered by the farm hands 

from the Hyde Park estate. The house has a blue-black 

asphalt shingle roof, copper and brass piping, Crane 
and Standard plumbing fixtures and Lightolier lighting 

fixtures. An interesting feature of the design which is 

carefully detailed in the accompanying plans is the sliding 

French doors which lead from the living room out to the 
big front porch, which has a magnificent west view over 

the Hudson River to the Catskills. 

The Adams-Faber Construction Company have spe- 

cialized principally in large residences but, like most resi- 

dential builders in recent years, have also done a large 

number of smaller homes. Paul Adams, president; and 

John Faber, secretary-treasurer, are graduate civil engi- 
neers from Princeton University, 1915. They maintain 

their main office in Upper Montclair, N.J., and have a 

branch office at White Plains, N.Y. At the present time 

they have about 50 men on the payroll, which has fluctu- 

ated from a high of 200 to a low of two in the past 15 

years. In charge of the construction of the President’s 

house was Horace Noyes, construction superintendent 

who has been with the firm since 1925. 
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fs woah Figures for American Builder Homes 

Unit of Construction Nov., 36 Nov., 37 Nov., 38 Nov., 39 Nov., 42 Nov., 43 
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(a)—Included with main roof and cornice. 

Necessary Home Equipment, Fixtures, Accessories, Extras 

Built-in Cabinets, Rail & Newels for Stairs and Stair Well, Beamed 

Ceiling, Weatherstrips, Tile Work, Plumbing, Heating & Air Condi- 

tioning, Lighting, Terraces, Patio Walls or Fences, Sidewalks including 

Porch Steps, Driveways, Unattached Garages. Also add for painting 

and.decorating if not included in Unit Costs. 

Since the above surveyed items cover only the actual superstruc- 

ture of the house, you should figure and add the following items as 

specified or wanted (and don't forget Overhead and Profit): 
Areaways, Cellar Sash, Coal Chute, Basement Partitions & Doors, 

Attic Flooring, Attic Stairs, Blinds, Gutters & Downspouts, Fireplaces, 

(b)—Omitted in Holt Rate on account of being so special. 
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Apartments 
GARTH ROAD 

New limited-dividend apartment 

project in Scarsdale, N. Y., fea- 

tures parklike setting, large 

rooms and closets, built-in 

garages, plenty of light, air 

and good exposure. Charles 

Newmark is the builder; Reuben 

SECTION 1 Henri Bowden, architect. 
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A MODERN TOUCH is given the Scarsdale Manor 

facade by the circular window bays, which also give 

rooms greater light and spaciousness. 
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‘Planned for Gracious Living” 

Apartment project in Westchester County, New 
York, recently completed by Charles Newmark, 

builder, show how greatly apartment planning has 

changed in the last few years. 
Due to the irregular “U”-shaped arrangement with 

projecting wings, there is excellent cross ventilation and 

double exposure in practically all rooms. Analysis of 
the plan shows the building is made up of a series of 

crosslike units similar to those described in detail in the 
June, 1938, issue of American Builder. The self-service 

elevators, stairways, incinerators and other utilities are 

all grouped in the center of the cross. 

The plan shown below is the north unit of the project. 

The main entrance is in the inside of the court. 

plan as shown is viewed from the rear, which is opposite 

Pass plans of the large new Scarsdale Manor 
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to the garden view seen in the accompanying photograph. 

Under the rear portion of the building, garage space for 
225 cars is provided—a feature considered highly impor- 

tant by the owners, as they found that one of the first ques- 

tions asked by prospective tenants was, “How far must I 

walk to the nearest garage?” The tenants will be able to 

reach their apartments from the garage without leaving 

the building. 

Scarsdale Manor is a limited-dividend project such as 
provided for under Section 207 of the amended National 

Housing Act. It is financed by long-term mortgages 

placed by the Prudential Life Insurance Company which 

are insured by the FHA. The first unit built carries a 

mortgage of $775,000 and the second unit a mortgage of 

$620,000. The rental scales are low for a community of 

this type, averaging $19.25 per room. The published scale 

is as follows: 
2% rooms from $42.50 4 rooms from $67.50 

3 rooms from 60.00 4Y%4 rooms from 80.00 

3¥%4 rooms from 67.50 5 rooms from 92.50 

Buildings are firesafe, reinforced concrete construction 

with brick walls. They are equipped with the latest in 

comfort and convenience equipment. Kitchens have Norge 
refrigerators, Royal Rose kitchen ranges, United Metal 

Box Company clothes driers, Beautyware laundry-type 

sinks by Briggs Manufacturing Company. Bathrooms 

also feature Briggs Beautyware fixtures in colors. 

Complete disposal of garbage and waste is provided for 

by Sargent incinerators opening off small closets placed in 

the halls. Mail box and call buzzer equipment was manu- 
factured by the Auth Electrical Specialty Company of 

New York. Elevators for the seven-story structure are of 

the latest self-service type manufactured and installed by 
Otis Elevator Company. Russwin hardware is installed 

throughout. 

Other specifications include Lone Star Incor cement 

for masonry, Moore paint, United Metal Box medicine 

cabinets, copper water tubing and wrought-copper fittings 

by Wolverine Tube Company and Northern Indiana Brass 

Company. 

LESS THAN ONE-THIRD of the land is covered by buildings, pro- 
viding attractive parklike courts such as shown above. Floor plan 

consists of a series of cross-type units providing excellent cross ventila- 

tion and double exposure in all rooms. View of floor plan at left is 
from the rear, while the entrance view above was taken from the front. 
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CONVENIENCE EQUIPMENT, BUILT-IN SEATS, ARE FEATURED IN 

Two Modern Model Kitchens 

N NO part of the house has convenience equipment photographs and plans of two particularly interesting I made greater progress than in the modern kitchen. model kitchens recently built to show the latest progress 
It is not only efficient, practical and step-saving but in this line by the General Electric Institute at Nelg infinitely more attractive and livable than the kitchen of Park, Cleveland. 

even a few years back. IIlustrated with this article are A large and a small kitchen are shown—the Suburban 
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PENTHOUSE KITCHEN SUBURBAN KITCHEN 

BUILT-IN DETAILS—How modern equipment and such attractive features as a circular seat and the upholstered window bench illustrated 
in accompanying photos are constructed, is shown above. Upholstered seat is a feature that is growing in popularity for kitchens and dining 

nooks and is now being used by many builders. Plans also feature built-in lighting and efficient unit kitchen equipment. 
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kitchen being big enough to provide 
space for an upholstered seat and 

table for “quick snacks” and also 

for laundry equipment and a place 
for the children to play. The Pent- 

house kitchen, on the other hand, is 
very compact, but still includes an 
unusually attractive circular win- 

resting dow with a circular built-in up- 

holstered seat that serves as a 

dining nook. Both of these 
kitchens, with construction infor- 

mation, are detailed in the accom- 
panying plans. 

The Suburban kitchen illustrates 
an important feature in kitchen 

planning—combining in one room 

the facilities of kitchen, nursery, 

breakfast room and laundry. The 
kitchen cabinets, stove and refrig- 

erator are grouped in an L shape 

at one part. Another part of the 
room is a laundry center with 
built-in laundry featuring water 

heater, clothes washer, disappear- — ———— 

ing wringer, tub and ironer. This THE UPHOLSTERED SEAT (fully detailed in accompanying plan, View "E") is an important 

space may also be used for canning. _ feature of this modern electric Suburban kitchen, and is particularly handy for the housewife 

Another part of the Suburban when friends drop in for a “quick snack." 

kitchen is used as a play center for 

the children. The dining center near the window is an or other purposes. Translucent wall panels of Textolite 

important feature, with a comfortable built-in upholstered are provided behind the working surfaces and are lighted 

bench which provides storage space for toys underneath. from behind. A planning desk is placed at the opposite 

The Penthouse kitchen is ultra-modern but practical end of the room near the upholstered seat. 

in its efficient equipment and layout. The kitchen center All of which goes to show that the kitchen in the house 
isan L-shape arrangement at one end of the room, while of today represents a remarkable improvement over 

at the opposite end is the built-in circular seat for dining those of the past. 

THIS ultra modern 

“penthouse” kitchen 
features an attractive 
circular window, with 
upholstered seat. Con- 

struction details are 
shown on opposite 

Page, View "A". The 
circular seat adds 

beauty and cenveni- 
trated ence to the kitchen 
dining and saves space. 
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Auditorium Uses New Type Construction 

Plywood Trusses and Panel Units in White Salmon, Wash., Structure 

Point New Ways to Building Economy 

HE TYPE of construction utilizing plywood ex- 

tensively, which may point to that which is ahead, 

is the feature interest of a grade school combination 

gymnasium auditorium building recently completed at 

White Salmon, Washington. The structure, with a floor 
plan in the form of a cross composed of a large center 

unit and four adjoining wings, has a framework com- 

posed of glued-up stress-covered rigid bent trusses en- 

closed with sidewall and roof prefabricated sectional panel 

units. The trusses and all panel units are almost entirely 

of Douglas Fir Plywood—85% of the material required 

for the building was plywood. The Speedwall Company, 

Seattle, Washington, prefabricators of plywood buildings, 

inspired the design and engineering and acted as general 

contractor for the building. Mr. Walter H. Rothe, 

Yakima, Washington, was the architect. The construction 

principles are somewhat similar to those used on struc. 

tures by the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, 
Wisconsin. 

The building was originally designed to be built with 

conventional frame construction using 2x6” studs with 

shiplap sheathing and conventional siding. The roof was 

to be carried by light “A” trusses, and the interior was 

to be sealed with common matched boards, while the roof 

was to be composition over sheathing, and 4 fibre board 

insulation. However, when plans and specifications were 

submitted for bids, it was found that available funds 
were insufficient. At this juncture the Speedwall Com- 

SCHOOL gymnasium and 

auditorium in White Sal- 

mon, Wash., is designed to 

serve its combined purposes 

at lowest construction cost. 

INTERIOR of the struc 

ture offers efficient, usable 

cubage together with good 

acoustics, low heating costs. 
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IT’S EASIER TO SELL 

A WINDOW 

STOP RIGHT HERE for better, more 

satisfactory window sales—for your 

answer to this question—''What 

Window Shall I Sell?” 

All sorts of new ideas are popping up in the 

residential window field. It is getting hard to keep 

track of them. But the window you recommend 

must be a good window—made and guaranteed 

by one of America’s best-known woodwork 

manufacturers. And then it must be one that has 

proved itself! 

America was most patient, waiting for a trouble- 

proof window to come along. And when Curtis 

made the first real improvement in double-hung 

windows in nearly 300 years, with Silentite intro- 

duced in 1932, America grabbed the chance to 

see whether it really was trouble-proof ! 

Since 1932, Silentite has been proving itself— 

showing dealers, architects, builders and owners 

that it wouldn‘t jam, stick, rattle or leak heat! 

Because it was the kind of window people 

wanted, it has become America’s fastest selling 

residential window! 

It Satisfies 

Silentite has been a “‘satisfier’’ for thousands of 

contractors and builders. Its top rate performance, 

its reyolutionary operation, its fuel-saving feature 

have helped them sell themselves! 

So when you hear the claims made by the new- 

comers in the window field, just ask two questions 

—First, has it proved itself? Second, will it build 

up my reputation? 

If both answers are “yes’’—it’s a good window. 

But if there’s any doubt about those “yeses,’” 

Silentite will prove both answers ! 

And this coupon will bring you that proof, quick! 

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU -© Dept. AB-11, CLINTON, IOWA 

If you live in Canada, write to 25 Bayswater Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario, for complete information 

OTHER CURTIS PRODUCTS 

59 

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU 
Dept. AB-11, Clinton, Iowa 

‘Please send me proof of the performance of Silentite [J 
Send information on other Curtis woodwork, too [] 



pany submitted preliminary designs of a structure of 

equal capacity but of better cubic utilization, and a more 

rational definition of the uses to which it was to be put, 

but yet at a price within the budget of the school authori- 

ties. Final plans and specifications were subsequently 

approved, and ninety day completion date set. 

The framework of the structure is composed of twelve 

sets of rigid bent arches of 43 ft. span and two sets of 

arches of 61 ft. span resting on concrete footings. Head 

clearance in the gym is 20 ft. at apex of center dome, 

and the ridge of its roof is carried level on each of the 
wings. Steel tierods under the floor bind arches at the 

footings to overcome outward thrust. Three sets of 

arches are used on each of four wings that adjoin the 

43 ft. central square, and two sets of arches support the 

central cell. The legs of all arches are 20 ft. in length 

and are identical in construction and dimension. Only 

the arms of the two sets for the central dome are extended 
to provide greater span. Fabrication and erection of 

trusses were simplified through duplication. Fixed roof 

tree plates, purlins, or structural ties, were omitted from 

the frame, only temporary ties being used, as this perma- 
nent function is performed by the closure panel units. 

Construction of the Trusses 

While the footings were being poured and the closure 

units fabricated, trusses were constructed. The plywood 

cores of the bents were laid out having the desired con- 

tour to act as the form to which the stressed laminations 

of solid strips were applied. The cores consisted of 
laminated segments, with joints staggered on adjoining 

layers, of 9/16” rough sheathing grade Harbord fir ply- 

wood. Four layers of 9/16” clear Douglas Fir lamina- 

tions were used for the top, or tension course, with two 

layers on the bottom, or compression course, of each bent. 

All joints in the laminations were scarfed. Each layer 

consisted of 9/16 x 4” and 9/16 x 6”’—the wide and 

narrow strips alternating in adjoining laminations. 

Laucks’ self-bonding glue was used for gluing both cores 

and stressed coverings. 

Nails and clamps. were used to make contact while the 

glue set. The design of the trusses was engineered by 

the Speedwall Company after exhaustive tests over a 

American Builder, November 1938. 

ABOVE: Stressed cover laminated plywood rigid bent framework of 
the auditorium as erected has great loading capacity. Below: In 

the trusses, joints of the laminated plywood core are staggered; 

generous nailing supplied pressure while self-bonding glue set. Lay- 

ers of stressed covering then are applied to the core. 
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This handsome streamlined International Half-Ton Truck handles the deliveries for P. B. Corkum, Inc., Wellesley, 

Mass. 

© The quality built into International Trucks 

shows up to the user’s advantage when these 

units go on the job. The investment you make 

in Internationals pays dividends in economy of 

Operation and maintenance, dependability, and 

long life. Time alone has not built the reputa- 

tion and preference for Internationals— per- 

formance per dollar has been the answer. 

Today Harvester experience and high-grade 

workmanship are available in 30 models and 

99 wheelbases—ranging in size from Half-Ton 

Trucks to powerful Six-Wheelers. There is an 

International Branch or Dealer near you, ready 

to show you the right truck for your needs. 

Turn your work over to Internationals—select 

your trucks from this broad line and solve your 

hauling problems the most satisfactory way. 

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY 
(INCORPORATED) 

180 North Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois 

INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS 
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considerable period. Many of the tests were conducted 
in conjunction with the Laucks Testing Laboratories 

and/or the Forest Products Laboratory of the University 

of Washington. For example, a set of bents constructed 

similarly to those later used on the White Salmon job, 

with a span of 43 ft. and height of 25 ft., were set up 

and tested with the equivalent of a 60-pound per square 
foot of roof load. The same bents were later loaded 

to a total load of 40,000 pounds, with no indication 

of failure. 

Erection of the Trusses 

Half members of the trusses were easily raised on 

the footings with a manually operated hand winch, and 

fixed to the opposing half member with connectors and 

steel gussets. The tie rods were then inserted, and 

temporary bracing to the ground supported starting 

trusses until other units were in place. At the four cor- 
ners of the central cell, three truss members converge on 

a single footing. The two outer members form a 90° 

angle and join with others from adjacent corners to form 
the first arches for adjoining wings. The four center 

members of the corner trios bisect the 90° angles and 

join overhead at the apex of the central cell to form a 

rather flat dome consisting of four quarters. To this 
framework was applied the non-loadbearing sidewall 

and roof units of standardized design. 

The schedule of sizes of closure units was compiled, 

and the fabrication done in the Seattle factory some 300 

miles from the job. The units were held to dimensions 

that in height conformed, in the sidewall units, to the 
rustication courses, and of a width to permit easy erec- 

tion by four men. The units were constructed on the 

stressed covering principle, and with 7% x 134” clear 
Douglas Fir horizontal plate-like members and vertical 

spacers of same dimensions spaced on 16” centers, had 

exterior covering of 5/16” unsanded SUPER-Harbord 

and 5/16” unsanded Harbord interior lining—the ply- 

wood being glued to spacing members with Laucks’ self- 

bonding glue which was set under pressure of nails. 

Expanded vermiculite or rock wool batts provided the in- 

sulation and contributed to fire resistance. (As to fire 

resistance: Wall sections rock wool insulated were tested 
by exposure to fire for 114 hours without failure.) The 

insulation was placed in the units as they were shop fab- 

ricated. Provision for unit panel flush joints was made 
in the design, the details of which are described later. 

American Builder, November 1938 

Application of Wall and Roof Sections 

The wall and roof panel sections having been con- 

structed to a predetermined schedule of sizes, numbered, 
and delivered to a job site, the start of application con- 

sisted of setting a level guide for the first row of panels, 

both for sidewalls and roof, and other courses followed, 
The sections were brought to this guide line and glued to 

the legs or arms of the trusses. Pressure until glue set 
was applied by blind nailing. This is an important feature 
of the self-bonding glue. 

The section joints were rendered flush and invisible 

by a system previously used on many jobs, and consisted 
of a technique of enlarging the joint uniformly with a 

high speed electric hand router. The cut extended into 
the framing member that supported the adjacent edges of 

the plywood. Into the uniform size incision was inserted 

a spline which was fixed in place with the self-bonding 

glue. The surface of the joint was rendered smooth 

with a hand electric sander. This joint is considered dis- 

tinctly superior to any method of butt joining with plastic 
or other fillers, and is patented by the Speedwall Company. 

Finishing of Exterior 

The sidewalls and roof having been permanently fixed 
and glued into solid units, they were ready for opening 
frames and trim, which were put in place in a simplified, 

(Continued to page 90) 

ABOVE: Workmen ap- 

plying _ prefabricated 
wall sections which 

are held to the studs 
with self-bonding glue 

and blind nailing. 

LEFT: 85 per cent of 

the material used on 

this auditorium is ply- 
wood in the form of 
sidewalls, roof, interi- 

or finish and cores of 

the framework. 
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OMPACT HOUSE-KEEPING CENTER 
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Prize-Winning Ag3<U Gee Home 

1. Gas heated ironer. 4. Gas automatic water-heater. 

2. Gas range. 5. Gas house-heating unit. 

3. Gas refrigerator. 6. Gas laundry dryer. 

ARCHITECT: George D. Connor, Washingtcn, D. C. 

Now build an LEM Ces Meme - » Enter $10,000 prize competition for builders and their architects. 

The All-Gas Home Building Competition closes July 1, 1939. Write for entry blank and free booklet, containing 
all the information you need. Competition Director, American Gas Association, 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. City. 

Modern Gas Equipment affords 

greater living area per dollar of \en ap- 
ricated ona 
which [| building money 

» studs 
9 glue Just see how the use of gas helped 
ait this architect stretch his building 

dollars! 
First, he saved the expense of base- 

ment excavation—because gas is 
always on tap, does not have to be 
stored. It’s oan so heating equip- 

ment does not have to be isolated. 

Second, he kept flue, chimney, and 
plumbing costs down by central place- 
ment of service equipment—an efh- 

ent of cient, step-saving layout to lighten 

ed on the house-keeper’s work. 

is ply- Consider, also, the relatively low 
rm of cost of modern gas appliances and 
— you'll see how the choice of gas for 
res 0 “the 4 big jobs’? makes building 

money go further. 

All-Gas Homes are easier-to-plan, 
easier-to-sell, easier-to-live-in. The 

absence of delicate parts in the new 
gas ranges, refrigerators, water heat- 

ers, and house-heating equipment 
assures silent, trouble-free operation 

... lasting satisfaction. Consult your 
local Gas Company for full informa- 
tion and detailed specifications. 

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION 

PRS ; F i Bl Competition Director, American Gas Association 
420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C. Date 

Last Name First State. 
Please Print 

. Address. City. 

I wish to enter A.G.A. Builders’ Competition. I am a Builder [J 

Note: Architects or designers may enter homes in this Ar hi 
contest with the written permission of the builder. } Designer. 

Kindly forward complete details. Signature 
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How Oy west Figures Any House 

By A. W. HOLT 

figuring other houses than those shown in 
American Builder?” That is a question that 

so many have been asking me these last few months while 
I have been traveling around visiting with the practical 

men of this building industry. 
In answering this question let me relate an experience 

I had recently with two contractors in Iowa. I met both 
of these men in the office of a retail lumber dealer ; and 

I identified both by the flat carpenter pencil each had over 

his ear and under his cap. And neither knew I was the 
author of these TruCost articles in American Builder. 

Both of these contractors were in their forties and were 

reputed for their good work and their ability to build 

good homes whether cottage or mansion. Both had been 
getting and reading American Builder for many years. 

And, naturally, both liked it. But when I asked how they 
liked the TruCost feature, one swore BY TruCost and 

the other swore AT it! 
That’s what I call “the human equation” which makes 

or breaks everyone. With the printing of the TruCost 

articles the same to all and with the same fundamental 

principles governing building costs everywhere, just what 

is the difference in TruCost for these two men? 

The only answer I can give is that one is open-minded 

and the other has a closed mind. One knows enough to 
know that there is no end to learning and no such thing 

as perfection. The other thinks that he knows it all. 

Harsh words those, but I sincerely believe they can be 

applied to a lot of fellows operating in the building field, 

as in all walks of life. 
The first of these contractors, it came out, had followed 

TruCost since its first announcement in the May, 1938, 

issue of American Builder. He told me that it all seemed 

reasonable to him; so he decided to check up on a board 

footage basis after the example given in the August issue. 

It checked out with his actual requirements on those two 
houses. Remember, I had not introduced myself as the 

author of TruCost so I know that he wasn’t saying things 

just to be nice. Naturally my visit with him was inspir- 

ing. After finishing my business with the lumber dealer, 

in whose office the conversation had occurred, I called on 

“tT Ts can we apply our TruCost unit costs in 

How do “A.W.” finds some are for, others against, “TruCost.” 
YOU rate it? 

American Builder, November 1938. 

the other yard in that Iowa town; and it was there that 
I met the other contractor. 

“American Builder is fine and I’ve been getting it ever 

since I started to work for my father back in nineteen 
fifteen,” this contractor assured me. “I’ve learned a 

great deal from it and have built many of my houses from. 
the designs that you have illustrated. I have contributed — 

a few of the ‘Practical Job Pointers’ myself and like that 
feature. You're doing a great job with your ‘More Home 
for the Money’ series and I like your magazine very 
much.” 

That, substantially, is what he told me; and you will 
notice that he made no mention of the TruCost estimating 

figures and method of quick costing. So I asked him 
what he thought of this feature, and then he minced no 
words when he said: 

“That may be all right for those who don’t know this 

building game. My father told me years ago that there 
was no such thing as reliable short-cut systems of esti- 

mating. And I think that he was absolutely right; so 
I cannot understand why a publication such as American 
Builder should advocate such things.” 

After asking him if he had followed the TruCost 
articles each month he told me that he read the first 
one but knew that it could not work and had skipped 

over subsequent articles. Not knowing me, he did not 

know that he was talking himself into a discussion of 

facts. I positively will not argue with anyone any more; 
so what followed was not an argument, even of the 

friendly kind. We discussed the subject long enough 

for me to decide that he was prejudiced against anything 

but the ox-cart methods that his father had used, and 

would not give TruCost a chance to reveal its true value 

to him. Knowing I could get no place with a man of his 

sort, I closed the discussion by repeating what I heard a 

Chautauqua lecturer say about twenty years ago: 

There is a principle that is a bar to all information 
—proof against all argument—and which cannot 

fail to leave one in everlasting ignorance—and that 

principle is CONDEMNATION BEFORE IN- 

VESTIGATION. 

The way he laughed I am certain that he thought I had rw 

told him a funny story, which further convinced me _ 

that he is one of those men who have a half-knowledge itiss 
of their business when it is the other half that they need. 

TruCosting ANY House Design Her 
In explaining how one’s local unit costs can be ap- 

plied to estimating ANY house I shall quote excerpts TRI 

from my new “KwickKost” book which contains all rate 

of the basic tables given in these TruCost series plus a 

great deal more. These rules for “Figuring Areas” 1A 

will be given and amplified by application to the four- 
gabled, one-story house used as an example and shown se 
on page 66, with 4 pitch roof over the Living Room and crac 

Library and 1/3 pitch for balance. join 

Rule: Linear feet of foundation equals the perimeter which always the 

equals the extreme width plus the extreme length multiplied by two 

and add for recesses. 

Adding 30’ and 50’ gives 80’ to double for 160 linear | 21 

feet of foundation. This “doubles up” on the four Anc 
corners and allows footings for girder posts, piers, etc. rigi 

Rule: The perimeter and first floor area are basic in computing unit 

areas so should be listed at the out-set. 
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EXCLUSIVE USG REINFORCED JOINT protects all horizontal 
joints on Weatherwood Insulating Lath. Itis simplicity itself to adjust. 
You simply pull it into place over the rigid tongue and groove joint, and 
it is ready for plastering—no nails required to hold it snug and tight! 

Here’s a plaster base that DOES A 

TRIPLE JOB for you. For incorpo- 

rated in it are: 

la special patented metal reinforce- 

ment that builds extra strength and 

ctack-resistance into all horizontal 

joints of the lath—actually reinforces 

the plaster at its weakest point. 

2 Tongue and groove construction. 

Another exclusive feature. Makes a 

rigid base that grips and holds plaster 

~—makes work easier for the plasterer. 

3 The protection of a truly scientific 

increasing comfort in summer —a 

characteristic of the en- 

tire Weatherwood* line. 

And the best part of it 

is WEATHERWOOD 

REINFORCED IN- 

SULATING LATH, 

NOW AVAILABLE 
To help you increase remodeling 

and repair sales 

THE USG FINANCING PLAN 

One of the most generous finance 
plans ever devised to help you get 
your share of the repair and re- 
modeling market RIGHT NOW. 
Write for complete details. 

United States 
300 WEST ADAMS ST. 

PLASTERS .. ROCKLATH*.. METAL 
LATH .. SHEETROCK‘. 
WALLBOARD . . SHEATHING . . IN- 
SULATING BOARD . . INSULATING 

- FIBER Us 

d 

~ 

Reinforced 
plaster with 

PLASTER IS FORCED BEHIND, BETWEEN AND AROUND 
the USG joint reinforcement. Extra plaster is thus automatically put 
where it is most needed and where it is further strengthened against 
unsightly cracks by the metal reinforcement. 

with its exclusive reinforcing feature, 

costs you no more than 

ordinary insulating 

lath. With it you can 

give your customers 

better value—a finer job 

— with no extra cost to 

yourself. 

sum 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Company 

WOOL..ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS.. 
PAINT PRODUCTS. . STEEL PROD- 
UCTS.. ROOFING PRODUCTS. .SID- 
ING PRODUCTS..LIME PRODUCTS. 
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By A. W. HOLT 

figuring other houses than those shown in 

American Builder?” That is a question that 

so many have been asking me these last few months while 

I have been traveling around visiting with the practical 

men of this building industry. 
In answering this question let me relate an experience 

I had recently with two contractors in Iowa. I met both 

of these men in the office of a retail lumber dealer ; and 

I identified both by the flat carpenter pencil each had over 

his ear and under his cap. And neither knew I was the 

author of these TruCost articles in American Builder. 

Both of these contractors were in their forties and were 

reputed for their good work and their ability to build 

good homes whether cottage or mansion. Both had been 

getting and reading American Builder for many years. 

And, naturally, both liked it. But when I asked how they 
liked the TruCost feature, one swore BY TruCost and 

the other swore AT it! 
That’s what I call “the human equation” which makes 

or breaks everyone. With the printing of the TruCost 

articles the same to all and with the same fundamental 

principles governing building costs everywhere, just what 

is the difference in TruCost for these two men? 

The only answer I can give is that one is open-minded 

and the other has a closed mind. One knows enough to 

know that there is no end to learning and no such thing 

as perfection. The other thinks that he knows it all. 

Harsh words those, but I sincerely believe they can be 

applied to a lot of fellows operating in the building field, 

as in all walks of life. 
The first of these contractors, it came out, had followed 

TruCost since its first announcement in the May, 1938, 

issue of American Builder. He told me that it all seemed 

reasonable to him; so he decided to check up on a board 

footage basis after the example given in the August issue. 

It checked out with his actual requirements on those two 

houses. Remember, I had not introduced myself as the 

author of TruCost so I know that he wasn’t saying things 

just to be nice. Naturally my visit with him was inspir- 

ing. After finishing my business with the lumber dealer, 

in whose office the conversation had occurred, I called on 

“Tt Ee cain we apply our TruCost unit costs in 

How do "A.W." finds some are for, others against, "TruCost.” 

YOU rate it? 

American Builder, November 1938. 

the other yard in that Iowa town; and it was there that 
I met the other contractor. 

“American Builder is fine and I’ve been getting it ever 

since I started to work for my father back in nineteen 

fifteen,” this contractor assured me. “I’ve learned a 

great deal from it and have built many of my houses from. _| 

the designs that you have illustrated. I have contributed © 

a few of the ‘Practical Job Pointers’ myself and like that ~ 

feature. You're doing a great job with your ‘More Home 

for the Money’ series and I like your magazine very — 
much.” q 

That, substantially, is what he told me; and you will 

notice that he made no mention of the TruCost estimating 

figures and method of quick costing. So I asked him 

what he thought of this feature, and then he minced no 
words when he said: 

“That may be all right for those who don’t know this 

building game. My father told me years ago that there 

was no such thing as reliable short-cut systems of esti- 

mating. And I think that he was absolutely right; so 

I cannot understand why a publication such as American 
Builder should advocate such things.” 

After asking him if he had followed the TruCost 

articles each month he told me that he read the first | 
one but knew that it could not work and had skipped ~ 

over subsequent articles. Not knowing me, he did not ~ 
know that he was talking himself into a discussion of ~ 

facts. I positively will not argue with anyone any more; ~ 

so what followed was not an argument, even of the © 
friendly kind. We discussed the subject long enough ~ 

for me to decide that he was prejudiced against anything ~ 

but the ox-cart methods that his father had used, and ~ 
would not give TruCost a chance to reveal its true value ~ 

to him. Knowing I could get no place with a man of his 

sort, I closed the discussion by repeating what I heard a 

Chautauqua lecturer say about twenty years ago: 

There is a principle that is a bar to all information 

—proof against all argument—and which cannot 

fail to leave one in everlasting ignorance—and that 

principle is CONDEMNATION BEFORE IN- 

VESTIGATION. 

The way he laughed I am certain that he thought I had ho 

told him a funny story, which further convinced me ‘a 

that he is one of those men who have a half-knowledge itis, 

of their business when it is the other half that they need. 

TruCosting ANY House Design Het 

In explaining how one’s local unit costs can be ap- TR 

plied to estimating ANY house I shall quote excerpts. 

from my new “KwickKost” book which contains all rate 

of the basic tables given in these TruCost series plus a 

great deal more. These rules for “Figuring Areas” 1A 

will be given and amplified by application to the four- 

gabled, one-story house used as an example and shown 

on page 66, with 4 pitch roof over the Living Room and cra 

Library and 1/3 pitch for balance. joir 

Rule: Linear feet of foundation equals the perimeter which always th 

equals the extreme width plus the extreme length multiplied by two , 

and add for recesses. 

Adding 30’ and 50’ gives 80’ to double for 160 linear 2" 

feet of foundation. This “doubles up” on the four An 
corners and allows footings for girder posts, piers, etc. tig 

Rule: The perimeter and first floor area are basic in computing unit 

areas so should be listed at the out-set. i 



EXCLUSIVE USG REINFORCED JOINT protects all horizontal 
joints on Weatherwood Insulating Lath. It is simplicity itself to adjust. 
You simply pull it into place over the rigid tongue and groove joint, and 
it is ready for plastering—no nails required to hold it snug and tight! 

Here’s a plaster base that DOES A 

TRIPLE JOB for you. For incorpo- 

rated in it are: 

lA special patented metal reinforce- 

ment that builds extra strength and 

crack-resistance into all horizontal 

joints of the lath—actually reinforces 

the plaster at its weakest point. 

2 Tongue and groove construction. 

Another exclusive feature. Makes a 

tigid base that grips and holds plaster 

~makes work easier for the plasterer. 

3 The protection of a truly scientific 

~ 
Reinforced plaster with 

~ WEATHERWOOD 
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Regorced 

INSULATING LATH 

increasing comfort in summer —a 

characteristic of the en- 

tire Weatherwood* line. 

And the best part of it 

is WEATHERWOOD 

REINFORCED IN- 

SULATING LATH, 

United States 
300 WEST ADAMS ST. 

PLASTERS..ROCKLATH*.. METAL 
LATH ... SHEETROCK*.. FIBER 
WALLBOARD . . SHEATHING . . IN- 
SULATING BOARD . . INSULATING 

NOW AVAILABLE 
To help you increase remodeling 

and repair sales 

THE USG FINANCING PLAN 

One of the most generous finance 
plans ever devised to help you get 
your share of the repair and re- 
modeling market RIGHT NOW. 
Write for complete details. 
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CHICAGO, 

Us 
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PLASTER IS FORCED BEHIND, BETWEEN AND AROUND 
the USG joint reinforcement. Extra plaster is thus automatically put 
where it is most needed and where it is further strengthened against 
unsightly cracks by the metal reinforcement. 

with its exclusive reinforcing feature, 

costs you no more than 

ordinary insulating 

lath. With it you can 

give your customers 

better value—a finer job 

— with no extra cost to 
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The floor area of this house totals 1,200 sq. ft. or 

1,008 for the main unit 24 x 42’ plus 96 sq. ft. for 

the 6’ x 16’ projecting Living Room and another 96 

sq. ft. for the 8’ x 12’ Added Room unit for the rear 

Bedroom. 

Rule: Squares of outside walls equal perimeter multiplied by height 

of first story, plus perimeter of second story (if any) times its AD- 

DITIONAL height ,plus gables, plus dormer walls. 

The subject plan has 18.1 squares of wall, computed 

as follows: The 160 lin. ft. (perimeter) multiplied by 

96” for 86” ceiling height and 12” for 2 x 10 joists 

and mud sill equals 1,520 sq. ft. The three front gables 

are 16 feet wide, as shown by the 15 foot depth of the 

Living Room; and, being % pitch, the area of each is 

equal to the rise of 8 feet multiplied by half of the width, 

or 8 feet. This adds 192 sq. ft. Add 96 sq. ft. for the 

rear gable which is 8 feet high and 24 feet wide at its 

base and computed by multiplying 8 x 24 and dividing 

by 2 or dividing one or the other of the two dimensions 

before multiplying. Anyway one chooses to figure, the 

total wall area is 1,520 + 192 + 96 or 1,808 sq. ft. 

which is called 18.1 squares of wall. 

The 12 squares of floor and ceiling areas are also basic 

in computing the 16.4 squares of roof for this house 

according tc the basic roof area table which reads: 

Rule: Squares of roof equals square feet of floor area plus the 

perimeter multiplied by the projection of the cornice in FEET, plus 

the percentage given for the designated pitch of the roof; then 

point off two places. 

Applying that rule, the 1,200 sq. ft. floor area plus 80 

sq. ft. for 160 lin. ft. perimeter multiplied by % foot 

cornice projection for this C&F (crown and frieze) 

cornice makes 1,280 sq. ft. of “flat surface’ UNDER 

this roof. Had the entire roof been of the same pitch 

it would only be necessary to add the “pitch percentage” 

once. As it is there must be added 42 percent for the 

YZ pitch roof and 20 percent for the 1/3 pitch roof back 

of. the cross ridge, in accordance with this schedule of 

roof percentages. 

Pitch Inches rise Percent Add for Hip 

of Roof per foot run to add per* and Valley 

1/6 4” 5.4% 38% 

1/4 6” 11.8% 34% 

1/3 8” 20.2% 30% 

S/1Z 10” 30.2% 26% 

1/2 4 41.4% 22% 

7/12 14” 53.7% 19% 

2/3 16” 66.7% 17% 

3/4 18” 80.3% 15% 

* This is the percentage to add to the run of the 

rafter to have its length and also the amount to add to 

the “flat surface’ UNDER a roof (from eave to eave) 
to have the actual roof surface. 

The last column gives the percentage to add to the 
length of a common rafter to have the length of the hip 

or valley rafter or the valley flashing or hip shingles. 

Just as sure as 5 is 25% greater than 4 of the “3, 4 and 5” 

geometrical rule, so sure can one be of these percentages. 

Inasmuch as the*roof illustrated is of two different 
pitches, the 1,280 sq. ft. of flat surfaces must be appor- 

tioned to each pitch. It is a simple matter to figure 

this but most practical men will “judge” this close 

enough for all practical purposes. I called it about 1/3 
under the % pitch roof and the remaining 2/3 as having 

a 1/3 pitch roof over it. To simplify figuring 480 sq. 

ft. and 800 sq. ft. respectively. Therefore, adding 42 

percent (technically 41.4) of 480 sq. ft. gave 202 sq. ft. 

and 20 percent of 800 sq. ft. gave 160 sq. ft. more. Adding 

American Builder, November 1933 
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SAMPLE House de- 
sign used to illustrate 

the principles of 

"TruCost" estimating 

system. 
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462x104 LIVING RGDN 

1YOXR 15-0 

1,280 plus 202 plus 160 gave 1,642 sq. ft. which is called 

16.4 squares of roof surface. 
Space will not permit explaining how the length of 

valleys for this ‘“‘mixed-pitch” roof is determined; but 

the valleys for this house will total 64 lin. ft. 

Rule: Lin. ft. of cornice equals the perimeter, plus the roof per- 

centage of the total width of all gables, plus duplication of cornices. 

Just as the simplest thing in the world seems com- 

plicated at first, so is that basic rule until explained. 

Obviously, a hip roof house having cornice parallel to 

the foundation or floors on all sides has the same amount 

of cornice as its perimeter except for the four corners. - 

All that would have to be added for the cornice if that 

same house had a plain gable roof is the extra cornice 

to “follow the rafters” instead of “cutting arcoss” the 

gables. And that is where it is convenient to refer to 

the calculations of wall areas and add the combined 
width of all gables and then adding the extra cornice 

which is always the roof percentage of the pitch. And 

if that roof had four gables and was % pitch, 42% more 
cornice would be required than for the hip roof because 
it is 42% farther around the building “along the four 

gables” than it is horizontally as given by the perimeter. 

It is all so simple that it is difficult to understand why 
there should be so much difference in material lists 

made by different estimators. 
The house illustrated has 3 gables 16 ft. wide or a 

(Continued to page 80) 
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THOSE 
WHO MUST 

SELL W
HAT THEY B

UILD 

SELECT ANTHRA
CITE 

FOR HEATIN
G 

@ FOR 110 NEW HOMES IN 

SPRINGFIELD, LONG ISLAND..M&M 

BUILDING CORPORATION SELECTS 

ANTHRACITE HEATING EQUIPMENT 

a WISE BUILDER knows that year 

after year heating cost is even more 

important to the home owner than original equip- The book, ‘Modern Anthracite Equipment,” 

ment cost. describes the newest developments in automatic 

More and more, such builders are recommend- heat and air conditioning. A copy will be sent 

ing Anthracite for fuel, because they find that 

modern Anthracite heating is so satisfying to 

the home owner, and fuel bills are so easy on the ANTHRACITE INDUSTRIES, INC. 

pocketbook, that extra good-will for the archi- Chrysler Building, New York 

tect is bound to follow. 

upon request. 

This Seal of Approval 
appears on Anthracite 

equipment only after it 
The builder of the above illustrated homes says: 

“My experience in building this type of home has passed the most rigid 

definitely shows that it is cheaper to heat them conn te nee 

with Anthracite than it is to heat them with oil.” 

Anthracite is the one fuel which will provide Cenmsy lvanta 

this economy without sacrificing comfort and 

convenience. AN T iT RAC ] T E 

COAL 
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Welding Methods Allow Fast, Quiet Job 

URING the recent erection of the steel frame- ertson Cellular Steel, was formed in the shop and shipped 

work of a new addition to Ellis Hospital, Schenec- in two-foot-wide units to the building site. Thus, the 

tady, N.Y., as fast as operators welded the vari- actual laying of the floor became a relatively simple mat- 

ous structural members in place, workmen from H. H. ter—the workmen placed the sections together accordi 

Robertson Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., laid a welded, in- to plan and welding operators, using General Electric 

combustible floor. This flooring, known as Type K Rob- motor-generator arc-welding equipment and electrodes, 
tack-welded the section to the floor 

girders. Wire mesh was then laid on 

top of the assembled sections and con- 
crete was poured over the mesh form- 

ing a rigid, incombustible floor. The 

hollow steel floor beams, embedded in 

concrete, are an excellent means of 

carrying electric wiring for both pres- 
ent and future requirements. 

The hospital addition is the seventh 

building with an all-welded framework 

to be erected in Schenectady. In this 

case, the welding method proved a par- 

ticularly desirable means of construc- 

tion because of its quietness on a job 
where the minimum of noise was abso- 

lutely essential. Decibel-meter readings 

taken in a patient’s room during the 

construction showed that, with the win- 

dows closed, the prevailing noise level 

in the hospital was less than that 

created by normal conversation as a 
result of the use of electric welding. 

CONSTRUCTION views of Schenectady hospital showing (top) 
welded structural members; (above) cellular steel flooring units to 

be welded in place; (left) motor-generator arc-welding equipment. 
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BRIXMENT 

FOR 

STUCCO 

E same advantages that make Brixment superior to portland 

cement and lime for masonry make it equally superior to these 

materials for stucco! 

Brixment stucco is similar in appearance, strength and wearing qualities 

to portland-cement stucco because, like portland, Brixment is a true 

hydraulic cement. It is water-proofed, increases in strength with age 

and withstands the test of time as only a true cement can. 

The well-known plasticity of Brixment mortar permits easy application 

in leaner mixes. This eliminates the bad shrinkage cracks, hair check- 

ing and crazing so commonly caused by the rich mixes necessary to 

give portland-cement mortar the necessary working quality. 

The slower hardening of Brixment mortar gives the plasterer more 

time to make his joinings, thus avoiding at these points the character- 

istic discoloration of fast-setting portland-cement stucco. The calcium 

stearate in Brixment gives that water-proofed quality so desirable in 

stucco. 

The lower price of Brixment and the leaner mix make the cost of 

materials decidedly less than when mortar with a large content of 

portland cement is used. But even greater economy is obtained from 

the smooth-working quality of Brixment mortar which results in the 

faster, easier application of the stucco. 

Brixment can be applied over any kind of masonry backing (brick, 

tile, concrete, etc.) or over any kind of metal lath or reinforcing. It 

should not be applied over any type of wood lath. 

_ The proper mix for all coats is one part Brixment, three parts sand. 

When so mixed, four bags of Brixment will cover approximately 

15 square yards of wall surface with stucco one inch thick. 

LOUISVILLE CEMENT COMPANY, Jncorporated, LOUISVILLE, KY. 
District Sales Offices: 228 North LaSalle Street, Chicago; 600 Murphy Building, Detroit 
101 Park Avenue, New York Mills: Brixment, New York and Speed, Indiana 
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Precast Concrete Joists Make 

Attractive Ceiling in Exhibition Home 

creasing number of plants, serving an ever 

widening territory, builders and architects are 

becoming more interested and trying out these sturdy 

structural members for various kinds of jobs. They are 
finding them not only economical and labor saving for 

fire resisting floor construction, but also decidedly decora- 

tive when viewed from below. They make a beamed 

ceiling of dignity and charm. 

One of the outstanding examples of the decorative 

use of precast concrete joists for residential ceilings 

was in the “Little Concrete House on Walnut Street” 

which the Portland Cement Association exhibited in 

downtown Philadelphia. This was designed by Mr. S. 
D. Kaufman and created no little interest because of its 

popular size, low cost and lasting construction. It was 

offered as a splendid example of today’s house—con- 
crete ashlar walls, firesafe concrete floors, copper roof, 

all-electric throughout, modern plumbing fixtures and 
wall coverings. The concrete walls and floors were well- 

liked. They proved to be moderate in first cost and 

A concrete joists are being produced by an in- astonishingly low in upkeep, proof against fire, storm 

and termites; dry and easy to heat in winter, cool in 

summer. The concrete floors were poured onto forms 
resting on the precast joists, making a rigid, firesafe 
construction, but moderate in cost. Concrete floors are 

warm and quiet, fireproof and strong. They take any 

covering—wood, carpet, linoleum, or can be simply 
colored and waxed. 

The concrete ceiling is usually painted in two or more 

tones, so that the beams stand out in bold relief against 

the lighter panels. Because of the graceful, clean lines 
of the precast joists, no attempt is made to conceal them, 
nor is any touching up needed to fill imperfections before 

painting. The I-beam shape produces side lights and 
shadows that are interesting and attractive. 

If care is used in the form work for pouring the ceiling 

panels they will be smooth and clean. Douglas fir ply- 

wood or sheet steel for forms is generally used for this 
purpose. There are also precast floor units or slabs that 
are used with the precast joists ; and with these, of course, 

no forms are required, and considerable time is saved. 

LIVING ROOM in the Concrete Industry's demonstration home in downtown Philadelphia featured a precast joist beam ceiling that was 
considered a success as it added to the dignity and strength of this well furnished apartment. 
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PLNPANEL D.F PA. 

PLY\WVALL 
TRADE MARK REG. U. $. PAT. OFF. 

Douglas Fir Plywood 

WALLBOARD | 

D. F. PR. A. 
INSPECTED 

EXT. -D.F.P.A. 

NEW GRADE MARKS APPEAR ON EDGE OR 

ON FACE OF ALL STANDARD SIZE PANELS! 

Get acquainted with these new grade 

marks. They'll save you money when 

you buy. For now you can order for 

any specific job—and be sure the grade 

istight for that job. You'll find these 

grade marks on all new stocks of Doug- 

ls Fir Plywood. Look for them. 

The PLYSCORD grade mark is 

stamped on the corner of each panel 

of this fast-selling sheathing and sub- 
flooring material. It’s also carried with 

the parallel nailing guide lines across 

the face of the panels. 

PLYPANEL is stamped or branded 

on the edge of all standard panels and 

indicates panels Good Two Sides, Good 
One Side, or Sound Two Sides. 

PLYWALL is stamped on the back 

of all Plywall Wallboard. 

PLYFORM appears on the face of 

Plyform Concrete Form Panels. 

EXT..D.F.P.A. stamped on panels 

tes panels which are strictly water 

proof and capable of passing the se- 

vere requirements of CS 45-38. 

And finally—the letters D.F.P.A. ap- 

pear on the edge, or in a stamp on the 
face, of all standard size panels. They 
indicate that the grading and trade 

marking has been approved by an in- 

spector of the Douglas Fir Plywood 

Association. 

All Douglas Fir Plywood 

NOW UNIFORMLY GRADE MARKED! 

NEW COMMERCIAL 

STANDARDS 

SIMPLIFY READY 

IDENTIFICATION — 

MAKE PLYWOOD | 

EASIER TO USE! 

Now, for the first time, all Douglas Fir 
Plywood (from Association mills) is 

grade marked with standard nationally 

advertised symbols! And again the ply- 
wood industry shows its leadership in 

making plywood a still better product 
—easier, faster to use. 

With each panel of Douglas Fir Ply- 

wood now grade marked, identification 

when you buy and on the job is easy. 

It assures that your workmen will use 

the right grade for the right job. 

Grading, under the supervision of 

the independent inspectors of the Asso- 

ciation, is in accordance with the pub- 
lished Association grading rules (U. S. 

Dept. of Commerce Commercial Stan-. 

dards CS-45-38). Only plywood manu- 
factured under these strict conditions 

can carry the registered grade marks 

and trade marks of the Association. 

Insist on the Douglas Fir Plywood 
Association grade mark and trade mark 
on every panel of plywood you buy. 

These markings are your assurance of 

rigid inspection and exact conformity 

to the official grading rules. 

Douglas Fir Plywood can be obtained 

in grades for any construction need, 

including a special grade marked 

EXT -DFPA for permanent exterior 

exposures. Our well equipped Tech- 

nical Division offers cooperation in 

recommending Douglas Fir Plywood 

to produce the utmost serviceability 

and economy. Address DOUGLAS 

FIR PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION, 

Tacoma Building, Tacoma, Wash. 
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New Products Give More Building Value 

New Upward-Acting Garage Door Keeps 

Pace with Improved Equipment Demands 

TBE availability of a new, improved and foolproof upward- 
acting garage door which is priced for the volume low-cost 

building field has been announced by the Crawford Door Com- 
‘pany, Detroit, Mich., holders of the patents on the new door 
and manufacturers of the hardware unit. This garage door 
will be marketed through millwork distributors, lumber dealers, 
and the outlets of the Crawford Door Company under the trade 
name, “Craw-Fir-Dor.” 

The following manufacturers of fir doors have been licensed 
by the Crawford Company to provide the prefitted and factory- 
drilled fir door units and to sell the complete Craw-Fir-Dor: 
Buffelen Lumber and Manufacturing Co., Tacoma, Wash.; Cen- 
tral Door and Plywood Corp., Portland, Ore.; Clear Fir 
Lumber Co., Tacoma, Wash.; Harbor Plywood Corp., 

Hoquiam, Wash.; 
M and M Wood 
Working Co., Port- 
land, Ore.; Mon- 
arch Door Co., Ta- 
c-o ma, Wa sikh; 
Northwest Door 
co. f a-c/oara, 
Wash.; Robinson 
Manufacturing Co., 
Everett, Wash.; 
and, Wheeler-Os- 
good Sales Corp., 
Tacoma, Wash. 

CRAW-FIR-DOR, up- 
ward-acting garage 

door designed for low 

cost market. 

Wood Grain Textured Asphalt Shingle 

THE Ruberoid Company is now marketing a textured wood- 
grain asphalt shingle which compares favorably in appear- 

ance with more expensive asbestos cement products. 
Produced in a thick but square-tab design, the new shingle 

is offered in a variety of colors and color blends and is avail- 
able in 12 x 36 inch and 14 x 36 inch sizes. In addition to its 
attractive wood graining, strong points of the shingle include 
double protection at the butts and deep shadow lines. 

NEW asphalt 

shingle with 

thick butt, 

square tab and 

wood-grain tex- 
tured effect. 

Quick-Heating Oil-Fired Furnace 

MORE heat in a quicker manner is assured users of the new 
Delco Quik-Action oil furnace being marketed by the 

Delco-Frigidaire Conditioning Division of General Motors 
Sales Corporation, Dayton, Ohio. The new furnace eliminates 
all fire brick and other refractory materials used as fire box 
linings and creates a new kind of combustion chamber by sub- 

stituting a special metal heat transmitter. Reaching a glowing 
heat almost immediately after the heating cycle has started, 
the heat transmitter transfers most of its heat to the boiler 
walls by radiation. 
Another innovation is the streamlined fins on the boiler sec. 

tions which are so shaped and placed that the conveyed heat, 
in rising toward the flue, travels 58 per cent farther, affording 
the user a far. greater saving of heat. 

SHOWN above in Delco oil furnace are: (1) ample water 

or steam outlet; (2) shredder pins; (3) waterbacked fins; 

(4) exhaust end flames traveling upward; (5) streamlined 

water channels; (6) firebox surrounded by water; (7) Quik- 

Action heat transmitter; (8) Rotopower unit; (9) Thin-mix 

fuel control; (10) fins; (11) baffle plate; (12) salvage fins. 

Apartment Door Safety Peephole 

THE Keilson Inquirer is the name of an attractive fixture for 
apartment doors, made by Francis Keil & Son, Inc., 417 East 

163rd Street, New York. By simply sliding a small shutter to 
the right or left, a housewife can safely glance through any 
door to see who a caller may be. With the slide open, voices 
in conversational tones carry 
readily from one person to the 
other and the door need not be 
opened to peddlers or others 
until perfect safety is assured. 
The slide closes and locks auto- 
matically the moment it is re- 
leased. Keilson Inquirers are 
made in a convenient size of 
3% x 3% inches and can be fur- 
nished with or without the apart- 
ment number plate in a variety 
of finishes. 

KNOB on inside of door peephole 

opens shutter to view caller. 

Felt-Backed Mastic Floor Tile 

NNOUNCEMENT has been made of the addition of @ 
“Felt-Cushion Mastic Tile” to the line of the Resilient 

Tile Floors Department, Building Materials Division of the 
Armstrong Cork Products Company of Lancaster, Pa. The 
product is a mastic mix on a saturated felt backing, available im 
four colors—red, green, brown and black. 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE 

1939 FORD V-8 TRUCKS 

NEW 95-HORSEPOWER V-TYPE EIGHT- 
CYLINDER ENGINE — A new 95-hp. V-8 
engine is now available in addition to 
the improved 85 and 60 hp. V-8 engines. 

NEW HYDRAULIC BRAKES—Four-wheel 
hydraulic service brakes, built to Ford 
standards of safety, are regular equip- 

ment on all 1939 Ford Trucks. 

© New-type piston rings for improved 
oil economy. 

® All-steel cabs, insulated, ventilated 
and with Safety Glass throughout. 

e — frame width standard on all 
units. 

© Improved Semi-Centrifugal Clutch. 
® Worm-and-roller steering. 
© Full torque-tube drive. 
® Straddle-mounted driving pinion — 

ting gear thrust plate. 
® Full-floating rear axle. 
® Factory-installed two-speed rear axle 
Ran le at extra cest. 
— and Parts Exchange Plan. 

* cae time. Saves money. Avoids 
long, costly layovers. 

THIS YEAR Ford gives economy a 

new meaning—over a wider range of 

truck operations than ever before. 

To the time-proved 85-hp. and 

60-hp. V-8 engines is added the new 

95-hp. V-8 engine for greater power 

and speed. It is available in the 

Regular and C. O. E. Trucks. There 

are new hydraulic service brakes for 

quick, straight-line stops, with easy 

pedal pressure. Along with these 

new features are those time-tested 

truck features that have set the 

high Ford standard of performance 

and reliability. 

For 1939 there are 42 body and 

chassis types, with a choice of equip- 

ment including factory-installed two- 

American Builder, November 1938. 

THE TRUCK FOR THE JOBS OF i939 

speed rear axle, optional gear ratios, 

transmissions, clutches. 

Ten billion miles of payload per- 

formance have proved the Ford V-8 

engine and the rugged, dependable 

construction of Ford Truck chassis 

equal to the toughest jobs. 

If you want to know why there are 

more Ford Trucks on the road than 

any other make, examine the Ford 

Truck. See the 1939 Ford V-8 units. 

Match them feature for feature with 

any other truck of comparable size 

and price. Know the difference be- 

fore you spend another truck dollar. 

Arrange through your Ford dealer 

for a new Ford V-8 Truck with which 

to make an actual "on-the-job" test. 

FORD MOTOR COMPANY, MAKERS OF FORD V-8 CARS AND TRUCKS, MERCURY, 
LINCOLN-ZEPHYR AND LINCOLN MOTOR CARS 
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LATEST 

SPEEDLINE 

END DISCHARGE TRAILERS 

1939 TYPE, SENSATIONAL IN 

DESIGN, PERFORMANCE, PRICE 

NOTE SIMPLIFIED 

CONSTRUCTION— 

HUNDREDS OF 

POUNDS LIGHT- 

ER BUT NOT 

Bm \FLIMSY LIGHT- 

.~ WEIGHT 
nem 
MANY 

IMPROVED 

FEATURES 

‘SIZES UP gem 

| TOAAS ee 

_ FASTER—HANDIER 

-50%/, LESS STREET ROOM 

} 2-WHEEL OR 4-WHEEL 

| MOUNTINGS— 

7° INTERCHANGEABLE 

AUTOMOTIVE 
STEERING, 

SPRINGS, 

TIMKENS, 
PNEUMATICS 

» 

GET OUR 
NEW LOW 

PRICES 
—ASK FOR 
CATALOG 
SM-39 

SKIP SHA ay Sere 

THE JAEGER MACHINE CO. 

521M a ee e e COLUMBUS, OHIO 

American Builder, November 1939. 

Booster Fan for Warm Air Systems 

AN EW unit has recently been designed and perfected for in. 
creasing the efficiency of warm air gravity heating systems by 

the Autovent Fan & Blower Company, Chicago. Of booster pro- 
peller fan type construction, it breaks up air pockets in the furnace 
and provides distribution of air by forcing circulation through the 
pipes. It gives quicker, more positive re-circulation of air through 
the house and helps eliminate cold floors. This booster fan jg 
not designed for installation in individual heating pipes, but for in- 
stallation at the base of the cold 
air return duct at the point 
where it contacts the furnace. 
Equipped with patented deflector 
plates, it is designed to prevent 
air pockets at any point along 
the furnace base. Forced air 
action moves the heated air out 
of the furnace and distributes it 
to all the rooms in the house. 

BOOSTER fan gives easier heating. 

Westinghouse Durawood Micarta 

PUBAWOOD, an entirely new material combining Micarta and 
natural woods, is tough, long-wearing and possesses the dur- 

ability and hardness of Micarta and the varied beauty of genuine 
wood. It is manufactured by the Westinghouse Electric & Manu- 
facturing Company, and is available in the popular wood designs 
—mahogany, oak, walnut and pine. It has the warmth and 
beauty of the finest natural woods. Not an imitation, but the 
natural wood itself is impregated and treated so that its permanent 
glass-like surface is impervious to liquids of all kinds, yet it will 
not chip, break or crack. The material is furnished in sheets 48x% 
inches. It can be cut with an ordinary carpenter’s saw to any 
desired specification, or quickly drilled for attaching. 

Efficient Single Spindle Shaper 

THE Hutchinson Manufacturing Company, Inc., Norristown, Pa., 
designers and manufacturers of woodworking machinery, now 

have on the market a single spindle shaper with advanced features 
which produce the ut- 
most in accuracy, speed 
and convenience. Instead 
of the spindle moving up 
and down for adjust- 
ments, the spindle is 
mounted rigidly in the 
frame of the machine 
and is adjusted to the 
table by means of gears, 
giving absolute rigidity 
to the spindle at all 
times. The table top is 
of good size, being 24 x 
32 inches. Very fine ad- 
justments to the cutter 
are made by merely rais- 

table with a_ hand 
wheel. 

NEW spindle shaper. 

Treatment for Renewing Red Cement 

Tile Roofs 

INCE a roof receives the most difficult type of weather ex- 
posure, it is small wonder that after years of such exposure, 

red cement rib tile roofs lose their color and begin to look old. 
The Truscon Laboratories, Detroit, Mich., one of the manufac- 
turers of this type of roof recently have succeeded in developing 
a treatment which will restore the waterproof and water-shedding 
character of the roof, and recolor and renovate its appearance and 
make it look like a new roof. The name of this new method is 
the Por-Lox System of waterproofing and recoloring red cement 
rib tile roofs. It is easily applied and economical to use. 
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THE SOONER YOU 

PUT UP THIS SIGN... 

American Builder, November 1938. 

THE QUICKER THIS ONE 

WILL COME DOWN! 

HERE'S plenty of selling punch 

in that “Painted with Sherwin- 

Williams” sign! It's a quick, sure 

way to convince your prospects of 

top-quality all through the houses 

you display! 

Prospects can't help but admire 

the distinctive colors, beautiful sur- 

face of Sherwin-Williams Paints. 

And they know they‘re looking at 

the most complete paint protection 

on the market — the Sherwin-Wil- 

liams brand they would have spe- 

cified if they built the house them- 

selves. A Sherwin-Williams paint 

job implies the standard of sound- 

ness your prospects are out to buy! 

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS 

Help yourself to the prestige of 

the paint in which everyone has 

confidence. Paint your houses 

with Sherwin-Williams Paints. And 

don’t miss the advertising and 

selling value of a “Painted with 

Sherwin-Williams” sign on every 

job! See our catalog in Sweet's. 

For further information, write The 

Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland, 

Ohio and principal cities. 

PAINTS © 
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NEW MODEL 

NEW LOW PRICE! 

HIS NEWEST member of a famous family 

if offers all the Wyteface advantages at a pop- 

ular price. The black-on-white graduations are 

easy to read, even in dim light. The smooth 

white surface—permanently bonded to the steel 

—protects the line from corrosion and rust. A 

new resilience makes this improved steel tape 

* hard to kink and hard to curl, greatly increasing 

the useful life of the line. The case is of sturdy 

leatherite, all mountings heavily nickel plated. 

Favorite Wyteface comes in 25, 50, 75 and 100 ft. 

lengths, sold by hardware and building supply 

dealers. Send the coupon below for an illustrated 

folder and complete prices. 

EST. 1867 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. 

NEW YORK - HOBOKEN, N. J. 

CHICAGO - ST.LOUIS - SAN FRANCISCO - DETROIT - 

cavetite WY TEFACE 

STEEL MEASURING TAPES 

COC _ | KEUFFEL & ESSER CO., Dept. 17, Hoboken, N.J. J, 
LOOK Send folder and prices on Favorite Wyteface. 

FOR Name. 

THIS ‘Addien 

DISPLAY 
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News of the Month 

Building Activities and Meetings 

September Residential Building Up 52%; 

First 9 Months Only 7% Under Same 

1937 Period 

RESIDENTIAL building made further marked advances in 
September, according to F. W. Dodge Corporation. Contracts 

awarded last month for dwelling accommodations of all kinds in 
the 37 states east of the Rocky Mountains amounted to $99,574,000, 
compared with $65,590,000 in September, 1937, and with $99,732,- 
000 in August of this year. The increase over September, 1937, 
was 52 per cent, and the daily average of September contracts 
was somewhat higher than the August daily average, whereas 
there is usually a seasonal decline in September. 
Two outstanding large projects swelled the September resi- 

dential total, both in New York City. One was the Red Hook 
housing project, first to be started under the new Federal public 
housing program, contracted for at $7,243,000. The other was the 
first unit of the vast investment housing project of the Metropolitan 
Life Insurance Company, valued at $11,685,000. While these two 
projects were of exceptional character in the September record, 
both are forerunners of similar public and private housing projects 
to come. Together, they accounted for nearly $19,000,000 of the 
$34,000,000 increase over September, 1937. Of the fifteen districts 
making up the 37 states territory, nine besides the Metropolitan 
New York area showed residential contract increases over the 
corresponding period. of last year. The month’s record included 
10,090 new single-family houses, compared with 8,373 contracted 
for during September, 1937. 

Recovery progress in residential building is shown in the 1938 
record by quarters. The dollar volume of contracts in the first 
quarter ran 33 per cent behind the first quarter of 1937; the 
second quarter of this year ran 15 per cent behind; but the third 
quarter ran 30 per cent larger in residential volume than the third 
quarter of last year. At the end of September, the cumulative 
dollar volume of residential contracts for this year was only 7 
per cent behind the figure for the first nine months of 1937. 

There has been no seasonal let-up in the flow of mortgage-insur- 
ance applications to the Federal Housing Administration. The 
volume of mortgages selected for appraisal continued through 
September at the rate, established last March, of $22,000,000 a 
week. Mortgages accepted for insurance by the FHA continued 
at the rate of $15,000,000 a week. With these indications of con- 
tinued small house building, increased financing of large-scale pri- 
vate rental projects, and a huge public housing program barely 
started, the prospect for residential building appears exceedingly 
good. 

Figures for the first half of October are as follows: 

37 Eastern States Oct. 1-15, ’38 Oct. 1-15,’37 October, ’37 
Residential $ 50,634,000 $ 32,173,000 $ 65,485,000 
Non-Residential ................ 67,858,000 37,198,000 75,295,000 
Public Works .................... 52,391,000 21,746,000 48,031,000 
SI sccisisalscopiblostiiesecalionn 10,311,000 8,797,000 13,270,000 

Totals $181,194,000 $ 99,914,000 $202,081,000 

Schedule Association Meetings 

for Winter Season 

THE following groups in the building industry have made ar- 
rangements for meetings and conventions to be held on the dates 

and at the places listed below. 
1938 

Nov. 3-5—California Retail Lumbermen’s Assn., Huntington 
Hotel, Pasadena, Calif. 

Nov. 9-11—National Assn. of Real Estate Boards, Schroeder 
Hotel, Milwaukee, Wis. 

Nov. 16-18—United States Building and Loan League, Palmer 
House, Chicago, IIl. 

Dec. 7-9—Carolina Lumber & Building Supply Assn., Hotel Sif 
Walter, Raleigh, N.C. 

(Continued on page 74) 
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Door thal 

—Always quiet 
coasting action 

—Very simple in- 
stallation 

—Popularly priced 
for volume sales 
with good prof- 
it for the con- 
tractor 

our first installation of a Ro-Way Model 
“J” Door will offer the most convincing 
proof of the many advantages it offers 
both you and your customer. veel 
First of all, you will find it easier to sell, Mod e| J 
because the simplicity of construction, ab- 
sence of adjusting devices, the self-equaliz- WITH 
ing spring ba -— the popular price, offer “ee ae aa 
an irresistible combination. 
Second, when you finish the job and note Ro a . O ele & 
time saved in installation and the fact that 
you are not going to be called back for 
adjustment service, you will find more net S 4 R IN G Other Models of Ro-Way Doors are 

profit on the job. available for all sizes . . . all build- 
ings . .. electrically operated if 

One Basic Patented Improvement pore 
—gives the Ro-Way Model “J” its amazing acceptance. It’s so simple 
you wonder why it has not been used before. Instead of two springs 
to supply lifting power separately to the two sides of the door, we 
use one Ro-To Live Spring ... a single powerful coil which gives a 
smooth, evenly-balanced lift to both sides of the door at the same 
time... always. There is no side-drift; no turnbuckles or adjusting 
devices are needed. The Ro-To Live Spring (Patented) uses each end of the torsion spring for 
lifting power ...no dead ends. Energy from each end of the live floating spring is applied to each 
cable drum ... one drum revolves clockwise, the other counter-clockwise. ; 
Vertical tracks attach directly to door jamb. No track brackets used. Ball bearing steel track 
rollers have built-in rubber tires ... will not stretch or become loose. Casteel preformed lifting 
cables are used. These features insure quieter operation. Headroom requirement, 9” to 14”. 
Sideroom requirement, only 3%”. Write for descriptive folder and price list. 

ROWE MIANUFACTURING CO. Zier ii, usa. 

AV 8 BB XO A. 

Give You Advanta ges 

4a On Be OE On & Gay, Os 

@ Hope’s Steel Casement Windows enhance a 

building’s appearance and harmonize perfectly 
sw aidomsaCebhaloter-Umelaeslolelaaet-taelobid-raattds Orta attl kt 
constructed to fit weather-tight and to open and 
close easily. Their compactness of steel sections 
insures maximum light and ventilation area. 
Hope’s metal,.casements cannot shrink, swell, 
warp, twist or rattle. They are easily cleaned. 

SRA, 

And Hope’s Windows are priced to sell even in 
today’s market, at a very worthwhile profit to you. 

HOPE’S WINDOWS, INC., Jamestown, N. Y. 

HOPE’S WINDOWS, Inc. 
Jamestown, N.Y. 

Send copy of descriptive literature of Hope’s 
Windows and dealer proposition. 

Name 

18 1 be} The Name Guarantees 169) 4 8 Address 

AB-6 

hc 
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That front stoop is available 
to cover the oil burner. 
If you burn coal, you leave 
off the stoop. If you go back 
to oil, the stoop’s all ready 
to put over the burner again. 

A 

Three Fuel 

Boiler 

That Stings The Fuel Bill 

Don’t make no difference what you 

burn. Coal, oil, gas or even soap 

bubbles, this Yello-Jacket Boiler of 

ourn has its stinger working. 

It’ll raise a lump on the fuel bill, as 

big as a goose egg, that no amount of 

old fashioned mud or any of your fancy bottle stuff 

will budge. 

Once this Yello-Jacket of ours gets ter working, 

the fuel bill starts on the run. 

But they ain’t no bill what can run so fast as 

not ter be catched up with, and get stung. 

Reckon right now, your a saying, I ought to be made 

president of the Ananias Club, for as a fancy liar 

I have ’em all backed off the boards. 

If had the time to explain the insides of this Yello- 

Jacket, you’d apologize and feel more’n a little sorry 

fur what you said. 

But never mind. You can square yourself by sending 

fur the printed matter about it, and get on the inside 

of its insides, and see fur yourself. 

er cat 

BURNHAM BOILER CORPORATION 

Distributed Through Wholesalers 

Irvington, N. Y. Zanesville, Ohie 

Branch Offices in All Principal Cities 
Export Department: 50 Church St., N. Y. City 
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N EWS-— (Continued from page 72-D) 

1939 

Jan. 10-12—Indiana Lumber & Builders’ Supply Assn., Claypoo| 
Hotel, Indianapolis, Ind. 

Jan. 11-13—Middle Atlantic Lumbermen’s Assn., Bellevue-Strat- 
ford Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Jan. 17-19—Northwestern Lumbermen’s Assn., Civic Auditorium, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

Jan. 17-20—Ohio Assn. of Retail Lumber Dealers, Deshler-Wal- 
lick, Columbus, O. 

Jan. 23-25—Mountain States Lumber Dealers’ Assn., Shirley- 
Savoy Hotel, Denver, Colo. 

Jan. 24-26—Northeastern Retail Lumbermen’s Assn., New York 
City. 

Jan. 24-26—Kentucky Lumber & Supply Assn., Brown Hotel, 
Louisville, Ky. 

Jan. 25-27—Southwestern Lumbermen’s Assn., Auditorium, Okla- 
homa City, Okla. 

Jan. 31-Feb. 3—Michigan Assn. of Retail Lumber Dealers, Pant- 
lind Hotel and Municipal Auditorium, Grand Rapids, Mich. 

Seyfarth New IHC Advertising Manager 

THE retirement of Frank W. Heiskell as advertising manager of 
the International Harvester Company, after 45 years of service 

with that company and the McCormick Harvesting Machine Com- 
pany, has been announced. Mr. Heiskell was succeeded as adver- 
tising manager on October 1 by A. C. Seyfarth, former assistant 
advertising manager. 

Mr. Seyfarth, widely known in the advertising profession, en- 
tered the employ of the Harvester Company in 1904, his first job 
that of a catalog writer. Successive promotions advanced him to 
chief catalog writer and copy chief, where he was in charge of all 
advertising copy production. He became assistant advertising 
manager in 1913. 

Mr. Heiskell’s entire business career was given to the service 
of the McCormick Harvesting Machine Company and the Inter- 
national Harvester Company. On August 1, this year, he rounded 
out his 25th year as advertising manager of the Harvester Com- 
pany. 

A. C, Seyfarth (left), new 

advertising manager of 
International Harvester 

who succeeds F. W. Heis- 

kell (right), retiring after 

25 years in that position. 

Verifies American Builder's “25 to 40 

Per Cent More Home for the Money 

Today” Theme 

FHaAr the average cost of the American house this year is. 
$3,559, approximately $850 less than it was 10 years ago, and yet 

the comparison of a 1938 house with a 1928 model is like com- 
paring two automobiles of corresponding years, was recently 
pointed out by Frank Carnahan, secretary of the National Re- 
tail Lumber Dealers Association, after an analysis of Department 
of Labor statistics on average houses covering the 10-year span. 
In 1928, the figures show, the average cost of all types of dwellings 
was $4,407. “It is estimated,” Carnahan said, “that today’s home 
buyer gets from 25 to 40 per cent more house for the money today 
than ever before. This can readily be appreciated when consider- 
ation is given the advances in design, construction, esuipment, the 
improvements in quality of materials and the reduction in financing 
costs that have taken place during the past decade. “Architects, 
housing engineers, and builders have devoted years to perfecting 
living accommodations for Americans, and the result is a home 
designed with a minimum of waste space, made livable and util- 
itarian in every respect, and enhanced in attractiveness.” 
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The Sink 

You Install 

May Sell 

Your House 

No housing feature appeals to women prospects 

more than a modern, easy-to-manage kitchen. 

Make it your sales ally by installing sinks, drain- 

boards and working surfaces made of Armco 

Stainless Steel. Once the lady who has to keep 

things spick and span gets an eyeful of this hard, 

gleaming, tarnish-proof, easy-to-clean metal, 

she’ll fall in love with your house. And what she 

tells her husband is sure to influence the sale. 

We shall be glad to tell you where you can 

obtain Armco Stainless Steel sinks or sheet 

metal for building purposes. Just write to: The 

American Rolling Mill Company, 3181 Curtis 

Street, Middletown, Ohio. 

Armco WH 

STAINLESS STEEL 

NO ONE EVER 

SANG IN 

And is it any wonder? Of all the dreary, drab bathrooms, Marge and 
Freddy's was one of the worst. Then one day Freddy heard how very 
inexpensively MASONITE PRESDWOOD TEMPRTILE could give them 
gleaming, tile-like walls .. . right over their old walls. 

NOW IT'S A DIFFERENT STORY 

It's Sing Away Your Sorrows for Freddy every morning. What man 
wouldn't revel in this spotless shaver's haven? Notice the indirect 
lighting made possible by an offset wall of TEMPERED PRESDWOOD. 

THE MOST CHEERFUL ROOM IN THE HOUSE... 

That's Marge's opinion. And she's thrilled at how easy it is to keep 
the MASONITE PRESDWOOD TEMPRTILE spick and span. Just an 
occasional rubdown with a damp cloth. An indirect light over the 
tub is protected from moisture by an inner wall of MASONITE 
TEMPERED PRESDWOOD and frosted glass. 

@ In new or remodeled homes, your clients will be delighted with 

the smart, permanent tile-effects you can provide them with MASON- 

ITE PRESDWOOD TEMPRTILE. Lumber dealers have all the details. 

Also facts about new-building and remodeling loans under F.H.A. 
Copyright 1938, Masonite Corporation 

saa A I a a a a aa a i a 

MASONITE: 
THE WONDER WOOD OF A THOUSAND USES 

A MISSISSIPPI! PRODUCT 
SOLD BY LUMBER DEALERS EVERYWHERE 
MASONITE CORPORATION, Dept. AB-11 

prone ronan 111 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ili. 
Please send me FREE 

samples and full informa- Name 
tion about MASONITE 
PRESDWOOD TEMPR- Address 
TILE and TEMPERED City State. PRESDWOOD. 
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to your buildings 

with MESKER 

GUILDHALL CASEMENTS 

It’s eye appeal that gets prospects inside the front door,” 

says Robert A. Hummel, top notch Ogden, Utah de- 

veloper and builder, ‘‘and I’ve found that windows play 

a mighty important part. That’s why I use Mesker Guild- 

hall steel casement windows... they add a real punch to 

my buildings and make selling much easier.” 

Thanks, Mr. Hummel!.‘But don’t forget that in addition, 

Mesker casements come standard equipped with Feather- 

touch Solid Bronze hardware...they open and close at a 

flick of the finger, they are fireproof, termite-proof, rust- \ 

resisting ... you can wash them from the inside and you'll 

never get them to rattle, squeak or stick. 

for the big, free 
Mesker Handbook 
that gives prices and 
discounts on over 300 
types and sizes of 
Mesker steel windows 
and state whether you 
are a Dealer, Builder 
or Owner. 

REPRESENTATIVES: 
There are a few territor- 
ies still available. Write 
today for fuli particulars. 

SINCE 1879 

MESKER BROS.. 424 SOUTH 7th ST., ST. LOUIS, MO. 

American Builder, November 1939 

Red Cedar Shingle Names Simplified 

TAKING another step forward in the elimination of super. 
fluous and confusing grade names the Red Cedar Shingle 

Bureau has announced the adoption of a simplified set of regu- 
lations for its member mills covering the manufacture, marking 
and distribution of Certigrade red cedar shingles. 

Hereafter the grade names on all No. 2 and No. 3 grades 
will be dropped and the shingles will be marked and referreq 
to only by grade, length and butt thickness. On the No, | 
grade the names “XXXXX” or “Perfects” will be retained fo; 
16”-5/2” shingles; “Perfections” will continue to designate 
No. 1 18”-5/2%4”"; “Royals” will be used for No. 1 24”-4/2» 
and “Eurekas” will be used for No. 1 18”-5/2”. 
The grade names are really a carry-over by custom from the 

great confusion of names and brands that had their heyday 
before the adoption of uniform wooden shingle grade standards 
in 1931 with the assistance of the U.S. Department of Com- 
merce, Bureau of Trade Standards. 

No shingles bearing the Certigrade label will henceforth bear 
such confusing brands as “Extra Clear,” “Premium Clear,” 
“All Clear,” etc. Grading rules followed by the Red Cedar 
Shingle Bureau call for all clear stock on No. 1 grades of all 
lengths and therefore no supplementary explanation of grade 
is required in marking. .On the No. 2 and No. 3 grades, how- 
ever, markings will show the number of clear inches called for 
on that particular grade, as, for example, No. 2 16”-5/2” Cer- 
tigrade red cedar shingles will carry the phrase “12 inches 
clear and better.” 

Anthracite Stokers in Low Cost Homes 

TWENTY-TWO new homes erected by the Goodnow Realty 
Company in the new “Rosemont” development will be 

equipped with automatic Anthracite stokers, according to a 
statement made by W. P. Loer, field representative of Anthra- 
cite Industries, Inc. 

Mr. H. C. Goodnow, president of the realty company respon- 
sible for the “Rosemont” development, has advised the Iron 
Fireman Sales Corporation of Washington, D.C., who made the 
heating installations, that he is going ahead with the erection 
of twenty-six additional homes, and will install the same kind 
of heating equipment. The homes are built to sell for $5,250 
to $5,450 and contain five rooms each, with tiled bath and 
shower, deluxe kitchen with modern refrigeration, weather- 
stripping and insulation throughout. 
These anthracite installations have created considerable com- 

ment from other residential developers in the section. 

Bak-A-Namel Appoints Officers 

At a recent meeting of the board of directors of Bak-A- 
Namel, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., manufacturers of enamel- 

finished flexible wall board, the following appointments were 
announced: Benson A. Talbot, president and general manager; 
Lysle T. Burgess, vice-president; Stanley K. Burgess, secre- 
tary-treasurer; T. E. Duro, general sales manager, and W. W. 
Dosser, in charge of plant operations. 

SHOW WINDOWS of electricity—Model of the Westinghous Elec 

tric building at the New York World's Fair 1939. The building's two 

great wings will be 55 feet high, with a floor area of 4500 square feet. 

The great fountain in the center court, 115 feet high, will play # 

"synchronous symphony of color, sound and water." 
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ELECTRIC 

QUIKHETER 

Quick, Clean, Safe 

ECONOMICAL 

To add comfort and promote health by eliminating 

that chilly feeling in bathrooms, children’s bedrooms, 

dressing rooms, etc. — on days when it doesn’t pay to 

have the regular heating plant in operation — install 

the @ Quikheter, flush type. It furnishes quick, safe, 

clean, economical heat by taking cool air from the 

floor and moving it up through and out of the heating 

chamber with a velocity necessary to circulate the 

warmed air throughout the room. 

Furnished in small sizes of 1000, 1250, and 1500 watts, 

and large sizes of 1500, 2000, and 3000 watts capacity. 

Arank Adam 

aa ELECTRIC COMPANY—— 

ST. LOUIS 

HOTEL 

M‘ALPIN 

"AGreat Hotel” 

from $2.50 a day, single 
$4 and $4.50 double 

Broadway at 34 St., N.Y. 

Under KNOTT Management 
JOHN J. WOELFLE, Manager 
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TO BUILD PROFITS 

--START YOUR JOBS 

IN. THE SHOP! 

You can pocket a 

neat saving when 

you use this 

Walker - Turner 

BNII25 Band 

Saw to prepare 

difficult cuts 

ready-to-fit. 

BAND SAW 

only $985! 
(less motor, ripping 

base) fence an 

All kinds of work 

... Tip, cross cut, 

curve and contour 

cutting are done 

well by this one 

tool. The 12” ca- 

pacity saw, run- 

ning at a speed of 2900 feet of saw teeth a minute, 

rips pace or makes accurate angle cuts, arcs, 

scrolls, any pattern as fed. A patented table tilting 

device bevel-cuts any angle to 45°. 

Send for the NEW 1939 CATALOG, which gives 

full details about the many safety and precision 

features of this fine saw, which sells at a bargain 

rice. Walker-Turner Co., Inc., 10118 Berckman 

t., Plainfield, N. J. 

WALKER-TURNER 

NIT 77-4 10) 44; te ele) a: 
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TRADE MARK REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. 

Calcium Chloride 

Here’s the way to get extra cold weather protection 

. to get higher quality concrete, at the same time 

cutting your winter concreting costs. 

Solvay Calcium Chloride added to the mix gives 

you these money saving advantages: 

1. Decreases time during which protection is 

required. 

2. Accelerates the set-—provides high early strength. 

3. Permits earlier removal of forms — less forms 

required. 

4. Increases ultimate strength as well as early 

strength. 

5. Produces denser, harder, more waterproof 

concrete. 

6. Works with either standard or high early strength 

Portland cements. 

7. Permits earlier finishing — reduces expense of 

overtime. 

8. Simple, easy to use and exceptionally low in cost. 

9. Dependable—has been used by contractors for 

more than twenty-five years in millions of dollars 

worth of concrete construction. 

MAKES@e%c CONCRETE | 

SOLVAY SALES CORPS i 
SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION , 

Alkalies and Chemical Products Manufactured by The Solvay Process Company 
; 40 RECTOR STREET NEW YORK, N. Y. | 

| Kindly send me complete information on the use of 
Solvay Calcium Chloride for winter concrete protection. 

I Name. 

: Address 

34-11 aS 
I City State. 
I 

on All Subjects 

Facts, opinions and advice 

. _ welcomed here 

First Prize Award 

Salisbury, Maryland. 
To the Editor : 

We are enclosing a list of the subscribers to the American 
Builder which we have previously been sending you from our Sal- 
isbury office. We are correcting this list and will let you hear 
from us promptly concerning the renewals for another year. We 
are also asking the Branch Yards to do the same thing. 
We take this opportunity to congratulate you for being awarded 

first prize for this publication. It is, indeed, a very fine magazine 
and we hope you do everything you can to assist us in impressing 
upon our subscribers just how good this magazine is. We have 
a feeling that some of them are not getting as much benefit from 
the American Builder as they should get. It is very gratifying 
to us to note the success you are making and we certainly hope 
you will keep up the good work. 

E. S. ADKINS & COMPANY 
(signed) Harry C. Adkins, 

“Honest” English Housing Article 

Marquette, Michigan. 
To the Editor: 

I want to congratulate you on your article in the September 
number of the American Builder regarding British housing, as 
it is about time someone told the American public that there is no 
comparison between our houses and those over there. 

I spent two years in London as Consultant on the design and 
construction of theatres both in England and the Continent, for 
Paramount Publix Corporation of New York, so had ample time 
to see how houses were built. 

I have often wondered why all these commissions composed of 
“Experts” spent the time and money to go and study housing on 
the other side. I guess they convinced others to put up the money 
and they had a good time. The trouble with most of them, along 
with many of our “Celebrities” is the fact that most of them are 
just parrots and repeat what they have heard others say. 

I didn’t have any intention of going on such a long tirade so 
will sign off by stating that your article is the first honest one I 
have read and hope that all connected with building will get a 
chance to read it. 

WILLIAM R. BAJARI, 
Designer—Builder 

Reads and Uses 
Cedar Rapids, Ia. 

To the Editor: 
We wish to thank the American Builder for the fine way in 

which it presented the two of our houses published in the last 
issue. 

It was also nice to hear you say that the houses added some- 
thing to your home design section. 
We have always liked your magazine and not only read it but 

actually make use of it in design and construction. Your edi- 
torials I cut out and send to my newspaper friends when they 
become a bit confused about present day construction issues. ” 

Thank you again. 
McKAY CONSTRUCTION CO., 

Designers & Builders. 
By Bruce McKay 

Wants Details of Cooler 

To the Editor : 
I. wonder if you or any of your many readers can give me aly 

information in regard to a homemade cooling unit like those used 
(Continued to page 80) 

Kennett, Missouri 

free nn 
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"| Easy On The Eyes! 

One pane windows permit an unobstructed view and lessen 

eye strain. With this better vision there is also a greater 

percentage of light transmitted than through multiple fT. ith 

er pane windows. With the trend to larger areas of gla 

os in homes and buildings of all types ceils the fos vf ponies ton 
10 é : ’ FOURCO GLASS GO., CLARKSBURG, W. VA. 

one pane windows and specify Clearlite Quality Glass. Branch Sales Offices: NEW YORK + CHICAGO « FORT SMITH, ARK. 

EL SLD cee 

When DUNBRIK Manufacturers show sales 
of three million brick per year with pro- 
duction costs as low as $5.00 per thousand 
—others with selling price of 100% over 
costs—it proves the great earning power of 
this line-production brick machine. 

These enviable records are the result of 
producing a superior product,—lighter 
weight, greater strength, lower absorption, 
absolute accuracy, and with true corners. 
In addition, multiple sizes of standard brick 
(DUNSTONE) can be produced that permit 
hollow, insulated wall construction at cost 
level of frame. 

Write sr for new book “4 Keys to Suc- 
cess” and learn about this wonderful ma- 
chine, permitting large production with only 
one or two men and costing but a fraction 
of what would be required for other proc- 
esses of equal capacity. 

DUNTEX ROOF TILE MACHINE 

With this machine you can dominate the 
vast roofing material market with a product 
unequalled in value, permanence, beauty 
and fire safety. Your manufacturing costs 
are low, investment moderate, and selling 
prices offer attractive profit. Send today 
for “DUNTEX Survey.” 

Ww. E. DUNN MFG. CO. 

450 W. 24th St. Holland, Michigan 
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In St. Louis, Mo., Harry Hardt's slogan, “Homes from Builder to 
You," is indeed well-known. 

“THE *WESTERN 

PINES LOCK OUT 

DOOR TROUBLES” 

SAYS Harry Hardt 

@ “I make my doors exclusively of Western 

Pine,” says Harry Hardt. “They’re trouble- 

free woods, They mortise quickly and easily 

for locks and hinges . . . They paint econom- 

ically . . . It’s hardly ever necessary to re-fit 

them . . . They give the home-owner carefree 

service for years and years .. .” 

THE WESTERN PINES WILL DO YOUR 
NEXT JOB BETTER. TRY THEM 

*These are the Western Pines 

American Builder, November 1938. 

LETTERS (Continued from page 78) 

by so many people in Imperial Valley. 
My meager information is as follows: a wooden framework js 

fitted outside a window, inside this is stretched poultry wire inter. 
woven with excelsior or straw which is kept moist by a constant 
play of water. In front of this wire is placed an ordinary electric 
fan, which pulls the outside air through the moist excelsior. 

. J. 3. BALL, 
Contractor and Builder 

Wants Plan for Tool Case 

To the Editor: Elyria, Ohio 

I think you are in a position to tell me where I can get plans 
for a portable carpenter’s tool case. 

Will gladly pay for plans that would result in my having a case 
that would always be just right. Would you please let me know 
if you can? 

Built Three Homes 
To the Editor: Waterbury, Conn. 

I wish to thank the Naugatuck Lumber Company for the cour- 
tesy of sending the American Builder to my address. 

I consult this quite frequently, in fact I have built three homes 
and used a great many ideas from the American Builder. Inci- 
dently, the lumber for the three homes was purchased from the 
Naugatuck .Lumber Company. 

THE BRISTOL COMPANY, 
C. W. Leonard, Purchasing Agent. 

x* * * 

How “TruCost” Figures Any House 

(Continued from page 66) 

total of 48 feet. Being %4 pitch, 42 percent, or 21 lin. ft., 

must be added for these three. The rear gable is 24 ft. 

wide and, being 1/3 pitch, 20% thereof is 5 feet. The 

left side of the rear Bedroom gable is provided by the 
main gable but the right side is “duplicated.” Therefore, 

add 8 lin. ft. for half the span of 12 ft. plus 20% thereof 

and the grand total will be 160 + 21 + 5 + 8 or 1% 

lin. ft. of cornice. 

Rule: List partitions COLLECTIVELY shown cross-wise and then 

vertically (or vice versa) on the plan for each floor. 

By “collectively” is meant the grouping of the par- 

titions that equal the extreme length or width of the 

house. To illustrate, starting from the top, the front 

walls of the rear Bedroom and Kitchen equal the width 
of 24 lin. ft. List 7 for the rear of the bathroom, 3 for 

the closet, 11 for the Bedroom, 24 for rear of Living 
Room Library and 10 to wind up the cross-partitions. 

Vertically, from left to right as in reading, list 24+ 2 + 
42 + 4 + 12 to make a total of 152 lin. ft. of partitions. 

Rule: The perimeter gives the linear feet of Inside Finish of Out 

side Walls for the first story. 

In this case, 160 lin. ft. is listed for this unit of con- 

struction. This cannot be included with the outside walls 

because gables and decorative dormers are not finished 

inside and 1% and 2 story houses have no interior wall 

finish the depth of the second floor unit whereas the 

outer surface is finished. 
The opening units of doors and windows need no 

explanation. Its simply a case of counting them and 

adopting some size as being standard. The extra cost 

of mullion or triple window frames is off-set by the 
saving in the cost of the trim; so the cost in place i 

always equal to the cost of the number of single window 

units. Porches and other units covered by the TruCost 
tabulations are also easily understood so this article caf 

be concluded by simply saying: 
Compute the actual surfaces of walls, floors, roofs and 

other of the component units of a house, count the doofs 

(Continued to page 82) 
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DeWalt Announces New 

Low Priced GV Model 

No other low priced 
woodworker Offers so 
many patented features 
as this new type GV 
DeWalt. The same 
world-famous D 
‘principles, yet light in 
weight and easily car- 
tied right to the job. 
There is a reason why 
the up-to-the-minute 
contractors of the coun- 
try are using DeWalt 
Machines. The tremen- 
dous savings have sur- 
prised most critical 
builders. Mr. Worrall 
writes, ‘Saves $550.00 
on one operation, any 
wonder | am_ enthusi- 

o> ~ {D, —<% 
Bo WGC y 

aw 
6 operations of the many that con be mode on the flexible DE WALT 

EASY TO OWN—Here is a low priced model you can buy on Easy 
Payment terms. It has all the flexibility and accuracy of heavier DeWalts. 
Ideal because easily portable right to the job. Quickly financed through the 
savings effected. 

MAKE A DATE NOW AND LEARN HOW 

De War 
320 FOUNTAIN AVE. 
LANCASTER, PENNA. 

Cottage or Castle 

FITS EVERY PURSE AND PURPOSE 

America’s leading builders 

save 20 to 30%. We'll show 

you how right on your job— 

no obligation. Write today. 

No building bu 
Pretentious for “ 
ment. Its sim 
Simplifies i 

BER Be goes inipe 2 i Maes g “Z ee: 

et is too modest nor plans too I 
2 VER THE TOP” Door Equip- ONLY 2% IN. 
city -pleases every prospect ... ; 

é tion . . . keeps costs low. It’s Headroom Required 
e choice of Particular people . . . city citizens and 

tural residents. Builders everywhere have ae nate 
recognized this . . . that’s why today “OVER HE 
TOP” Door Equipment, a Frantz Guaranteed 
Builder’s Hardware product, is the leader of the 
lot. Why fuss with failures .. . sell and install the 
over head” device that takes less labor and makes 

you more money. Write today for facts. 
FRANTZ MFG. CO., STERLING, ILLINOIS 

Equipment. If a 134” door is 
used, then 214’ of head- 
room is all that is required; 
thicker doors need propor- 
tionately more. 

‘ TOP’ 

Oyen DOOR EQUIPMENT 

MR. and Mrs. Prospect look over one of your jobs. They 
like it. The sale “looks good”... and then the Missus, 

who has been reading up and looking about . . . hesitates 
over those walls. 

She’s fussy. She wants “the last word” in construction . . . 

she wants permanent, beautiful and easily cleaned walls in 
the °38 style. 

That’s where colorful, successful Tile-Tex, the new deco- 

tative wall material, welcomes her inspection and helps your 

sale. She readily admits the modernity of Tile-Tex ... 
instantly admires the exquisite colorings . . . visualizes how 

easily they can be kept clean. 

For new job... or modernized . . . Tile-Tex Walls— 

and Floors—offer low cost and high efficiency . . . and our 

nearest Distributor has a real fact story for you. Write for 

his name and a copy of the new folder, “Decorative Walls 

By Tile-Tex.” 

[ILE -TEX 
Ce Cpu “

TMS 

OR YOU MIGHT CARE TO REPRESENT 

US IN YOUR TERRITORY 

The Tile-Tex Company 
Chicago Heights, Illinois 
If terri is open, I would like to have complete information on 

the Tile-Tex Dealer's proposition. 

Name 

Address 
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A KITCHEN FLOOR 

THAT HELF Si 

° a a pe ery a am 
off the modern kitchen to best 

Armstrong s Linoleum advantage. It is Armstrong’s 
e ‘ e Linoleum No. 6580, The 

gives your proper ties walls are Armstrong’s Walnut 
Linowall—a_ money-saving, 
linoleum-like wall covering. 

extra customer-appeal 

ET the kitchen help you sell or rent faster. 
Brighten it up with a modern floor—and then 

tell prospects: ‘“This flooris Armstrong’s Linoleum.” 

People know that name. Years of national 

advertising have made Armstrong stand for 

quality in resilient, colorful floors. Your prospects 

know, too, that Armstrong’s Linoleum is long- 

wearing, and easy to keep clean and bright. 

You'll find Armstrong’s Linoleum Floors reason- 

able in cost and inexpensive to install. With more 

than 200 patterns and five thicknesses to choose 
from, it’s easy to select just the right floor and 
still keep well within your budget. 

Find out more about how Armstrong’s Linoleum 

can make your houses sell or rent faster. Write 
now for your copy of our color-illustrated book of 
sales-building room designs. 

Armstrong Cork Company, Building Materials 
Division, 1218 State Street, Lancaster, Penna. 

Armstrong also manufactures Asphalt @ 
Tile, Reinforced Rubber Tile, Cork Tile, 
Linotile (Oil-Bonded), and Linowall. 

RUBBER TILE © CLINOTILE (OlL-BONDEX) » ASPHALT TILE 

‘yn blumgs LINOLEUM 

an RESILIENT , NON- CERAMIC TILES 

CORK TILE + LINOWALL + ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS 
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How “TruCost” Figures Any House 

(Continued from page 80) 

and windows, as shown by TruCost tables and FIGURE 
ANY HOUSE. Its all just as simple as two plus two 
once one has figured a few houses. 

“Why don’t you give us some idea about labor costs?” 
is the second of the most-asked questions I have en- 

countered the past few months and beginning next month 

I will give you the ACTUAL records for a few houses 
and, I hope, explain why the ONLY reliable labor cost 
records must b YOUR OWN. 

Flood, Fire, Hurricane 

(Continued from page 27) 

suffered as they did in 1936 although they were better 
prepared this time. 

Along the coast the damage was most severe due to 
the overpowering tidal wave that swept in from the ocean, 

carrying boats, piers, houses and, in some cases, whole ” 

communities away. The wreckage of structures of all 
kinds was strewn across miles of land along the coast. 

In many cases even the land where large colonies of 

summer homes had been standing was completely 
obliterated. 

The first reaction of a visitor to the region was one 
of hopeless despair, but he soon found a determined air, 

“we'll rebuild—beter than ever.” At Narragansett, a 
summer resort community below Providence where the 
entire main street was practically washed away, a philo- 

sophical resident remarked, “That street always was too 

narrow and the traffic jams were terrible. Now we'll 
rebuild it wide enough and put up some really fine 

buildings.” 

It is true that a large part of the damage to structures 

was sustained by poorly built buildings. Flimsy summer 
cottages resting on light foundations without bolts floated 

easily away. Poorly braced and constructed structures, 

when their foundations were affected, caved in. Fre- 

quently, well built structures on sound foundations prop- 
erly anchored in place stood firm and undamaged, while 

the weaker sisters crumbled away. 
Building industry men interviewed were agreed that 

emergency repairs would keep everyone in the industry 

at top speed this fall and winter. By. next spring they 
will get around to new construction, which will run into 

a huge volume. 
Building activity will be affected for many years to 

come, and improvements and new construction that in 

staid New England have long been deferred will now 

have to be done. Resort and cottage building will con- 

stitute an important volume of new business. New 

business structures, including shops and store fronts, 
will be greatly in demand. The rural lumber dealers and 

builders will be kept busy with a huge volume of barn 

and farm structures. It is estimated that more than 

500 barns were destroyed in Massachusetts alone. 
Aside from the extensive volume of private construc- 

tion called for, there will be hundreds of millions of 

dollars in public works and rehabilitation. One of the 

important items will be new sea walls for towns along 

the ocean that have heretofore felt they were beyond 
the reach of the angry waters. As in the case of Narra- 

gansett, many communities will have to be completely 
rebuilt, with new streets located further inland protected 

by huge sea walls. 

‘ (Continued to page 86) 
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MORE PROTECTION FOR LESS MONEY 

The next time a customer asks you for a price on an 

etter inexpensive metal roof show him TROFSEAM. Explain 

how the trough carries away every drop of water that 
sib might ever get over the crimp. Fill the demonstration 

oom, box with water and let him see that leaking into the 

hole building is impossible. Then tell him the price. He will 

Fall prefer TROFSEAM because it costs him no more than 

- ordinary roofing. 
3 0 
tely Many builders are doubling their roofing volume with 

TROFSEAM. You can do it too. Write immediately for 

one TROFSEAM Demonstration Outfit and Roofing Catalog 

air, No. 92. 

Ee 
the THE EDWARDS MANUFACTURING CO. 

ilo- 542-562 Eggleston Avenue Cincinnati, Ohio ilo 
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res STOPS DRAFTS AND LEAKS—CUTS FURL Baeeo 
ner 

ted COLD) A properly calked home is easier to sell, 
res, ROOMS: pleasanter to live in. This weather-proof pro- 
Te- tection can be readily provided by the 
op- builder at small cost. 
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= “™ DECORA COMPOUND 

ito Calk all window and exterior door frames with 
| Pecora. Money cannot buy a better material. Used 

on all important projects by leading architects. 
to Properly applied, Pecora will not dry out, crack or 
: chip. Available in bulk or in non-refillable metal 
In cartridges of approximately one quart size for use 
Ww with the new improved Pecora High Pressure Calk- 
n- ing Gun, illustrated below. 

se This 

ad Gun 

rm With 3 Nozzles and 
an 4 Cartridges of approx. 1 qt. each 

: ered Fe $7.00 

of Write for Ulustrated Folder 

Ps: 
24010) ae OO ee 
INSTALLATION 

ALSO MORTAR STAINS e@ SASH PUTTIES e@ 
e PECOMASTICS FOR STRUCTURAI (;LASS 

The Payne F.A.U. (Forced Air Unit) has clinched many 

a home sale for builders . . . has said “O.K. . . . buy it!” 

in unmistakable terms to many a home prospect. 

This tremendously popular gas-fired Payne Unit heats in 

winter and ventilates in summer. It 

occupies only 4 square feet of floor 

space — and operates from kitchen, 

closet or service porch. 

3 The F.A.U. streamlined Desert Tan 

; cabinet contains all mechanism .. . 

. harmonizes with any setting. 

Investigate the Payne F.A.U. It gives 

you GAS—the ideal fuel—at its best. 

It is another superb product of Amer- 

ica’s most modern furnace plant. 

We 

Sj © FURNACE & SUPPLY CO., INC. 

GAS BEVERLY HILLS @ CALIFORNIA 

eidirretss al 

SURFACING FLOORS 
American Floor Sanders are making big money 

for a lot of men (we'll send you their names and 
. There is no reason in the world why 

also be making this big money. 
BE OWN BOSS 

You already know a lot about the building game 
and this is a real chance to get into something for 
yourself and be your own boss. 

EASY TO RUN 
American floor sanders are easy to run. There is 

no hand scraping the American way and no skill 
required—in fact, irlside of a few hours you can 

run one as well as an ‘‘old timer.”’ 
American Sanders are easy to take from 

job to job and you don’t need any helpers. 
Sometime during every man’s life he has 
to decide whether to go ahead and “‘be 
somebody” or stay in the same old rut. 

GET DETAILS 
Find out more about this 

RETURN 

COUPON 
BELOW 

FLOOR SURFACING 

MACHINE COMPANY 

| 511 SO. ST. CLAIR ST. TOLEDO, OHIO 
Gentlemen: 

| _ Send complete details and prices without cost. | 
p I want to go into floor acing business. 

| I would use sander in my contracting business. | 

. | SN 5 ial se siard oo we eee oe RE ge ne ea ees | 

j Ns ois SSS See Fa a ae a aa 4 

MN Lo cinee mains stu cence seca weeet eee GO. ices ne 
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Let this 

Plan 
Book 

Work for 

YOU! 

in your 

Selling, 

Planning 

and Building 

Homes for Today 

It Will Be Your Star Salesman! 

Eloquent, persuasive, factual—never tiring, never stale, never lagging on its job. 
Its use will vastly simplify your problem of getting it across that today’s home 
values are the biggest and best ever. It shows how good planning can give a more 
efficient and livable dwelling at a lower cost to the owner and a greater profit to 
the builder. It demonstrates the definite savings that can be made on construction 
costs and the greater usable space, comfort and convenience now available. It does 
this by marshaling for you a brilliant array of ninety homes that stand out as to- 
day’s best products. Some of these homes are listed below and on the following 
page. 

COLONIALS 

In all their Majestic Dignity, Charm 

and Simplicity, yet Modernly Equipped 

Three clean-cut Colonials at Hewlett Point. 

Country Colonial with 1st-floor bedrooms, whose ” or propor- 
tions and careful detailing put it in a class by itself. 

28’ x 28’ Hillside Heights Colonial, designed for maximum 
economy. 

Four attractive, bright-red shuttered $35 per month Colonials at 
Ridgewood, N. J., of dry-wall construction. 

New Jersey Colonial of simple charm, approximately 30,000 
cubic feet. 

An Old Brick Colonial Home in Old Virginia, with compact, 
livable plan. 

Colonial at Elmhurst, Ill., with stately tall columned 2-story 
portico. 

Other Colonials will be found under other groupings. 

EARLY AMERICAN | 

in Brick, Boards and Battens, at Evanston, Ill., with unusual 
handling of plan and exterior. 

FRENCH NORMAN 

at moderate cost, with lots of architectural appeal. 

GEORGIAN 

home on wooded site, a 7-room house of great attractiveness. 

SMALL HOUSES 

But Oh, My! 

Modernistic Manor from Oklahoma. 
Old World Style in Concrete Masonry House of delightful French 

lines. 

Interesting Apartment Cottage at Berwyn, Il. 
Little but Livable 4- and 5-room Cottages as small as 24’ 4” x 

26’ 10”. 

Compact English 25’ x 25’, yet provides 6 rooms and bath. 

Unusual small Connecticut House Built at an Angle, giving good 
light and view. 

Many others, some of which are listed in other groupings. 

CAPE CODS . 

7-room “Dri-Built” House at Ashland, Ohio, with interior view 
and specifications. 

Cape Cod at Glen Ellyn, Ill., with good plan and remarkably fine 
detailing. 

Cape Cod on Long Island, with kitchen in front. A fine view is 
given of its low beamed ceiling living room and its huge 
fireplace. 

A Bronxville Cape Cod of 5 rooms in concrete Masonry. 

HOUSES THAT "GROW" 

One in Detroit and one in Pittsburgh, dedicated to families of 
moderate income. 
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To get a copy of "American Builder Big- 

Value Homes" absolutely FREE with your 

American Builder subscription or renewal 

order, accompanied by $2 for one year, 

$3 for two years, or $4 for three years, 

(Continued from preceding page) 

MODEL HOMES 

that Set the Pace the Country Over. 

“More for the Money” Devon Cottage of 1938. 

Four attractive Period-Styled Homes in Lindop’s Broadview, Ill., Develop- 
ment, 

Hillside Heights Home which can be carried by the purchaser for about 
$30 per month. 

White Brick, 5-room White Brick Bungalow Droesch Home at Westbury, 
j RD a 

Mayfair Gardens 1st-floor bedroom and bath. 

Realty Associates’ 4-room Bungalow with Dining Bay. 

6-room Colonial Norwalk Model Home 

Master Built Plywood House at Detroit. 

The Hardwood Model Home at Memphis. 

Five Exterior Style Variations of Harmon’s “Chatham” Plan. 

And many, many others. 

STRICTLY “MODERNE” 

New Style Home at Newark, Ohio . . . Cubist Creation at Glen Ellyn, 
Ill... . An Albert E. Bill Home in Detroit that is “up to tomorrow” 
.. » Modern Efficiency and Style in Texas . . . Modern St. Louis Home 
featuring new type of heating. : 

WITHOUT BASEMENT 

Yet with Plenty of Room 

E. E. Olsen Construction Company, Pittsburgh, builds basementless 
“Utility” houses which give $1,000 “More House for the Money”—A 
basementless Connecticut home so well insulated that it costs only $5 
per month to heat it . . . Kenilworth, Ill. 6-room house with attached 
garage, no basement. 

COUNTRY HOMES 

California Farm House Style . . . Country Homestead with City Con- 
veniences . . . Connecticut Country Home beautified by its arched-door 
garage. 

BUILT FOR 25% to 40% LESS THAN 

COMPARABLE HOUSES OF TEN YEARS AGO 

Modern Efficiency Home that cost $2,000 less than a similar home cost 
in 1928—The book’s Front Cover Home with 4 bedrooms, two baths, 
large living room, downstairs lavatory, excellent room arrangement— 
all in a cubage of only 27,750, and at a cost estimated at one-third less 
than 1929... A Mills distinctive home of 1938 offers many features 
not in their 1929 “Shirt Front” Bungalows, at 10% less cost . . . A brace 
of Harold W. Cheel Homes that are 50% better values than 1926... 
Mott Bros. are giving today 33% greater value than they could in 1926. 

OTHER GROUPINGS 

were the space available could be made of homes that show the possi- 
bilities in Remodeling and Modernization . . . of four bewitching homes, 
rather Bohemian, with barbeque fireplaces, lounging terraces, patios, and 
all that . . . of savings that can be made in building group houses and 
apartment houses . . . of homes that establish new standards in com- 
fort... of a Home Plan that was perfected over a period of three 
years ... of the Homes and Interior Details that are illustrated on 
full-page, 4-colored inserts. 

Use This Form 

Pog ates BUILDER, New.........--- 

0 Church Street, 

New York. Renewal...... 

For the enclosed $........................-- enter 

my subscription for 1 year, $2.............. 

2 years, $3.............. 3 years, $4.............. 

And Include AT NO EXTRA COST 

a copy of “AMERICAN BUILDER 

BIG-VALUE HOMES.” 

OUI aig ec eee 
11-33 

This offer good only in United States, 

Possessions and Canada 

ADDITIONAL FEATURES 

“Good News for Today’s Home Builders.” 
“Ten Favorable Factors in Holding Down Home Costs.” 

“Why Present Financing Costs Allow Increased Home 
Values Today.” 

“FHA Amended Rules Help Toward Low Cost Homes.” 

“Pictograph Analysis Shows Impressive Increase in Home 
Values.” 

“Scientific Methods Reduce Home Costs.” 

“A Camera Study of One of the Methods of One of the 
Nation’s Most Successful Builders.” 

a More Outlets in the 1938 Home, at a Lower Unit 
a“ 

“How to Build to Save Fuel.” 

“Common Sense in Kitchen Planning.” 

“How. to Build Double Bunks and Modern Coal Bins.” 

Two Basement Transformations that are “No Less than 
Amazing.” 

Detailed Specifications and Cost Breakdowns for many 
of the Homes presented. 

The Six Chapters 

“Value in Today’s Homes.” 
“Big-Value Small Houses.” 
“Low Cost Homes That Pay Their Way.” 
“Larger Homes with Added Value.” 
“Moderne Homes for Economy.” 
—— in Group Home Building and Apartment 

‘ouses.” 
AVAL» 

172 pages 

814 x 1114 

More than 300 illustrations. 12 pages in 4 colors. 
Cloth-strip reinforced heavy enameled paper binding. 

Get YOUR copy now—on the generous FREE Offer 
outlined above. 



TAKE THE SHORT CUT TO PROFITS! 

... SAW 10 TIMES FASTER WITH 

SKI
LSA

W. 

Skmsaw will cut your sawing costs in 
half . . it will enable you to out-bid and 
_out-perform your competitors . . to get 
more jobs and make more money! 

For 18 years, since we introduced the 
first portable electric handsaw, SKILSAW 
has been the choice of progressive 
builders everywhere. It has more power 
- « more construction refinements . . 
more sawing applications. Works from. 
_any light socket. Cuts wood, metal, 
stone, compositions. 9 Powerful Sizes. 

SKILSAW, INC. 
5033-43 Elston Avenue 

Chicago 
214 E. 40th St., New York * 52 Brookline 
Ave., Boston 1429 Spring Garden, 
Philadelphia + 1253 S. Flower Street, 
Los Angeles * 2065 Webster St., Oakland 

@ Sold by leading distributors of mine, 
mill, hardware and contractors’ supplies. 

Bea Contractor— 

Make Big Money 

Uncle Sam will help 
R 1] you make money if 

you are ready. 
Billions of dollars are being used to make jobs 

and the Home Building Program offers the biggest 
chance to make money carpenters have ever known. 
Are YOU Ready? Can you remodel from start to 
finish—do you know the tricks of estimating, laying 

out, etc.? Here’s your chance to get these facts—quickly— 
easily, without study or work—just put your finger on what 

you want to know instantly. Don’t miss the building boom. 

5 Big Books Shipped FREE 
for examination. 2400 Pages, hundreds of diagrams, estimate sheets, etc., instructions 
on blueprint reading, estimating framing, construction, architectural drawing, plumbing, 
heating, etc., make these books invaluable to any carpenter who wants to Cash in NOW 
on today’s opportunities. This may be the chance of a lifetime. 
Jiffy Index makes these facts available in a few seconds. Remember these five big books 
all shipped to You FREE for examination. Send the coupon, there is no obligation. 
Get these books and be ready to bid on ANY building or modernizing job NOW. 
Consulting | PR EROS For Free Offer Use Coupon — — — — — — 
Membershi American Technical yg 
embe P | Drexel Ave., at 58th St, Dept. G833, Chicago, II. 
FREE! |_1 would like to look at the five books described above. I 

Privil of con- , Will pay the few cents delivery charges only and will examine 
vilege |them thoroughly ard return them in ten days unless I like 

sulting experts them in which case I will send you $2.00 and after that $3.00 
of million-dollar |per month until the total price of only $19.80 is paid. You 
American Techni- are also to send me your book, ‘‘Blueprint Reading,’’ and 
eal Society onany , “msulting membership certificate without extra charge. 
building problem !j,.. 
for one year with- | 
out extra charge, ) Address 
if you mail coup- (Attach letter stating age, employer’s name and address and 
on immediately. Ithat of st least one business man as 8 reference. 
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Flood, Fire, Hurricane 

(Continued from page 82) 

One of the big problems from the hurricane is fallen 

timber. It is estimated that 60 million board feet of 

lumber is on the ground in Maine alone, and there are 

millions of feet down in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 

Vermont and other states in the hurricane area. It is 

reported that the Federal Farm Security Administration 
is considering setting up portable sawmills to salvage this 

lumber. Something must be done, as in its present state 

it constitutes a serious fire hazard. This raises a problem 

among lumber dealers as to how such lumber will be 
marketed and at what prices. 

* -*« * 

Glenayre Homes— 

(Continued from page 33) 

have greater demand for new homes than any other 

country. I say this although England with one-third 

of our population built 3,000,000 new homes during the 

past ten years. We have before us the bigest building 

boom this nation has ever known. With these oppor- 

tunities, nothing should stop us. 

How Glenayre Homes Are Planned and Built 

Before launching Glenayre homes, I called on officials 

of FHA and am happy to say that they responded en- 

thusiastically. I called attention to the fact that while 

they informed the public that the Federal Government 

would insure loans up to 80 per cent of the value in 

homes, these liberal terms were exceedingly rare in Chi- 

cago. It was our task to determine where in our metro- 

politan area could be placed a possible home develop- 

ment that might attain a 100 per cent rating. Several 

days were devoted to a tour of inspection. Many loca- 

tions in which all public improvements were installed 

and paid for and which were served properly by trans- 

portation, schools, churches and shopping facilities, 

failed to qualify because of improper land utilization. 

They were developed when the public understood less 

and appreciated less about this requirement. We were 

left with no alternative but to select a new location that 

had all the prerequisites of a sound development, in- 

cluding proper land utilization as set down by FHA and 

accepted by all practical developers. Accessibility of 

the Glenayre location was unquestioned. It is served 

by two high-speed suburban lines and several arterial 

automobile highways. Its surroundings offered a pro- 

tection against undesirable encroachment, being flanked 

on two sides by golf courses—on another by a perma- 

nent forest preserve and on the fourth side by an es- 

tablished suburban community, making available all _ 

public improvements, complete shopping facilities, in- 

cluding chain stores, public and private schools and 

churches. We have an area of approximately 150 acres 
cloistered in-a manner that provides perfect protection 

and the Home Federal Savings and Loan Association of 

Chicago is granting full 80% loans on homes for this 

property. 
The method of arriving at an acceptable plot plan 

has been described briefly in the first part of this article. 

Four of the ten houses designed for the first site, and 

which are typical of the project, have also been illus- 

trated in exterior and plan with comments on the fea- 

tures of each. Our staff architect, C. W. Lampe and 
Associates, in developing these houses, continually had 

in mind our objective to keep this development in pet- 

(Continued to page 88) 
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= 

THIS 

BOOK 

FREE 

A builder’s handbook illustrated with working draw- 
ings detailing the application of Certigrade Cedar 
Shingles. Includes grades and their uses; application 
—pitch, covering capacity, sheathing, valleys, flash- 
ings; nails; types of roofs; double coursing on walls; 
over-roofing; staining and painting; master specifica- 
tions. Write Red Cedar Shingle Bureau, Seattle, 
Wash., U. S. A., or Vancouver, B. C., Canada, for 
your copy, free. 

FOR SALE BY 

87 

CHECK the Mixer 

that FITS YOUR JOB 

3 faster, time-saving 

models that turn out 

more concrete per 

add to your 
1. Two- 
wheel Trail- BR rofits =e 
Smith in 7-S 
and 10-S sizes. 
Fast towing. ... 
Spring - mounted 
axle with roller 
bearing pneumatic 
or cushion tired wheels. 
Fast end charge and dis- 
charge. Fits in tight places. 

2. Smith 4-wheel side dis- 
charge mixer in 7-S and 10-S 
sizes. 3 point suspension, spring- 
mounted axles, auto type steer- 
ing. 12 ft. turning radius. 

3. Smith 4-wheel end discharge 
mixer in 10-S size only. Sturdy light- 
weight mixer with 4-wheel truck stabil- 
ity. Only 6% ft. wide. Short 5 ft. wheel 
base. Auto type axle, spring mounting. 

Write today for literature. 

THE T. L. SMITH CO. 
2849 N. 32nd St. 
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 

A 2223-%_ 

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, 
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OF 

AUGUST 24, 1912, AND MARCH 3, 1933 
Of AMERICAN BUILDER AND BUILDING AGB published monthly at 

Chicago, Illinois, for October 1, 1938. 
State of Illinois 
County of Cook §**- 

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State and county aforesaid, per- 
sonally appeared Bernard L. Johnson, who, having been duly sworn according 
to law, deposes and says that he is the editor of the AMERICAN BUILDER AND 
BUILDING AGE and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and 
belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a daily paper, 
the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the 
above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912, as amended by the Act 
of March 3, 1933, embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed 
on the reverse of this form, to wit: 

. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor, 
and business managers are: Publisher, Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corp., 
105 West Adams Street, Chicago, Ill.; Editor, B. L. Johnson, 105 West Adams 
Street, Chicago, Ill.; Managing Editor, none; Business Manager, Robert H. 
Morris, 105 West Adams Street, Chicago, IIl. 

. That the owners are: Simmons-Boardman Publishing Corporation, 30 
Church Street, New York, N.Y.; Stockholders of 1 per cent or more of the total 
amount of stock are: I. R. Kerfoot, 15 Hillcrest Dr., Pelham Manor, N.Y.; 

. A. Lee, Hopatcong, N.J.; Henry Lee, Hopatcong, N. J.; E. G. Wright, 398 
N. Walnut Street, E. Orange, N.J.; S. O. Dunn, 105 West Adams Street, 
Chicago, Ill.; C. E. Dunn, 3500 Sheridan Blvd., Chicago, Ill.; L. B. Sherman, 
375 Sheridan Road, Winnetka, lll.; Mae E. Howson, 105 West Adams Street, 
Chicago, Ill.; B. L. Johnson, 6949 Bennett Avenue, Chicago, Ill.; The Chase 
National Bank of the City of New York and Prudence Whitney Mallory, as 
Trustees under the last will and testament of Robert Mallory, Jr., deceased; 
Spencer Trask & Company, 25 Broad Street, New York,-N.Y. General partners 
of Spencer Trask & Company are: Edwin M. Bulkley, Walnut Street, Engle- 
wood, N.J.; Acosta Nichols, Cold Spring Road, Oyster Bay, N.Y.; Cecil Bar- 
rett, Carlyle Hotel, New York, N.Y.; C. Everett Bacom, 16 Erwin Park, Mont- 
clair, N.J.; F. Malbone Blodget, 65 Patterson Ave., Greenwich, Conn.; Arthur 
H. Gilbert, 440 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.; Henry S. Allen, 407 Highland 
Ave., Orange, N.J.; William R. Bassett, Old Church Road, Greenwich, Conn. ; 
William Kurt Beckers, South Salem Road, Poundridge, N.Y.; Reginald C. 
Foster, 484 Charles River St., Needham, Mass.; Edwin M. Bulkley, Jr., 21 
Sturgis Road, Bronxville, N.Y.; S. Bayard Colgate, Center Street, Orange, N.J., 
Limited Partner; Henry A. Colgate, New Vernon, N.J., Limited Partner. 

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning 
or holding 1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other 
securities are: None. 

. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners, 
stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders 
and security holders as they appear upon the books of the company but also, in 
cases where the stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the 
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the name of the person 
or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two 
Paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant’s full knowledge and belief as 
to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders 
who do not appear upon the s of the company as trustees, hold stock and 
securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant 
has no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has 
any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other securities than 
as so stated by him. 

BERNARD L. JOHNSON, 

Sworn te and subscribed before me this 23rd day of September, 1938. 
A. BOYD. 

(SEAL) (My commission expires Dec. 10, 1939.) 

36 in. Self-Feed Double-Drum Sander 

Better 

Results 

Model S 

Sanding Drums 19 in. diameter. Feed rolls cold 
rolled steel—4 lower and 4 upper rolls, all power- 

priced as low as $50. 

Good Woodworking Machines Since 1887 

THE PARKS WOODWORKING MACHINE CO. 

driven. Takes any thickness up to 4% in. Two 
speeds to accommodate materials. Sand Disc 18 in. 
diameter. Model S includes Bed Plates and one con- 
necting rod. 

Send for catalog of individual and combination machines, 

DEPT. BL-11 1824 KNOWLTON $T. CINCINNATI, 0 
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NEW COLORED STUCCO 

THIS MACHINE AND PROCESS 
fuses a waterproofed, mortar-like mix- 
ture on any old or new masonry. It 
fills all cracks and can be applied in 
any thickness desired. It offers a 
choice-of 30 beautiful colors, shades 
and textures. Fully proven for over 
twelve years’ actual use under all con- 
ditions in every climate. 

PROGRESSIVE BUILDERS for great- 
er permanence, beauty and salability 
in their new construction at lowest 
cost. Owners everywhere want to en- 
hance present values and make their 
homes more attractive and livable. 

WITH COLORCRETE STUCCO you 
can cash in on both of these waiting 
markets, offering permanent, colorful 
surfacing at amazingly low cost. Oper- 
ators report costs of 2c and up per sq. 
ft. and sell up to 7c. Some have paid 
for their equipment from first couple 
of jobs. Machine capacity up to 600 
sq. ft. per hour. 

GET THE FACTS. Write today for 
new COLORCRETE Books. They tell 
the whole story. It may mean business 
independence for you. 

COLORCRETE INDUSTRIES, INC. 
500 Ottawa Ave. Holland, Mich. 

MODERN 31/2-S TRAIL-MIX 

LESS WEIGHT — END DISCHARGE 

COMPACT — AIR-COOLED ENGINE 

FASTER WHEEL BARROW LOADING 

ANTI-FRICTION 

BEARINGS 

WRITE FOR 

BULLETIN TODAY! 

KWIK-MIX CONCRETE MIXER CO. 

PORT WASHINGTON . .-. WISCONSIN 
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Glenayre Homes— 

(Continued from page 86) 

fect co-ordination. This has meant not only maintain- 

ing the proper relationship between all houses in the 

matter of harmonious design but also proper placing of 
each one on the site for a maximum number of enjoy- 

able vistas when looking out of all rooms and, at the 
same time, planning so that anyone approaching the 
project receives an impression of a unified community, 

There are no disturbing electric light or telephone wires 

visible; all have been placed in underground conduits. 
Roads and drives are of crushed gravel ; entrance walks 

are of flagstone; there are no public sidewalks. A large 

decorative flower garden divides the roadway as it en- 

ters the property between the stone and picket gate 

posts. 

The project is fully landscaped according to the very 

complete landscape plans developed. These plantings 

include large specimen elms and maples, smaller trees, 

shrubbery and perennials. Certain of the features, such 

as swimming pools, garden pools, shelters, barbecue 
pits are of course not put in until the houses are sold, 

and then such further development is left to the owner’s 

personal desires. 

The building of Glenayre homes is under the supervi- 

sion of Albert Nixon, our construction superintendent 

(brother of the author). All work is sub-contracted 

with the exception of painting, on which we run our 

own crew. This method, coupled with adequate pre- 

liminary planning to get the trades on the job at the 

proper time, has proved most satisfactory and efficient. 

In choosing materials for our houses, we have con- 

stantly borne in mind the thought that these houses must 

include features which will offer the most in modern 

livability, charm, durability and low maintenance cost. 

Starting with the basement, we selected Jones & Laughlin 

Junior beams on steel “I” beams with poured reinforced 

concrete slabs for a solid, fireproof first floor. Framing 

lumber is kiln-dried and covered with Bildrite sheathing 

or U.S.G. asphalt coated sheathing. Lok-Joint lath and 
mineral wool in the ceilings provide additional insulation. 

U.S.G. Rocklath is used as a plaster base on interior 

partitions; ceilings are on metal lath. Briar Hill sand- 

stone and brick are used as veneer materials on those 
portions of the house not done in red cedar beveled 

siding or half-timbering with stucco. Roofs are covered 

with asphalt, red cedar or slate shingles, according to the 

style of design. Gutters, downspouts, flashings and 

screens are all of Anaconda copper. Fenestra metal sash 

and local millwork wood sash are weatherstripped and 

glazed with Pennvernon and L-O-F glass. Among the 
interior finish materials used are oak and walnut parquet 

floors of Bruce block and Wood Mosaic flooring ; Arm- 

strong mastic tile and Azurite asphalt tile on kitchen 

floors; ceramic tile and Vitrolite in the baths. We se- 

lected Pratt & Lambert paints, Dutch Boy lead and oil, 

O’Brien varnish and Imperial wallpaper for decorating 

materials. Convenience equipment and accessories in- 

clude: General Electric, Bryant and Sunbeam gas-fired 
automatic winter air conditioning, Crane gas-fired hot 

water heaters and enamelware fixtures, Fiat and Lehman 
plate glass shower doors and curtains, Morton medicine 

cabinets, Square D and Cutler-Hammer fuse load centers, 

Jefferson Electric supplies, Rittenhouse door chimes, 

Colonial fireplace dampers, Graniteware laundry trays, 
Midwest kitchen ventilating fans, St. Charles metal 
kitchen cabinets, National cabinet hardware, Schlage 

locks, and McKee upward-acting garage doors. 

(Continued to page 90) 
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THE DOUBLE-DUTY 

Speéd matic 

DOUBLES PROFITS FOR YOU 

The Porter-Cable Speedmatic Electric Hand Saw 
at work on your job puts building on a ‘‘production 
basis.’"’ Work moves faster—time is saved and you 
make money. Make up your mind a = inves- 

only 
Ww cutting speed. 

Finger-tip adjustment for depth and bevel cutting, 
F 

FREE 

Send today for your copy of "Man- 
ual on the Use of Electric Hand Saws 

in Building." 

“iy PORTER-CABLE MACH CO, 

1721-11 N. SALINA ST. SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

1938 Supplement 

Now Ready. Send for Your Free Copy. 

If you have a copy of the 1937 Book Guide you 

know how helpful it is in locating information you 

need. The 1938 Supplement is now ready. It brings 

the Book Guide right up-to-date and gives you a 

classified list of 750 books and pamphlets covering 

every subject connected with small house building. 

If you have the 1937 Book Guide send for the 1938 

Supplement. If you do not have it send for both 

booklets. 
Book Service Department 

AMERICAN BUILDER AND BUILDING AGE 

30 Church Street New York, N. Y. 

More House for Your Money 

By Elizabeth Gordon and Dorothy Ducas 

The prospective home builder is given sound advice 
on everything of importance likely to come up for de- 
cision. Buying land, raising money, securing an archi- 
tect, planning the house, selecting materials, insula- 
tion, weather-proofing, etc., are covered. There are 
lists of things not to forget, and advice on where to be 
economical and where only the best will do. 1937. 
320 pages, 70 illus., 544x8%, cloth, $2.50. 

Book Service Department 

American Builder and Building Age 

30 Church Street, New York, N. Y. 

Estimating Systems 

THIS "BOOK OF BOOKS FOR BUILDERS" 

is A. W. Holt’s latest estimating guide. It contains all the TRU- 
COST tables that have appeared in the American Builder plus 
a great many more that he has a and perfected. Backed 
by 20 years experience, HOLT’S KwicKost separa Systenis is 
so qe ey and so accurate that you will be at the ease 
with which you can estimate a job and know your costs are right. 
KwicKost is a pocket size loose-leaf book, 3%4” x 6%” and con- 

tains a whole library of estimating information, arranged in logi- 
cal order, tabbed and indexed for handy reference. 

End Your Estimating Worries 
Get Holt’s KwicKost Estimating Systems. This book 
more and better tables than were included in former “HOLT” 
books and services that sold for as much as $85.00. 

NOW yours for only $7.00 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY 
and get Holt’s Roof Rule FREE 

HOLT PUBLISHING CO., 
Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Please send one Holt’s KwicKost Estimating Systems, 
I/We will the postman $7.00 plus postage (in full) delivery. And include 

without additional charge or obligation one Holt’s Roof ‘Rule. 

Name 

Address 

City State. 
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MODERN MONARCH 

Band Saws 

HAVE EVERYTHING 

CHECK 

THESE FEATURES: 

Foot brake 

Saw tension indicator 

Saw dust chute 

Machined table quadrants 

Built in ball bearing motor 

Mitre gauge and ripping fence 

One piece cored frame 

Fully guarded 

The low prices of MONARCH Band Saws make them 

the best values ever offered. Write for complete liter- 

ature and prices. 

If you would like descriptive literature on MONARCH 

saw benches, contractor's equipment, jointers, lathes, 

planers, shapers, mortisers, sanders, swing saws or 

hoists—we'll gladly send it on request. 

AMERICAN waceeeee co. 

Makers of Woodworking and Saw-Mill Machinery 

60 Main Street Hackettstown, N. J. 

THIS 1S THE STRONGEST CART MADE 

Tray is 12 Gauge—6 Cubic Feet Capacity. 

Wheels 42 Inches Diameter. Flat or Oval Tires, 

with Plain or Roller Bearings. Trunnion Axles. 

EASILY WHEELED e EASILY DUMPED 

STERLING WHEELBARROW CO. 

MILWAUKEE, Wisma sin 
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Glenayre Homes— 

(Continued from page 88) 

Having pointed out the important highlights of our 
Glenayre Homes project, in conclusion I believe I can 

truthfully say that we have met the challenge offered 

two years ago to prove the present opportunities for the 
home manufacturer. Properly planned, built and financed 

houses will attract buyers and sell themselves. Some 

of the operative builders are today abreast of this in- 

formed market; many more of them will unquestionably 

be meeting this demand for better homes in all size and 
price ranges in the near future. 

x* * * 

Plywood Auditorium 

(Continued from page 62) 

although somewhat conventional manner. The flush joint 

system provided for any type of decorative and protec- 
tive finish, but experience dictated that a high gloss paint 

should be avoided. Any irregularity or unevenness of 

surface is high-lighted by gloss finish, while a flat, or 

particularly a rough or textured finish, tends to minimize 
them. On this particular job Rezitex, a synthetic resin 

base plastic type paint made especially for fir plywood, was 
gunned on. Two coats were used. This paint provided a 

stucco-like texture, and while waterproof, fire resistant, 

and practically impervious to weathering, it is quite eco- 

nomical. The appearance is comparable to good stucco 

or masonry, and because of the light color has consider- 
able insulation value from the standpoint of reflectivity. 

Objectives of Designers Attained 

The objective of the designers of the structure was, in 

addition to the more practical motives a rational consider- 

ation of a project that obviously called for emphasis on 

functionalism. Economy was a prerequisite, and yet it 

may be considered that the finished job lacks little from 
the standpoint of permanency or good taste. The structure 

was so designed that, if wanted, a natural division of the 
floor area may be made for separate group play or in- 

struction. As a gymnasium it has ample size for regula- 

tion play—both floor area and head clearance. All points 

on the floor are clearly visible from any seat in the seating 

section, with exception of the extreme corner seats which 

lack a view of one basket. As an auditorium, it has 

adequate capacity and rostrum facilities for community 

gatherings. Although the capacity of the heating plant 

was reduced by one-third from the specifications given 

for the original conventionally designed building, it has 

been determined that the lowest outside temperature will 

nof require capacity firing. The insulation efficiency of 

the sidewalls and roof construction accounts for the re- 

markable economy of fuel and size of heating plant. 

The structure, because of its glued construction is 

quite rigid. The few nails and bolts used were for the 

principal purpose of making contact while the self-bond- 

ing glue set. Therefore, basically, it is comparable in 

construction and tension to a stringed instrument. It 

is accordingly presumed that the rigidity and tension 

account for its remarkably efficient acoustics. No pro- 
fessional acoustical tests have been conducted in the 

building as yet, but it appears from lay demonstrations 

that phenomenal values approaching those of the Mor- 

mon Tabernacle and a few European structures, will be 

found. Voices of many pitches seem to carry without 
reverberation.—E. A. Horn. 

Am 
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Acti PARADE of COLOR’ 

Join with your dealer to earn Extra Profits for Both of 
You. Make his store your Headquarters, show custo- 
mers ‘‘Color-toned’’ Cabinet Hardware and ‘‘Duralin’”’ 
Door Trims of Color—create extra contract jobs. 

FREE TO DEALERS: Metal *Merchandisers,”? you 
urchase only the hardware on the Displays. 

bse the National Brass Store-tested Merchandising Plan. 
Make ‘‘Value Leaders’? that “‘pull’’ Profits. Protect 
these Profits with National Brass Stock Control System. 
Complete information. Write. No obligation. 

ass Company, Mfrs. 

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 

. Builders Hardware 
Cabinet Hardware 
Screen Door Hardware 

National 

“Duralin” & “Col- 
copyrighted’ 1938 opyrig N.B.C. 

tor 

Ue © Living Rooms 

LESJBOARD : 8, 

PRACTICAL DO! LE ECONOMICAL 
Dens Entirely new...Seamless surfaces. . 

No battens... Easy to apply... Easy to 
finish ... Revolutionary to the wood fin- e Offices 

colteaty ‘wall pend’. 0 eo tak Bee ® Display Rooms 

a od es | deme 
— into real Douglas Fir Game Rooms 

The Ideal Wall Panelling for ® Partitions 
DRI-BILT Homes 

WASHINGTON VENEER CO. 
Olympia, Washington , 

PEERLESS dampers 

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR 
A FREE SAMPLE OF 

>» EMBOSSED WESTBOARD 

FOR HEATING 

EFFICIENCY Vai 

A Peerless dome damper installed in the 
fireplace not only assures perfect operation 
of the fireplace, but is essential to the effi- 
cient operation of the heating system. 
Peerless dampers are built to last a life- 
time. Made in three styles, rotary, poker 
and chain control. Obtainable in all stand- 
ard sizes. 

Write for prices and details. 

PEERLESS MANUFACTURING CORP. 
1400 W. Ormsby Ave. Louisville, Ky. 

PRODUCTS 

91 

VICTOR 

lu-Bilt 

VENTILATORS 

day’s 
Biggest

 

fs elec
tri Exha

ust Fans 

@ Victor In-Bilt Ventilators are ‘‘tops” 
from every angle. In appearance, perform- 
ance, ease of installation, convenience 
features and quality construction they can- 
not be beat. Designed, engineered and 
built by an organization that has pioneered 
the home ventilating field, they meet every 
requirement of architect, builder, elec- 
trical contractor and home owner. Thou- 
sands of Victor Ventilators are giving 
100% satisfaction in homes throughout the 
nation. Leading architects specify Victor 
only—there is no equal! 

A COMPLETE LINE! 
Three models are offered 
for your selection. The De 
Luxe for large homes, the 
Standard for the average 
six or seven room house and 
the Master for apartments 
and low-cost homes where 
rice is important. Get the 
acts about Victor’s com- 

r m. ag line—write for your 
write ToDay! free copy of our ventila- 

LOOK AT THESE 
IMPORTANT FEATURES 

a f 

tion data book today! 

VICTOR ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC. 
731 Reading Road Cincinnati, Ohio 

: A ss 

a | A | i 

SPEED UP YOUR WORK WITH 

THESE POWERFUL SAWS! 

There is a MALL Handsaw for every job. There is a model 
—25%”, 2%”, 3-13/16”, or 45%” capacity—that will help you turn 
out more work with a saving in time, labor and material. 
Clip and mail the coupon for complete information and prices. 

MALL TOOL COMPANY 

7737 South Chicago Avenue | ****- 

Chicago, Illinois 

| Please send additional information on the 
Model 1AA and other MALL Electric Hand- 

| NAME _._ 
Also, inquire about door | 
planes, door mortisers, con- | STREET 

| CITY 

crete vibrators, concrete 
eurfacers, and electric drills. 

STATE. 
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SELECTED CATALOGS 

The publications listed below may be obtained without charge either by 

For the Service of Builders, 

Contractors, Architects, Dealers 

277—Macklanburg-Duncan’s 1938-39 Cat- 
alog—This is a 54-page compendium of 
useful information about innumerable items 
in the weatherstrip, moulding and trim 
line which builders and dealers will be 
glad to have on file. Calking and calking 
guns, house numbers, name plates, metal 
screen frames, door guards, etc., are only 
a part of this big line—MACKLAN- 
BURG-DUNCAN CO., Oklahoma City, 
Okla. 

278—“Arkansas Soft Pine, for Sound 
Construction, for Beautiful Woodwork, a 
Handbook for Builders”—a book of 24 
pages and covers profusely illustrated with 
items and their installation; also tables of 
safe loads, lumber actuary, grades to be 
specified for given uses, painting and finish- 
ing instructions, as well as general informa- 
tion—ARKANSAS SOFT PINE BU- 
REAU, 938 Boyle Bldg., Little Rock, Ark. 

279—Radio Garage Door Control—The 
Barber-Colman Co. has issued a very inter- 
esting pamphlet featuring the Model C 
radio control for upward-acting garage 
doors, the outfit which opens and closes 
the garage doors from the automobile seat. 
Wiring diagrams and transmitting circuits 
are illustrated showing how this apparatus 
functions—BARBER-COLMAN CO., 
Rockford, Il. 

280—Crane Gas-Fired Warm Air Condi- 
tioner—A new 4-page circular gives full 
particulars of this new gas heater. Cut- 
away view shows how the inside is de- 
signed for efficiency, the outside for smooth, 
streamlined effect. It heats, circulates, hu- 
midifies and filters the air under an eco- 
nomical system of perfected self insula- 
tion—CRANE CO., 836 S. Michigan Ave., 
Chicago. 

281—Wodack “Do-All”—A new circular 
presents this useful combination electric 
hammer and drill with complete mechan- 
ical specifications —-WODACK ELEC- 
TRIC TOOL CORP., 4627 W. Huron St., 
Chicago. 

American Builder, 

105 W. Adams St., 

Chicago, Ill. 

Please have the following Catalogs listed in this issue sent me— 

on ee attcate 

282—Hoffman Hot Water Controlled 
Heat—A new 8-page brochure in color 
discussing the installation and operation of 
the Hoffman hot water controlled heating 
system in which an electric pump speeds up 
the circulation of the hot water to the radi- 
ators, a system adaptable to both new and 
old hot water heating systems.—HOFF- 
MAN SPECIALTY CO., Inc., Water- 
bury, Conn. 

283—Young Heating Units—New data 
sheets present the Young type F.C. heat- 
ing units for hotels and commercial build- 
ings, and the Young unit heaters, types 
SH and TH, for shops and factories.— 
YOUNG RADIATOR CO., Racine, Wis. 

284—Modine Unit Coolers—“Comfort 
Cooling” is an 8-page data sheet describ- 
ing the Modine blower type unit coolers for 
stores and offices. This -unit filters, cools, 
dehumidifies and circulates the .air, provid- 
ing practically every function of summer 
air conditioning—MODINE MFG. CO., 
Racine, Wis. 

285—Radio Shop Design—“The Sylvania 
Model Service Shop” is a little 16-page 
pamphlet with architectural working 
drawings and specifications for a model 
radio store and service shop, worked out 
by the experts of the Hygrade Sylvania 
Corp., radio tube manufacturer, for the 
benefit of radio dealers and service men. 
In urging its dealers to undertake mod- 
ernization of their establishments, this 
company points out that with the as- 
sistance of local contractors and building 
material dealers, the ideas developed for 
the model service shop may be easily 
adapted to the individual needs of any 
radio retailer or service man.—HY- 
GRADE SYLVANIA CORP., Emporium, 
3. 

286—Marlite Handbooks—Three impres- 
sive brochures of great beauty present 
Marsh wall products and explain how to 
install them. The first is entitled, “Mar- 
lite for Creating Beautiful Home In- 

(Nov., 1938) 

worn 

*Please note that occupation must be stated if full service is to be given. 

using the coupon, listing the numbers desired and mailing to American 
Builder, 105 West Adams Street, Chicago, or by applying on your business 
stationery to the manufacturers direct, in which case kindly mention this 
publication. Either the titles or the numbers may be used in ordering, 
This list is an editorial feature for convenience of our readers. 

teriors,” a brochure of 16 pages. A sec- 
ond is a companion piece, “Marlite for 
Creating Beautiful Commercial and In- 
stitutional Interiors.” The third is an 
8-page handbook, “Installation Instruc- 
tions for Marsh Wall Products.” It is 
filled with practical details and instruc- 
tions for carpenters, showing them how 
to handle and install these modern wall 
materials—_M ARSH WALL PROD- 
UCTS, Inc., Dover, Ohio. 

287—Douglas Fir Plywood Sheathing— 
“Savings by the Score” is a new pictorial 
broadside illustrating the new Douglas 
fir plywood product for sheathing houses 
and other buildings, these large plywood 
panels carrying scored lines every 16 
inches to match up with the wall studs 
for easy accurate nailing—DOUGLAS 
FIR PLYWOOD ASSOCIATION, Ta- 
coma, Wash. 

288—Thermador Electric Water Heater— 
A new circular gives complete informa- 
tion concerning this economical insulated 
storage tank electric water heater which 
is especially adapted for use in suburban 
and country locations where low electric 
rates prevail. The safety, cleanliness and 
economy of this modern water heater are 
emphasized. A companion circular illus- 
trates another modern home convenience, 
the Thermador head-to-heels electric 
bathroom heater—THERMADOR 
ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 2821 East Pico 
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 

289—Best Universal Locks—A new 12- 
page brochure gives a “preview” of new 
developments in door locks and padlocks 
equipped with the interchangeable core 
which gives greater security at much 
lower cost. The Best universal locking 
system deserves investigation and _ this 
interesting new catalog gives all the an- 
swers—BEST UNIVERSAL LOCK 
CO., Inc., 730 E. Washington St., In- 
dianapolis, Ind. 

290—Duplex Automatic Window Lock— 
Full information regarding this ingeni- 
ous new ventilating burglar lock for 
double-hung windows is offered by the 
manufactures of the well known Duplex 
sash balances—DUPLEX INCOR- 
PORATED, Los Angeles, Calif. 

291—Styling Your Home—“Forty Ex- 
teriors in the Redwood Mode” is a new 
28-page booklet showing 63 photographs 
of 41 different homes selected from vari- 
ous price classes and geographical areas. 
This is written from the point of view of 
the home owner. It is of special interest 
to retail lumber dealers, architects and 
contractors—CALIFORNIA _ RED- 
WOOD ASSN., 405 Montgomery St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 
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WANT TO MAKE MONEY ? 

Get into the weatherstrip business. Stop leaky, drafty 
windows and doors, and costly fuel losses. Become an 
Accurate installer. No previous experience or invest- 
ment needed. No better strip made. Good territories 
still open. Write for special proposition. 

ACCURATE 
MCTAL WEATHER STRIP CO. 
218 East 26th Street. New York 

KIMBALL 

HAND POWER 

ELEVATORS 
A complete line of efficient Hand 
yp and Electric Elevators built to 
sui requirement. 

Fiteed for capid installation in 
building. These straight-line-drive 
machines are little giants of lifti 
power and are surprisingly nomi 
in costs. 

FREE Engineering Data 
é Give us your problems and let our 

engineers help you. Full descriptive 
literature on request. 

KIMBALL BROS. CO. 

915-989 Ninth Street Council Bluffs, lowa 

FINISH like 

Hardwood 

MAKES soft 

wood... 

after construction. Cuts finishing 
costs, gives a better job. Many 

Remember, _ there’s 
nothing else like REZ, because 
nothing else stops grain raise like 

Buy through principal job- 

Use REZ on fir plrweed and 
soft woods and finish them ‘“‘like 
hardwoods.”” No grain raise, other uses. 
beautiful, smooth surfaces that stay 
smooth with ~ ‘kind of stain, 
paint, enamel. Prevents moisture 
absorption. Seals, primes, sash bers, dealers. 
and doors against swelling, bind- 1. F. LAUCKS, Inc. 
ing, weather and wear before and Seattle,Wash. Lockport, N. Y. 

For large jobs order fir plywood “‘Rezited-at-mill” 
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IT’S THE New C.M.C. 

3'AS End Discharger 

Here's big daily production in a 
small compact Mixer. Moves fast 
from job to job—easy to maneu- 
ver on the job. Low front, high 
back, gated batch hopper for 
quick, easy loading. Get surpris- 
ing price on this big producing 
CMC 3!/, S. Whatever you need 
in a Mixer we've got it; also Dual 
Prime Pumps, Hoists, Saw Rigs, 
Pneumatic Tired Carts and Bar- 
rows. Write for catalog. 

CONSTRUCTION MACHINERY COMPANY 
aterioo, lowa 

with the IMPROVED SCHLUETER! 
Get into a BIG PAY BUSINESS maki NEW floo 
out of old with the Improved Schlueter or the $; a 
Q-Lite Sander. usands of homes, hundreds of 
stores and public buildings in your territory NEED 
and WANT their old worn floors resurfaced NOW with these machines. ASK and you'll GET these jobs! Evenly balanced sanding drums co: 

\e base e us P f PROVE you can make PLENTY sand- 
ing jobs. Write QUICK for S DAY FREE TRIAL OFrren! = 

LINCOLN-SCHLUETER 
FLOOR MACHINERY CO., INC. 

222 W. Grand Ave., Chicago, Illinois 

ANEW LOW COST Rol-TOP DOOR 

A _ new Kinnear RoL-TOP Door with 
= ee all the advantages of upward-ac- 
a — tion—at a new low cost! YWuilt of 

ae ee kiln-dried lumber, with 
blind mortise and tenon joints set 
in waterproof glue. Especially de- 
peor ball bearing rollers, rugged 
cylinder lock, dual tension spring 
counterbalancing, ingenious snug- 
fit closing arrangement, and strong 
— hardware are a few of its 
quality features. Also special met- 
al molding makes the door fully 
weather-tight. All hardware given 
rust-resisting coating. Panels of 
upper middle section left open for 
glass. Six standard sizes, for one 
and two car openings. Easy to in- 
stall. Write for details on this new 
Junior RoL-TOP. 

EAR MFG. CO. 
FIELDS AVE. COLUMBUS, OHIO 

New Jobs in Building 

TRAINED men needed NOW who know blue prints, specifications, esti- 
mating, etc. Can you ley out and run jobs from plans? We teach you 
quickly to make the REAL money TRAINED men now command. 

Learn AT HOME in SPARE 
TIME — at LOW COST 

Test the famous C.T.C. “Biue Print’’ Way to into 
the real money brackets in Building. Send today our 
FREE BOOK. 

“HOW TO READ BLUE PRINTS” 
Get this Free Trial Losten soy! Drove to xoweol? Rew cag ft is 
to learn Plan Reading, a. Estimating, Superintend- 
Ing, ete. Valuable for building mechanics, contractors, or others 
connected with building work. A complete set of Blue Prints in- 
eluded FREE while they last. Write today. 

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
For 35 years . . . The School for Builders 

P-126 Tech Building, 118 E. 26th St., Chicago, 111. 

| A TRIP TO 

I yesthesten 

2» « B your room at the 
hotel best suited to your convenience and purpose 
when in Washington—the modern downtown Wil- 
lard, "The Residence of Presidents." 

. COFFEE SHOP 
CC Popslar Priced Food Specialties 

WILLARD HOTEL 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 

H. P. SOMERVILLE, Managing Director 
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PLAY SAFE! Use «rRouBLE SAVERS” 

Adjustable STEEL TRESTLES 

2 SET UP... on any job, indoors or 
outdoors, they supply positive strength 
and stability that insures working 
safety. Fool-proof adjustability makes 
them adaptable to any working 
height. 

KNOCKED DOWN ... . they fold i 
compactly for easy, convenient port- 
ability and storage. 

Write for prices and complete information on 
safe, economical steel scaffolding for every need. 

The STEEL SCAFFOLDING CO., Inc., Evansville, ind. 

roub
le 

Save
rs 

_p sone GET YOUR SHARE of the 

IN WEATHERSTRIP BUSINESS Specify— 

. » « with ALLMETAL 

New building and remodeling HELYX CONCRETE SCREWS 
jobs are creating big demands—the PATENTED 
= is right ee gece an, tall = 

up w easy-to-install, = 1 ag Fh nll No Drilling No Plugging 

ALLMETAL WEATHERSTRIP Quick, Inexpensive Method 
Write now for price list and free of 
display charts. 
Over 20 years satisfactory service 

Attaching Wood or Steel to Concrete 

a Mi a i a ee i a Samples on Request 

CMA THE HILLWOOD MANUFACTURING CO. 
sciintaiiiiati ‘ BUILDERS OF HELYX DRIVE AND FLOOR SCREWS 

wie aT me me CONSISTENT. YEGOOD 21700 St. Clair Ave. Cleveland, Ohio 

\1IMETAL WEATHERSTRIP CO. 231 W Illinois St CHICAGO 

EE EE IEE 2 

SAVE MONEY on 

STORM SASH! “BRADLEY BRAND” 

st eae the standard of comparison 

ok eee eee 

in HARDWOOD FLOORING 

OAK - - - - - BEECH 

a 
> y 

<<mropwos 

ae oe 

—~ iO 

BR 

feed Ged feed not only the quickest, eas- 
iest way to put up or take 
down storm sash, but one 
set of hooks attached to 
the building serves both 

‘ 

~~ storm — now ALSO ( 
and screens in the spring. 

FREE! Get Free. sample, Koos Hangers GUM + OAK TRIM AND MOULDINGS 

Siding Building Cornors, (right) and other bulld- AT YOUR DEALERS 
ers hardware. Write to-day. eae A I » BRADLEY LUMBER COMPANY ; 

: OF ARKANSAS I 

F. D. KEES MFG. CO. WARREN, ARKANSAS 

Box 293 Beatrice, Nebraska 
eee I 

I 

WALLACE NO. 1 RADIAL SAW IRON RAILING 

for:— . of every description J 

X-OuTTING cara, FOR INTERIOR AND ' 

RIPPING wear USE 

HAPING so 
ROUTING | and | Wire. Window 

DADOING = By Se 
Send measurements ’ . 

about tow other contrac eve ara 
ors are saving mon os . 
———— ‘and powerfu eer iiroce ll /™ vil ois tr or cca 

+ 
IRON FENCE CO., INC. 

J. D. WALLACE & CO. c 
186 $. CALIFORNIA AVE. 3411 Spring Grove Ave. I 

CHICAGO, ILL. CINCINNATI OHIO a 
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conduit carries telephone wiring through 

Many of today’s modern types of construction make 

it impossible to “fish” telephone wiring through com- 

pleted walls and floors. Wall insulation, fire-stops 

and ducts present barriers to concealed wiring, but 

built-in conduit will carry it through. 

Such conduit may be planned for future telephone 

wiring additions as well as immediate needs. This 

helps sell houses, because telephones may be 

installed at any time without exposed wiring, without 

piercing walls and floors. 

One or two lengths of small pipe provide adequate 

telephone conduit for the average small house. 

Built in during construction, its cost is negligible. 

Your telephone company’s “Builders’ Service” will 

gladly help you plan conduit layouts. There is no 

charge, of course. Just call them. 
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5 STANDARD TYPES AND 24 SIZES OF SERIES 138 TRUSCON STEEL WINDOWS 

PORTER LIBRARY 

SE BONDERIZED STEEL and baked-on priming coat 

of paint gives the new Truscon Steel Residential 

Double-Hung Window, Series 138, maximum pro- 

tection and long life. 

SE TUBULAR CONSTRUCTION OF SASH gives improved 

appearance and adds greatly to the strength and 

durability of this new window. 

SESPRING BRONZE WEATHERSTRIPPING (installed at 

factory) assures weathertight windows. 

SE SPRING BALANCED CONSTRUCTION. Operation con- 

trolled by spring balances equipped with tapes of 

Enduro Stainless Steel. No sash cords, no weights, no 

pulleys. Smooth, positive, quiet action and greater 

durability are assured. 

Other important features: Flush installation of Truscon 

Screens and Tempryte Storm Windows; attractive hardware; 

windows are packaged in strong, durable cartons. Write 

today for New Catalog containing complete information. 

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY 

Youngstown, Ohio 

57 Sales-Engineering Offices. 27 Warehouses 

SUBSIDIARY: REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION 
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THIS IS THE BUILDER 

AND HIS LETTER 

@ People in and about St. Louis, Mo., dis 

‘ are buying Mr. Wood’s houses even As! 

é. Gf Wood C. ompany before they’re completed. det 

KIRKWOOD 2162-w en BUILDERS OF ST. LOUIS COUNTY HOMES Why? for 

Partly because of sound construc- 

aati etaial tion. Partly because both architec. 

ture and interior planning are attrac- 

saci tive. Partly becausemodern American Th 

families are alert to the comforts and spe 

ree conveniences which complete elec- oo 

Saint Louis, Missouri trical services provide, and want its : 

Dear Mr. Brock: them in the homes they buy. Partly 1. 

I am sure you will be interested to know that we because people judge houses by what 

sore ya wi aa ‘onaeal they can see and, recognizing the 

We, of course, will take credit for building a quality of General Electric equip- 

| ck eat aaa ee ment, they are confident these houses 2 

soe galt eaciegheobare eset y R are a sound investment. . 

ne are Mr. Wood, like builders every- 

aside fron biliboards. last Suitay, however, more’ where, is finding G-E equipment, 

ee a TT backed by a tested house merchan- 
Within the next day or two we will start an addition- 
al twenty-five. 

Yours very truly, 

Lucu (K RY Lavin ISoed THIS IS THE STO “ 

CONTRACTOR & BUILDER 

= ec BEX Inc (6) 

Get 

plac 

the 
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dising plan, a key to increased profits. 

Ask the G-E Home Bureau for full 

details. The coupon on this page is 

for your Convenience. 

FREE HELP 

FOR BUILDERS 

The G-E Home Bureau, a department 

specializing on builders’ problems and 

needs, invites you to avail yourself of 

its services. It offers: 

I, Atested house merchandising plan 

—an aid in selling which builders 

in all sections of the country are 

using successfully. 

2. An Architectural Service—the 

Home Bureau does not furnish 

plans, but its staff of experts will 

check your plans from an electrical 

point of view and make’ sugges- 

tions regarding wiring, heating 

and air conditioning, lighting, 

kitchens, and laundries. 

3. An Advertising Service—tested 

advertising campaigns, layouts 

and copy, are ready and adaptable 

to your use. 

Get full details of this Service. It 

places you under no obligation. Mail 

the coupon today. 

THIS IS ONE OF THE HOUSES 

Address 

Citas?"
 ee 
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3! ON FARMS:—The hard, easily cleaned sur- 
face of J-M Standard Fiexboard makes it 
ideal for lining chicken and milk houses, etc. 
It is rot- and vermin-proof, cannot burn. 

— 

IN OFFICES:—Standard Flexboard assures per- 
manence, presents a pleasant, dignified ap- 
pearance. On this installation, it was painted 
to harmonize with ceiling decorations. 

IN HOMES:—Fireproof and wear-resistant, 
; Decorative Flexboard is an ideal material for 
LE kitchens, bathrooms, game rooms, etc. Low 

} installed cost appeals to any home owner. 

IN BARS:—Decorative Flexboard is used on the 
face of this bar, and above and between the 
mirrors. A ect illustration of the adapt- 
ability of this material to curved surfaces. 

American Builder, December 1938. A 

An abuse-proof, low-cost, asbestos sheet material 

with plain or decorative surface — — 

— striking eXn ing is little eff 
ENT ST poard can eather has 

IN DEPARTMET orative Flexbov ects. 
ow odern 

nswer to the P can 
cou rs : terial that 

rd offers the 8 wall or ceilings wines  .. 

cm) Standard hick ndl s in 2 types: vor Ae thic™ 

.. pi Asbestos Flexboart ¢ boned in barge sheotes desired. JN 
-purpose ‘ ich may © 1 for ki 

poard, an all-P finish whi finis — a wide range 
co . Its 

restaurants, Or any interior scheme rooms, os ’ 

walls, recreation aaptable to ge eee treatment 
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There's a keynote to interior wood- 

work and appointments as closely 

attuned to their harmonious effect as 

the conductor's pitch to his orchestra. 

That keynote is uniform color and 

texture ...in paneled walls... in 

hardwood floors ...in matched 

furniture. 

In pitching keynotes for harmonious . 

ensembles like that illustrated, Bradley 

conducts an operation peculiarly 

wuild- attuned to uniform color and texture 

poard. selections. For BRADLEY BRAND 

4 products ... in Oak and Gum Panel- 

ing, Trim and Mouldings . . . in Oak 

P and Beech Flooring . . . (and in furni- 

n ture wood parts as well) originate in 

Bradley's own hardwood timber stands 

X- which, maturing in a single area, and 

k, throughout which growing conditions 

are identical, provide a dependable, 

18e continuous yield in remarkably uni- 

Its form stock. 

For specifications to which this uniformity will contribute decorative color motif in well manufactured 

material, rely on BRADLEY BRAND service . . . whether for strictly formal installations or for Oak Plank 

Floors and Wainscoting in basement rumpus rooms, dedicated to swing time and good clean fun. 

BRADLEY BRAND Hardwood Trim, Paneling, and Hardwood Flooring 

in Oak and Beech are sold through local distributors everywhere. 

B
R
 

AD he 

LUMBER COMPANY of Arkansas 

WARREN, ARKANSAS 
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Where Modern Materials Meet 

THE VITAL ELEMENT 

American Builder, December 1938. 

(Trinidad Native Lake Asphalt) 

is “Right at Home” 

A Barber Genasco Roof is just 

as much a part of today’s new or 

remodeled home as air condition- 

ing, glass-brick, insulation, and 

the many other modern ma- 

terials that go into it. Because 

this roofing, and no other, gives 

your clients the superb age-old 

protection of genuine Trinidad 

Native Lake Asphalt — The Vital 

Element. 

The charming home of J. D. McLamb, Atlanta, Ga., is one of the many new houses protected 
with a Barber Genasco Standard Individual Shingle Roof. Roger Hardegree, Architect. 

Trinidad Native Lake Roofing 

Asphalt performs its functions for 

roofing purposes as thoroughly 

and efficiently as other ultra-mod- 

ern materials perform theirs. It 

provides an unusual balance be- 

tween adhesiveness and cohesive- 

ness. It retains its ductility and 

self-healing properties. 

Recommend and use Barber 

Genasco Roofings for new homes 

..- for homes to be re-roofed. In 

fact, insist on Barber Genasco 

whenever specifications call for 

asphalt roofings. It’s the sure way 

to give your clients the added pro- 

tection of The Vital Element. Send 

Barber your inquiries about roof- 

ing and other asphalt uses. 

BARBER ASPHALT CORPORATION 
NEW YORK, N. Y. BARBER, N. J. 
MADISON, ILL. CHICAGO, ILL. 

BAREE: Genasco SHINGLES ° SIDINGS 

ROOFINGS 

° ROLL ROOFINGS : 

BUILT-UP ROOFINGS 
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This residence, at Old Green- 
wich, Conn., is really two 
houses in one. One is a “‘Cape 
Codder” and the other is a 
“Salt Box.” Each is a valu- 
able Early American home at 
least 200 years old. Mr. Gale 
H. Carter is the owner. 
Architect: Chas. E. Kent, 
Heating Engineer: Chas. E. 
Scott, both of New York City. 

Air conditioning is supplied 
by a “split” system, with 
approved Anthracite water- 
tubesteel boiler and approved 
Anthracite stoker. 

207! CENTURY HEAT 

in an 

18” CENTURY HOUSE 

@ Mr. Carter searched all New England for perfect 

examples of 18th Century American homes. He found 

not one, but two—bought them, transported them from 

their original sites to Old Greenwich, Connecticut, where 

they were re-erected as an harmonious residence. These 

rare and valuable examples of fine architecture deserved 

the best, safest, and most dependable heat. Mr. Carter 

states why he chose Anthracite: 

“I desired air conditioning to protect the rare old. 

panelling and my antique furniture. I selected 

Anthracite as fuel because it is clean. I rejected 

oil because I don’t like the dirtiness of oil: smoke. 

It forms a film on the furniture, and furthermore, 

gets on the leaves of my old trees. Now that 

Anthracite can be handled conveniently and eco- 

nomically, it is much to be preferred.” 

When planning new homes or modernizing old ones, 

remember that there are 7 reasons why Anthracite was 

selected as the fuel to heat this valuable, matchless 

architectural gem. With the whole field of heating fuels 

from which to choose, the owner of this “perfect home” 

selected Anthracite. With Anthracite as with no other 

fuel you can provide the ultimate owners of the homes 

you build with all 7 essentials of heating comfort. The 

wide variety of modern Anthracite equipment is described 

in a book which we will be glad to mail upon request. 

Anthracite Industries, Inc., 

Chrysler Building, New York. «% 

* 

This Seal of Approval appears on 

Anthracite equipment only after it 
has passed the most rigid tests in 

he heati Id. t ng fie "eon a oe 

PRO 

( HARD COAL) . 

THE ONLY J STAR FUEL 

rR PPT EE nese 
yas . 

money 
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SEND FOR DATA ON K & M BUILDING PRODUCTS 

Asbestos Roofing and Siding Shingles 
Asbestos Flexible Wallboard (Sheetflextos) 
Asbestos-Cement Structural Board and Sheathing (Linabestos) 

Asbestos Decorative Waltile 
K & M Mineral Wool Insulations for the home 

AWALLDOARDS 
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“CENTURY” 

COPYRIGHT 1938 BY KEASBEY & MATTISON CO, 

Your customer’s satisfaction is 

your guarantee of plus business. “Century” 

Asbestos Wallboards, for kitchen, bath and 

additional rooms, add to instant eye-appeal 

a lasting impression of true worth. You'll 

find no surer way to speed up your business 

at a profit. 

KEASBEY & MATTISON SQMPANY 

District Sales Offices in Principal Cities 

Underline the products at left on which you want data, and 

mail this coupon today. 

NAME 

NAME OF FIRM ee 

9-4 ADDRESS. 

f 
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@ Concrete is safe in Vath the time with 

danger of freezing is quickly ended. Cont 

rquette High Early Strength. The 

tors have found it profitable to 

s who are waiting for spring can 

te High Early Strength. Beat 

tie weather in this safe, simple way. The cost is c 2" with regular concrete. 

continue work throughout the winter. Contrac 

safely start work weeks sooner by using Marq 

a 

P. siti 

4 Oita 

f ARLY 

\ MARQUETTE CEMENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY | run ee NGTH | 
CHICAGO MEMPHIS \ 

\. PORTLAND CEMENT J 



Here’s a Year-’Round Business for You 

Build comfort, beauty and quiet with 

BLENDTEX INTERIOR FINISH 

N EW and old walls and ceilings await the to apply over new or existing wall and ceiling areas 

magic of Blendtex! For, in schools, churches, theaters, When you’ve “Blendtexed” a wall or ceiling, you hav 

hotels, offices, stores, residences, and other rooms, Blend- served your customer in four distinct ways. You’ve builf 

tex and you have a job to do —a job that’s economical to _—you’ve insulated, you’ve quieted noise and you've dec 

the owner and profitable to you! rated. That’s what Blendtex does economically for 9 

WEATHERWOOD* BLENDTEX is a new, fascinating And that’s why Blendtex is a profitable business ‘or yo 

interior finish. Soft pastel colors blend harmoniously Let USG give you the new book of photograp’'s illus 

with its interesting texture and room furnishings on trating money-making opportunities with this <upefi 

a pre-decorated surface. Tile and plank units are easy _ interior finish. Ask your USG dealer or use this oupot 

United States Gypsum Company 

300 WEST ADAMS ST. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

PLASTERS . . ROCKLATH: . . METAL LATH J be, UNITED STATES GYPSUM COMPANY 
SHEETROCK*.. FIBER WALLBOARD . . SHEATH- SL 300 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois 

ING... INSULATING BOARD. . INSULATING WOOL Please send me the new book of Blendtex photographs. 
ACOUSTICAL MATERIALS . . PAINT PRODUCTS 
STEEL PRODUCTS . . ROOFING PRODUCTS 
- . SIDING PRODUCTS . . LIME PRODUCTS. 

‘Registered trade-marks 
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a THE BATHROOM 
ERHAPS you never thought of it this way, but 

the bathroom and the kitchen in a new home are / i 

the only rooms that are practically complete before A * 

the owner moves in. , - : 

Because it is difficult for many people to visualize how 

a room undecorated and unfurnished will appear, they 

are apt to look upon the bathroom and the kitchen as 

typifying how the house will appear when occupied. 

Here in these two rooms they gain a better idea of 

1g areas the character and quality of the home they consider 

1G. v0 Us buying. Realizing this, many builders are relying on 

ie a Crane Bathrooms and Crane Kitchens to help sell the 

‘ve built house, knowing that “there’s magic in the name Crane.” k, 

ve dec Nor does Crane quality mean higher cost; for despite w x 0 S e F C T S Mi 

* the fact that only equipment of the finest design made 

of the finest materials is allowed to carry the name 

or you Crane, the fact remains that the Crane line is as com- 

is illus plete in the inexpensive items as it is in equipment for 

-aperi costly homes. A new Crane book “Quality Plumbing 

and Heating Equipment for the Low-Cost Home” 

-oupot has been prepared for the operative builder—a copy : 

is yours on request. Mail the coupon today. Crane Co., 836 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, II. ; | 
Gentlemen: Please send me a 7 of your book “ ality la 

Plumbing and Heating Equipment for the Low-Cost Home 
without obligation on my part. 

CRAG 2 

~ VALVES + FITTINGS + PIPE * PLUMBING * HEATING - PUMPS # 

CRANE CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 836 S. MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO Address aaa ae TOM ETRE PI eae EE NS 

NATION-WIDE SERVICE THROUGH BRANCHES, WHOLESALERS, “Eee ae! See eS 
PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS 
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OF PITTCO § FRONT SASH 

1. Cushion Grip on Glass. The metal surfaces which contact the 
sides of the glass act as a yielding cushion, absorbing shocks. 

2. Fixed Supporting Block. Non-ferrous metal supporting blocks 
are firmly wedged in groove, thus preventing tipping, rocking 
or sliding out of line during setting of glass. 

3, Adjustable to Various Glass Thicknesses. Glass-holding units 
and face members are self-adjusting to various glass thicknesses 
without tilting inward or outward. 

FOR PLeee LA 4, Installation Operations All from Outside. Both glass and sash 
] are set from outside by standard wood or machine screws. No 

special keys or tools required. 

5, Corner Cleat to Assure Tight Mitre. Heavy metal cleats are 
used at the corners to secure mitres against spreading due to 
expansion or contraction. 

6 Expansion is Controlled. Expansion in long lengths of alumi- 
* num is controlled: by combining expansion cap, cleats and 

rosette screws. See also 5. 

7 Protection for Carrara. A sturdy, square-cut, continuous metal 
* flange projects over edge of Carrara, shielding the area which 

is most vulnerable. 

8 True Setting Edge. The outer edge of inner member serves as 
* a true, unvarying line to which face of Carrara or similar 

material is set. 

Write for complete information on Pittco Store Front Metal ... and 
for our file of detail drawings of various applications. Address Pitts- 
burgh Plate Glass Company, 2144x, Grant Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa. 

1 STORE FRONT META! 

Ci 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY|__ 
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THE BRIGHT 

IGHLIGHT the homes you 

build with kitchens of Carrara 

Structural Glass. Carrara dresses up 

a kitchen as only a ground and pol- 

ished structural glass can. Its lustrous, 

brilliant surfaces bespeak quality 

and permanence. Its matchless good 

looks help you to build kitchens and 

bathrooms of which you can be justly 

proud. 

Carrara is a practical material, too. 

Easy to clean. Permanently free from 

checking, staining, fading or crazing. 

It never absorbs cooking odors — or 

MAKES 

are 

bathroom odors either. Never grows 

old. Requires only an occasional 

wiping with a damp cloth to keep 

indefinitely its brilliant beauty. And 

it is available in ten attractive colors, 

ranging from deep, vibrant tones to 

delicate, beautiful pastels. 

p. (Coa 
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THE KITCHEN 

APOT in 4 nome 

A KITCHEN with walls of Carrara is a kitchen 
that pleases your clients . . . a kitchen that builds 
your reputation for quality work. Carrara may be 
obtained in thicknesses from 34"’ to 14" and in a 
wide range of color tones. 

Your clients know Carrara. They 

are willing to pay its slight extra cost 

to obtain advantages found in no 

other structural material. We urge 

you to find out how Carrara contrib- 

utes to the building of better new 

homes and how it can be used to re- 

model old ones. Write for our book, 

“Carrara, the Modern Structural 

Glass.” It gives complete information 

about this quality material. Pitts- 

burgh Corning Corporation, 2148x 

Grant Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., also 

makers of PC Glass Blocks. 

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

and by W. P. Fuller & Co. on the Pacific Coast 

<— 
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JUST WHAT HAP PENS when you use 

Calcium Chloride in Portland Cement Mixes ? 

Here is a new book 

that presents the 

facts clearly... 

concisely 

—Just what will calcium 

chloride do for cold weather 

concrete? 

—How does it affect seiting 

time? ... strength? ... 

early strength? . . . ultimate 

strength? 

—wWhy does it permit a reduc- 

tion in water cement ratio? 

—How does it affect density? . . . water- 

proofing? 

—wWhat actual, practical advantages does cal- 

cium chloride offer in structural concrete? 

. « » paving concrete?.. . concrete 

products? 

—What did the tests at the National Bureau 

of Standards show? 

These are just a few of the many questions 

answered in this new, 44-page booklet. 

This book deals in facts, clearly 

presented and easy to follow. It 

is practical enough for plant op- 

erators and contractors. It also 

formation for designing engi- 

neers and architects. Fill in the 

SLT AWAD ae Address 

CALCIUN 

CHLORIDE 

coupon immediately for your copy of this 

first, limited printing. 

SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION 

Alkalies and Chemical Products Manufactured by 
The Solvay Process Company 

40 RECTOR STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

SOLVAY SALES CORPORATION 

40 Rector Street, New York, N. Y. 

Kindly send me a copy of your new booklet “Calcium 

Chloride and Portland Cement.” 

Name. 

City. State 

CJ Contractor C Plant Operator 

0 Architect C) Engineer 
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More POWER, More TORQUE, New APPEARANCE 

1939 truck buyers will look at GMC first. Every engine is new! 

Every engine is General Motors built,— and every GMC valve-in- 

head engine is built entirely in the mammoth GMC factory. Now, 

GMC leads a// trucks in POWER and in performance results! 

Handsome new styling sets them apart, too. And the introduc- 

tion of 12 new, highly developed GMC Diesel models makes truck 

history! 

being easy to understand and to service. Extremely saving on fuel, 

the revolutionary GMC Diesels arealso highly flexible in operation, 

whether pulling ata slow gait or“riding high” with thethrottle open! 

7) 

” VAL 

for 1939 ...and 12 New Diesel Models! 

Only GMC Diesels have the simplicity of gas engines, 

More cab room, more driving comfort and better vision 
on light-duty GMC’s for 1939!—And GMC’s “longer and 
stronger” bodies are this year bigger and better than ever! 

Our own YMAC Time Payment Plan assures you of 
lowest available rates 

x TRUCKS TRAILERS DIESELS 
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‘in 48 Hours” 

A fire crippled the Gatke Corporation plant. Quick rehabilitation was 

vital. In spite of winter, with the help of quick service concrete, the 

contractor completed a factory addition and a spur coal trestle in 

only six weeks. Temperatures were as low as 18°. Lehigh Early 

Strength Cement was used. It makes better, denser concrete three 

to five times faster than normal cement used under the same condi- 

tions. Consequently only 48 hours after pouring columns for the 

trestle, tracks were in place and 50-ton cars run over them. How 

quick service concrete speeded the entire job is typified by the fact 

that steel sash were set in 10-foot wide window openings only 24 

hours after pouring the concrete. 

Winter or summer for any job, large or small, you can gain the advan- 

tages of quick service concrete made with Lehigh Early Strength 

Cement. You can do more work with the same labor and equipment. 

Overhead costs are lower because of shorter job duration. Because of 

quick re-use, form costs are minimum. In cold weather, heat-protec- 

tion costs are negligible. By avoiding delay, your customers will be 

better pleased. Informative literature will be sent on request. 

LEHIGH PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY 

Allentown, Pa. Chicago, Ill. Spokane, Wash. 

American Builder, December 1939 

Gatke Corporation Factory, Warsaw, Ind. 

Contractor: Hodges Construction Co. 

EHIGH EARLY STRENGTH CEMEN 
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Reception Room, Fuller, pa and Redmond, 
New York City. A. G. Alexander, Architect, 

@ Brightness, Quietness, Dignity, Attractive- 

ness and Privacy are important attributes 

of office buildings that use INSULUX to 

Light — the modern way. Owens-Illinois 

INSULUX does all the things expected of an 

office partition, and does them better. Be- 

cause it transmits light, and at the same 

time deadens sound, corridors and hallways 

may be lighted with borrowed light without 

the usual high sound transmission. In many 

office buildings, this INSULUX feature has 

also reduced lighting costs considerably. 

INSULUX is easily cleaned, requires no deco- 

ration, increases rentability of property and 

it can be taken down and re-erected with a 

high percentage of salvage. These features, 

and others equally practical, make INSULUX 

Glass Block the ideal office building material. 

A wealth of structural data and case his- 

tories of successful office installations are 

available on your request. Use the coupon. 

Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Toledo, O. 

OWENS- ALLINOIS 

=p, 

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS COMPANY 
Insulux Products Division 
303 Madison Avenue, Toledo, Ohio 

Please send, without obligation, complete information about the use of Insulux 
Glass Block in commercial and indus’ planning. 

Name 
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CHAPTER | 

“Value in Todays Homes 

Good News for Today’s Home Builders. 
Ten Helps to Lower Home Costs. 

Pictograph Analysis Shows Impressive Increase in Home 
Values. 

Reduced FHA Financing Costs Leave More Money for 
Actual Home Construction. 

6-Room Scarsdale “Modern Efficiency Home” that sold for 
almost $2,000 less than a comparable 5-room house put 
up by the same builder in 1928. 

Front Cover Home Illustrates High 1938 Value. 

The startling evolution from “Shirt Front Bungalows’ to 
Distinctive Homes. 

Scientific Methods Reduce Home Costs and give 40% more 
value for the same money. 

Two Money-Saving Montford Hills Colonials. 

“Perfecting a Home Plan,’ featuring year to year improve- 
ments in design to meet advancing trends. 

Two late Perfected English Type Homes. 
“Modern Design Beyond Comparison,” creating New Stand- 

ards of Home Comfort. 

All the homes presented in the book 
have exterior views and large, well 

om dimensioned floor plans—many of se 
them beautiful interior views, speci- 
fications, materials lists, and cost 
breakdowns. 

American Builder, November 1938. 

omes Planned for 

racious Living 

With Super Value 

Per Home Dollar 

Sox are the 90 
Homes presented 

in the 172 pages of this most useful and usable 

Plan Book, totally different from any publica- 

tion of its kind ever put out. These homes have 

been carefully selected from several hundred 

of the best examples of current residential con- 

struction, with special reference to their archi- 
tectural charm, their salability in today’s mar- 

ket and the spectacular definiteness with which 

they demonstrate that the building industry is 
delivering a product that possesses 25% to 

40% more value per dollar than home buyers 

were getting in 1926-1929. This partial sum- 

mary of the book’s contents tells the story! 

CHAPTER II 

"Big-Value Small Houses” 

Old World Style in a delightful Concrete Masonry House. 
Flat-roof 2nd floor deck Modernistic Manor in Oklahoma. 

Three 6-room Colonials with unique architectural charm. 

Interesting Apartment Cottage for young couple or two 
elderly people. 

“Little but Livable” 4- and 5-room Cottages at St. Albans. 

More for the Money Devon Cottage. 

Attractive Period Styled Small Homes in Lindop’s Broad- 
view Development, featuring modern planning. 

“Master Built”? Plywood House in Detroit. 

Hillside Heights Home that can be carried at about $30 
per month, with cost breakdown and specifications. 

Cozy 5-room White Brick Bungalow. 
—— of Room without Basement,” with attractive ex- 

erior. ; 

“$1,000 More House for the Money” in the Olsen Basement- 
less “Utility”? Houses. 

New England Basementless home, so well insulated that 
it costs only $5 per month to heat. 

Mayfair Acres Country Colonial with good proportions and 
careful planning. 

Compact 25’ x 25’ English Home, with a cheerful well- 
equipped kitchen. 

A Detroit House “that grows” for the small income. 

Lovely small house in Connecticut, built at an angle. 

MORE DETAILS ON NEXT PAGE 
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To get a copy of "American Builder Big- 

Value Homes" absolutely FREE with your 

American Builder subscription or renewal 

order, accompanied by $2 for one year, 

$3 for two years, or $4 for three years, 

(Continued from preceding page) 

CHAPTER Ill 

“Low Cost Homes 

that Pay their Way 

7-room all lumber “Dri-Built” Ohio home. 
Mayfair Gardens 1st floor bedroom and bath Model Home. 
4-room Bungalow with fetching Dining Bay. 
28’ x 28’ Hillside Heights Colonial with 4 bedrooms. 
Glen Ellyn Cape Cod with good plan and fine detailing. 
Four $35 per month New Jersey Colonials. 
“How to Build to Save Fuel.” 
“Common Sense in Kitchen Planning.” 
“How to Build Modern Coal Bins and Double Bunks.” 
Camera Study of the construction methods of one of the 

nation’s most successful builders—Levitt & Sons. 
“50% More Outlets in the 1938 Home.” 
6-room Cape Cod, kitchen in front. 
wa ‘ania Colonial Home, with latticed entrance 

etail. 
Studio Type California Cottage, with barbeque fireplace 

and bewitching lounging terrace. 
6-room Kenilworth Home, with attached garage, very com- 

pact and livable. 
California Frame-Stucco Bungalow. 
Bronxville Cape Cod in Concrete Masonry, 5 rooms. 

CHAPTER IV 

“Larger Homes 

with Added Value’ 

Fine Shingled Home from the Northwest. 
California-Monterey Type Hillside House. 
California Farmhouse Style. 
Windsor House at Brentwood Highlands, with wonderful 

views of living and breakfast rooms. 
Two Cheel Houses that are 50% better values than 1926. 
“Among the Pines at Orlando,” a charming Florida rustic 
home with rambling layout. 

The Hardwood Model Home at Memphis. 
Country Homestead with city conveniences. 
French Norman at moderate cost. 
Attractive Georgian Home on wooded site. 
Two Mott Homes that show 33% greater value. 
New Jersey Colonial of simple charm. 
Five exterior style variations of Harmon’s Chatham Plan. 
Harmon Colonials—Dutch and American. | 
An old Brick Home in Old Virginia, breathing hospitality 

in every line. 
Elmhurst Colonial with chaste 2-story columned portico. 
English Cottage Type Wichita Home designed for enter- 

taining. 
Another Cheelcroft Home with a most livable arrangement. 

=> 

‘“‘American Builder Big-Value Homes” has 172 pages—more than 300 illustrations— 
12 pages of 3-color plates—durable binding in heavy enameled paper, cloth-strip rein- 
forced. It teems with new ideas and suggestions for both the builder and the owner. 

Use This Form 

AMERICAN BUILDER, New...........- 

30 Church Street, Renewal...... 

New York. 

For the enclosed $................-........ enter 

my subscription for 1 year, $2.............. 

2 years, $3.....:........ 3 years, $4.............. 

And Include AT NO EXTRA COST 

a copy of “AMERICAN BUILDER 

BIG-VALUE HOMES.” 

12-38 

This offer good only in United States, 

Possessions and Canada 

CHAPTER V 

“Moderne Homes 

for Economy 

mer American in Brick, Boards and Batten, with working 
plans. 

New Style Ohio Home, with 3 pages of views, plans and 
details. 

Cubist Creation at Glen Ellyn. 
New Style Detroit Home, with construction outline. 
Pittsburgh “Home that Grows.”’ 
Modern Efficiency and Style in Texas, featuring extensive 

use of glass block. 
Modern St. Louis Home with new type of heating system. 
“New Homes Inspire Old-Home Remodeling.” 
Two Basement Transformations that are no less than 

amazing. 
Garage with arched doors enhance the beauty of a charm- 

ing New England Home. 

CHAPTER VI 

“Savings in Group Home Build- 

ing and Apartment Houses’ 

—_ Home Planning Cuts Costs, with floor plans of 6 
ouses. 

First Group of Row Houses Built in Chicago in 50 years. 
Economical Plan in Kansas Apartments. 
Modern Two-Flat Building combines new materials and 

advanced planning. 
Cleveland Apartment House Restyled. 
Philadelphia Row Houses brought up to date. 

< 

Get your FREE copy at once, on the liberal terms outlined above. 
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In which we 

Practice what we Preach 

Machine shop and change house. A year’s perfect safety record 
won us the P.C... Safety Trophy shown in the foreground. 

These views are of two of our new buildings at the Leeds, 

Alabama, plant of Universal Atlas. We think you'll agree 
that they are good examples of how architectural con- 

crete may be used in constructing industrial buildings. 

Architectural concrete opens new avenues of architec- 

tural beauty to em 4 construction (as well as to 

public, residential and commercial construction), and 
usually at a saving in cost. For with architectural con- 

Architectural concrete office building of the Leeds, Alabama, 
plant of the Universal Atlas Cement Co. Exterior surface was 
given a rubbed finish after the plywood forms were removed. 

crete, structural parts and ornamentations are cast as 

a unit. Result: distinctive buildings of moderate cost 
that are unsurpassed in strength, permanence, fire safety 

—and that require little or no upkeep. 

MAIL COUPON TODAY for interesting facts on this 

important new development, and further examples ot 
how architectural concrete is being used. Universal 

Atlas Cement Co. (United States Steel Corporation 

Subsidiary), 135 East 42nd Street, New York City. 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS Cement Co. 
135 East 42nd Street, New York City 

Please send me further information 

on Architectural Concrete. 

Name 

Address____—_ 

City State. 
ee mes cee ee ene cones ee ae es cee a ee oe ee ee eee cee ee es cee ces eee om eee em 

Universal Atlas 

CEMENTS 
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THis sign POINTS THe way 

THIS HOUSE 

PAINTED 

INSIDE AND OUT 
WiTH 

= 

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS 

TO MORE HOMES SOLD BY YOU! |: 

Finish, sleek, washable S-W Semi- 

Lustre or gayly colored S-W Enam- 

eloid. 

Above all—you'll inspire the con- 

fidence of your prospects. They know 

the Sherwin-Williams name and the 

Sherwin-Williams reputation. ‘Paint- 

ed with Sherwin-Williams” infers 

“quality throughout” to them! 

Get the facts about Sherwin- 

Williams Paints and whatthey can do 

for you. Write the Sherwin-Williams 

Co., Cleveland, Ohio, and all princi- 

Here's a simple, sure way to spur the 

sales of the houses you build. Paint 

them with Sherwin-Williams Paints— 

and get the full advertising and sell- 

r. ing power that” Painted with Sherwin- 

Williams” means! 

First—you'll attract more inspector- 

prospects. Few can resist the out- 

, standing beauty of a house painted 

with the richness of famous SWP 

House Paint. 

Second—you'll hold the admiration 

of all as they go through your house— 

eae 

whether you painted the rooms with 

luxuriously soft S-W Flat-Tone Wall 

pal cities. 

See our catalog in Sweet's. 
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*LAYING NEW FLOORS OF BRUCE FINISHED HARDWOOD BLOCKS 

Make Money This Winter on 

PATTERNED HARDWOOD FLOORING JOBS 

There’s profitable remodeling work waiting for you 

this winter—inside! You can keep busy laying Patterned 

Hardwood Floors of Bruce Finished Blocks. 

With Bruce Finished Blocks you can sell new floors 

faster than you’ve ever sold them before. And Bruce 

Blocks save your time in application. They are easy to 

apply by nailing over wood subfloors or by laying in 

mastic over concrete. 

This is the newest idea in hardwood flooring—a mate- 

rial that has proved itself in homes, apartments, schools, 

stores and other buildings. It’s a modern flooring—fin- 

ished at the factory with the finest surface hardwood has 

ever had. Complete new floors—ready for immediate 

use—can be laid in a few hours. And here’s a strong 

selling point for you—there’s none of the mess, delay 

and inconvenience to occupants that is usually connected 

with laying new floors. 

Get your free copy of “Patterned Hardwood Floors for 

Distinctive Decoration and Lasting Beauty.” A helpful 

new book, illustrated in color. Ask your dealer, or use 

this coupon to get it from us. 

E. L. BRUCE CO. Yooring Division MEMPHIS, TENN. 

BRUCE BLOCK FLOORS 

HAVE BEEN WIDELY USED IN 

Residences Stores Hospitals Factories Churches 
Apartments Hotels Schools Banks Clubs 
Offices Ballrooms Gymnasiums Post Offices Colleges 

Millions of feet of Bruce Blocks are now giving 
service and satisfaction in structures of all types 

” i ac a ae 

E. L. Bruce Co., Dept. AB-12 
Memphis, Tenn. 

Please send me your free book, 
“Patterned Hardwood Floors—for 
Distinctive Decoration and Lasting Beauty.” 

THERE 1S NO SUBSTITUTE FOR HARDWOOD FLOORS 
SF SF SS SF SSF SSF SFT FEST SST FSF SF SF FFF SBF SF Qe ae Ge eee 
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